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1. Application area
This educational program “Materials Science and Engineering” was
developed on the basis of the Model Curriculum for the specialty 5B071000 Materials Science and Technology of New Materials (from August 23, 2012 with
changes in May 13, 2016) in accordance with international documents in the field of
higher education, recommendations of ECTS Users' Guide (Guide to Using ECTS),
“Tuning Educational Structures in Europe”, and setting educational content
requirements through study, the volume of academic load and the level of
professional training of bachelors.
The educational program was developed taking into account the comparison
of the workload of the academic load in accordance with the requirements of the
Bologna Declaration.
2. Normative references
1. The Law of the Kazakhstan Republic "On Education" (No. 319-III from July
27, 2007 in the edition of the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated 24.10.11 No.
487-IV, with amendments and additions as of July 4, 2018);
2. The state general compulsory standard of higher education, approved by the
Decree of the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated August 23, 2012
No. 1080, as amended on May 13, 2016 No. 292;
3. Typical curriculum on specialty 5B060300-Mechanics approved by order of
the Minister of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated August
16, 2013 No. 343, as amended on July 5, 2016 No. 425;
4. The Rules for the organization of the educational process on the credit
technology of education, approved by the Order of the Minister of Education and
Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated April 20, 2011 No. 152;
5. The National Framework of Qualifications, approved by the Protocol of the
Republican tripartite commission on social partnership and regulation of social and
labor relations dated March 16, 2016;
6. Model curricula of the cycle of general education disciplines for
organizations of higher and (or) postgraduate education, approved by Order No. 603
of the Minister of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated
October 31, 2018;
7. Guidance on the use of the European Credit Transfer and Accumulation
System (ECTS), developed as part of the Bologna process and officially published
by the European Commission in 2009.
3. Basic terms and abbreviations
The following basic terms and definitions are used in this document in
accordance with the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On Education”, national
standard of education of RK “Higher Education. Undergraduate. Fundamentals” №
292 dated 05.13.2016 and national standard of education of RK 5.05.001-2005
“Coding System of Academic Disciplines of Higher and Postgraduate Education ”,
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international documents in the field of education, the European Credit Transfer
System:
Educational program (EP) - a single set of basic characteristics of education,
including goals, results and content of education, organization of the educational
process, ways and methods for their implementation, criteria for evaluating learning
outcomes;
Undergraduate program - higher education, educational programs of which
are aimed at training personnel with the award of a bachelor's degree in the relevant
specialty
Credit (credit-hour) - a unified unit of measurement of the student’s / teacher’s
academic work;
Credit technology of education - education based on the selection and selfplanning by students of the sequence of studying disciplines using credit as a unified
unit for measuring the volume of student’s and teacher’s educational work;
Module - an autonomous structural element of an educational program that is
complete in terms of learning outcomes and has well-defined knowledge and skills,
experience and competencies acquired by learners;
Modular educational program - a training program, including a set of training
modules aimed at mastering students' core competencies necessary to obtain a
certain degree and / or qualification;
Modular construction of the educational program – a way of achieving the
goal of professional training by determining the content and structure of the
educational program based on the concept of the organization of the educational
process, in which the purpose of the education is the summation of the student's
professional competencies;
Main curriculum (MC) - a document regulating within the framework of a
separate educational program the list, sequence, volume (labor intensity) of
mandatory and elective disciplines (modules), practices, other types of educational
activities of students of the appropriate level of education and forms of control;
Prerequisites (Prerequisite) - disciplines containing the knowledge and skills
necessary for mastering the studied discipline;
Post requisites (Postrequisite) - disciplines for the study of which requires
knowledge and skills acquired at the end of studying this discipline;
Rules for the implementation of EP - rules that establish and regulate the order
of the organization of the educational process during the implementation of the
educational program;
Learning outcomes – these are formulations of what is expected to be
understood and will be able to demonstrate the learner upon completion of the
learning process. [ECTS Users ’Guide, 2005].
Learning outcomes include what the student must understand and do at the end
of the study period. Activity component - practical and operational application of
knowledge. Learning outcomes are used as a tool for the development of model
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training programs. [Walsh A., Webb M. Guide to Writing Learning Outcomes.
Learning and Teaching Development Unit. Kingston University, Surrey. 2002];
Results of mastering of the educational program (educational results) competencies generated from the student during the development of the EP. The
planned results of mastering of the educational program at the level of requirements
are determined by the educational standard and reflected in the concept of the
educational program.
Standard curriculum (SC) - a document approved by an authorized body and
regulating the list and scope of mandatory educational disciplines in the specialty,
the order of their study and forms of control;
Elective disciplines - academic disciplines included in the component selection
within the framework of established credits and injected by educational
organizations, reflecting the individual training of the student, taking into account
the specifics of socio-economic development and the needs of a particular region,
established scientific schools of the higher educational institution;
European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System o (ECTS) is a method of
appropriation credit units to components of educational programs (disciplines,
courses, modules), with which the comparison and re-calculation of academic
disciplines developed by students (with credits and grades) is carried out while
changing educational trajectory, university and country of study.
In addition to these, the following abbreviations apply:
GD – general disciplines;
BD - basic disciplines;
MD – major disciplines;
MC - mandatory component;
CS - component selection;
IWS - independent work of students;
IWST - independent work of students under the guidance of the teacher.
4. Fundamentals
4.1 Educational activities at the university are carried out according to the credit
technology of education on the basis of a student-oriented approach, in which
learning outcomes and competences play a major role and become the main result
of the educational process for the student.
4.2 The educational program for the specialty "5B071000 - Materials Science
and Technology of New Materials" was developed in accordance with national
standard of education RK, the National Qualifications Framework and is consistent
with the Dublin descriptors and the European Qualifications Framework. The
educational program is focused on learning outcomes.
4.3 Foreign and domestic specialists and employers are involved in the process
of developing the educational program by the specialty "5B071000 - Materials
Science and Technology of New Materials".
4.4 Priority areas for the development of the educational program in the
specialty "5B071000 - Materials Science and Technology of New Materials" are:
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 programs in the framework of the President’s Messages, including those
voiced in the text of the message “The Third Modernization of Kazakhstan:
Global Competitiveness”;
 interdisciplinary programs;
 programs in English learning;
 joint educational programs with foreign partner universities;
 professional programs commissioned by enterprises-employers;
 programs using distance learning technologies, including programs of
additional education
4.5 The educational program is designed to provide high quality professional
education in materials science and engineering in accordance with the highest
academic standards in the global education.
The program has theoretical and practical components. Terms of mastering: 4
years. Forms of education: full-time. During the period of study, the student learns
at least 153 credits, of which theoretical training - 130 credits, professional practice
- 12 credits, physical education - 8 credits and final attestation - 3 credits.
Awarded degree with full development of the educational program - Bachelor
of Natural Science in the specialty "5B071000 - Materials Science and Technology
of New Materials".
5. Code and title of the specialty
Specialty code 5B071000 - Materials science and technology of new materials,
in accordance with the Classifier of specialties of higher and postgraduate education
of the Republic of Kazakhstan, this educational program belongs to the Technical
Sciences section.
In the National Classifier of the Kazakhstan Republic (NC RK 01-2017
Classification of Occupations), materials scientists have the code 2141 and are
classified as professionals in the field of science and technology.
6. Level of qualification according to the International Standard
Classification of Education
This educational program corresponds to the ISCED level 6, which does not
require prior completion of other programs and is classified as a first-degree
program. Direction of training - undergraduate. Duration of training - 4 years.
According to the International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED
2013), this educational program belongs to the following field of education
4 Science

44 Physical sciences
Astronomy and cosmology, physics, other related subjects,
chemistry, other related subjects, geology, geophysics, mineralogy,
physical anthropology, physical geography and other earth sciences,
meteorology and other atmospheric sciences, including climate
research, oceanography, volcanology, paleoecology
7

7. Objectives of the educational program
The educational program is focused on the preparation of highly qualified
specialists in the field of materials science, who have certain knowledge and
competencies that are in demand in the job market.
The objectives of the educational program are:
 formation of a national model of continuing education integrated into the
world education by comparison with foreign educational programs that meets the
needs of the individual and society in the specialty 5B071000 - Materials Science
and Technology of New Materials
 creating conditions for the development of creative potential, initiative and
innovation;
 obtaining knowledge in the basic disciplines of materials science and
engineering science with the subsequent conscious choice of professional elective
disciplines;
 the acquisition of practical skills required by the bachelor of materials science
during the period of training and industry practices;
 formation of graduates' competitiveness in the job market;
 acquisition of a complex of knowledge that forms the basis of this profession,
skills and abilities to navigate in the flow of information and obtain new knowledge
to continue education in the magistracy and training in doctoral PhD.
8. Sphere of professional activity
Area of professional activity of the bachelor in the specialty 5B071000 Materials science and technology of new materials is:
 62.01 Activities in the field of computer programming;
 62.01.1 Software Development;
 71.2 Technical testing and analysis;
 71.12 Activity in the field of engineering researches and provision of
technical consultations in this area;
 72 Research and development;
 72.1 Scientific research and experimental development in the field of natural
sciences and engineering;
 72.19 Other research and development in natural sciences and engineering;
 Technical services in the field of mining industry;
 Production of computers, electronic and optical products;
 Manufacture of electrical equipment;
 Collection, treatment and disposal of waste;
 Research and development;
 Other professional, scientific and technical activities in Almaty
Types of economic activity in accordance with GCEA (General Classification
of Types of Economic Activity) in which this profession is in demand:
85420 Higher education;
66210 Risk and damage assessment;
72190 Other research and development in the natural sciences and engineering
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74909 Other professional, scientific and technical activities that are not
included in other categories;
7410 Specialized design work;
7112 Engineering activities and the provision of technical advice in this area;
62090 Other activities in the field of information technology and computer
systems;
7120 Technical testing and analysis;
2910 Construction of water facilities;
42110 Construction of roads and highways
9. Directions of professional activity
Graduates in the specialty 5B071000 - Materials Science and Technology of
New Materials can perform the following professional activities:
engineering design
- development of design documentation;
- production of various technical devices, devices and equipment;
-control of the state of the production process.
production technology and organizational –management
- at the industrial enterprises.
experimental-research
- the study of the structure and properties of materials by choosing the necessary
research methods;
- development of new technological processes.
scientific
- writing and publishing scientific articles;
- preparation of scientific reports and reports at scientific conferences.
expert
- examination of the structure and various properties of materials prepared for
publication;
- consultation on the status of technical devices, devices and equipment;
- participation in the scientific examination of projects
10. Competence of the specialist
Material science graduate should have general cultural (GC) and professional
(PC) competencies, including the ability to:
Compet
ence
Competency description
Code
GC-1 formulate the main stages of the modern history of the progressive
development of the statehood of Kazakhstan, in the context of the
world and Eurasian historical process;
GC-2 fluently interpret and creatively use scientific, historical and
philosophical knowledge to summarize the success factors of the
Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state the Republic of Kazakhstan;
9

GC-3

GC -4
GC -5

GC -6

GC -7

GC -8
PC-1

PC -2

PC -3

PC -4

PC -5

PC -6

PC -7

demonstrate the competent use of linguistic and cultural linguistic
knowledge for solving communication problems in a multilingual
and multicultural society of the Republic of Kazakhstan and in the
international arena;
represent social and ethical values based on social and legal norms
and tolerance to various cultural and confessional traditions;
describe the basic laws of the functioning and development of nature
and society; to adequately navigate in various socio-economic,
political and emergency situations; make decisions in standard and
non-standard situations and take responsibility for them;
search and use of information necessary for the effective
performance of professional tasks, professional and personal
development; set a goal and choose ways to achieve it;
work in a group and a team, communicate effectively with
colleagues, supervisors; take responsibility for the work of team
members, the result of the assignments; be responsible for your own
decisions and be prepared to provide a rationale for these decisions;
demonstrate critical thinking while working with new information;
demonstrate proficiency in research methods analysis, diagnostics
and modeling of the properties of substances (materials), physical
and chemical processes in them and in technologies for producing,
processing and modifying materials.
use modern information and communication technologies, global
information resources in research and analytical activities in the field
of materials science and material technology;
demonstrate the use of modeling techniques, evaluation, forecasting
and optimization of technological processes and material properties,
standardization and certification of materials and processes;
use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract
description; summarize scientific information in the form of a
summary statement of the problem;
Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of
production processes, selection and operation of equipment and
tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring
efficient, environmentally and technically safe production;
Put into practice modern ideas of materials science on the effects of
micro- and nano-scaleon the properties of materials, the interaction
of materials with the environment, electromagnetic radiation and
particle fluxes;
Collect and interpret meaningful data from the study, analysis and
synthesis of scientific and technical information on the subject of
research, development and use of technical documentation, basic
regulatory documents on intellectual property issues, preparation of
documents for patenting, design know-how
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PC -8

Determine the requirements and criteria for selecting the main types
of modern inorganic and organic materials for solving production
problems, to argue the choice of materials for the specified operating
conditions, taking into account the requirements of
manufacturability, economy, reliability and durability, the
environmental consequences of their usage;
PC -9 Demonstrate the use of traditional and new technological processes,
operations, equipment, regulatory and methodological materials on
technological preparation of production, quality, standardization and
certification of products and processes with elements of economic
analysis, taking into account safety regulations, industrial hygiene,
fire safety and labor protection standards;
PC -10 Design technological processes and develop technological
documentation, carry out calculations and design of parts;
PC -11 use modern databases and information retrieval methods; to be
guided in the conditions of change of technology in professional
activity;
PC -12 independently acquire and use new knowledge and skills; participate
in scientific discussions, write scientific articles.
11. Learning outcomes oriented to Dublin descriptors
Upon completion of this educational program it is expected that students will
be able to:
Cognitive competencies:
A1. demonstrate an understanding of the main problems in the field of physical
materials science, choose methods and ways of solving them, demonstrate skills of
working in a research team, generate new ideas; to fluently interpret and creatively
use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success
factors of the Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state the Republic of Kazakhstan;
A2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies,
directed by changing their structure to solve the problems of creating new devices,
equipment and devices;
A3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and
connection of materials science with physics, chemistry, engineering, computer
science.
Functional competencies:
B1. design and submit information, ideas, problems and solutions, both to
specialists and non-specialists;
B2. perform analytical, synthetic and creative tasks taking into account
scientific, technical, social, environmental, conditions and standards through
appropriate methods and using adequate methods of work;
B3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize
the need for sustainable development;
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B4. collect and interpret information in scientific, design-technological and
production activities to make judgments taking into account social, economic,
scientific or ethical considerations;
B5. apply knowledge and understanding in materials science and technology at
a professional level and solve standard problems of scientific and manufacturing
activity in the field of materials science and materials production technologies.
System competencies:
C1. build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials
science;
C2. identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the
manufacture of products, their composition, structure, properties, processing
methods;
C3. choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the
causes of product failures under the influence of various operational factors on them;
Social (communicative) competence:
D1. Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract
description; summarize scientific information in the form of a summary statement
of the problem.
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12. The ratio of the expected learning outcomes of training methods and assessment in the formation of
competence
Code and
description of
the competence
GC-1
Formulate the
main stages of
the modern
history of the
progressive
development of
the statehood of
Kazakhstan, in
the context of
the world and
Eurasian
historical
process.

GC-2
Fluently
interpret and

Module with an
indication of credits
numbers

Social
and
Humanistic Module – 6
cr;

Instrument
module – 15 cr.

Module of sociopolitical knowledge –4
cr.;

Module
of
cultural heritage and
interpersonal
communication – 4 cr.;

Expected results

Technology and
teaching
methods
Application of
IT technologies;
presentations;
conversation;
disputes;
educational,
imitation games;
training
discussions;
work
with
educational and
scientific
literature.

Control and
evaluation
tools
Survey, test,
colloquium,
midterm
control,
Midterm
Exam,
consultations,
exam, tests.

- explain the basic laws of the functioning and
development of nature and society, to
adequately navigate in various socio-economic,
political and emergency situations, political and
emergency situations; to freely interpret and
creatively use scientific, historical and
philosophical knowledge to summarize the
success factors of the Kazakhstan development
model on the way to an established state - the
Republic of Kazakhstan;
- competently use linguistic and cultural
linguistic knowledge to solve communication
problems in a multilingual and multicultural
society of the Republic of Kazakhstan and in the
international arena; to the perception, analysis,
synthesis of information, setting goals and
choosing ways to achieve it.
- reproduce the historical foundations and  Social and Humanistic Application of Survey, test,
periods of formation of independent Module – 6 cr;
IT technologies; colloquium,
presentations;
midterm
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creatively use
scientific,
historical and
philosophical
knowledge to
summarize the
success factors
of the
Kazakhstan
development
model on the
way to an
established state
- the Republic of
Kazakhstan;

Kazakhstan statehood in the context of the
World and Eurasian historical process;
-explain the basic principles, laws and
mechanisms of cognitive activity;
- knowledge of current ethical problems of our
time and their importance for professional
activities;
- distinguish the role of history as a world view
and the basis of scientific knowledge; essence
and interrelations of general scientific pictures
of the world;
- objectively and comprehensively interpret the
advantages, features and significance of the
Kazakhstan development model;
- to analyze and evaluate socially significant
phenomena, events, processes; to understand
and analyze socially significant problems and
processes, to apply the basic principles and
methods of social sciences in solving social and
professional problems;
- build the foundations of sociohumanitarian
knowledge, understanding of the driving forces
and laws of the historical and socio-cultural
process, the socio-political organization of
society;
14

 Instrument module 15 cr.
 Module of sociopolitical knowledge –4
cr.;
 Module of cultural
heritage
and
interpersonal
communication – 4 cr.;
 Professional language
– 4 cr.;
 Physical mandatory
module – 6 cr.

conversation;
disputes;
educational,
imitation games;
training
discussions;
work
with
educational and
scientific
literature.

control,
Midterm
Exam,
consultations,
exam, tests.

-

offer skills of social adaptation,
competitiveness, primarily in the labor market
- explain the basic laws of the functioning and
GC-3
Demonstrate the development of nature and society, to
competent use adequately navigate in various socio-economic,
of linguistic and political and emergency situations; fluently
cultural
interpret and creatively use scientific, historical
linguistic
and philosophical knowledge to summarize the
knowledge for success factors of the Kazakhstan development
solving
model on the way to an established state - the
communication Republic of Kazakhstan;
problems in a - competently use linguistic and cultural
multilingual and linguistic knowledge to solve communication
multicultural
problems in a multilingual and multicultural
society of the society of the Republic of Kazakhstan and in the
Republic of
international arena; to the perception, analysis,
Kazakhstan and synthesis of information, setting goals and
in the
choosing ways to achieve it;
international
arena;
- to assess the skills of creative, critical thinking
GC-4
Represent social and the use of critical thinking tools for the
and ethical
analysis of scientific, cultural, social and
values based on political phenomena and processes;
social and legal - help broad masses of people, social groups and
norms and
individuals from a scientific point of view
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 Instrument module –
15 cr.
 Module of sociopolitical knowledge–
4 cr.;
 Module of cultural
heritage
and
interpersonal
communication – 4
cr.;
 Professional
language– 4 cr.

Application of
IT technologies;
presentations;
conversation;
disputes;
educational,
imitation games;
training
discussions;
work
with
educational and
scientific
literature.

Survey, test,
colloquium,
midterm
control,
Midterm
Exam,
consultations,
exam, tests.

 Social
and
Humanistic Module–
6 cr.;
 Instrument module –
15 cr.

Application of
IT technologies;
presentations;
conversation;
disputes;
educational,

Survey, test,
colloquium,
midterm
control,
Midterm
Exam,

tolerance to
various cultural
and confessional
traditions;

understand political situations and, thus, carry
out creative political activities;
- analyze the diversity of cultures and
civilizations;
- evaluate the role of civilizations in their
interaction.
- summarize the results of mental, historicaltypological, interpersonal analysis to determine
the place of professional activity in the cultural
and historical paradigm
- to assess and possess the skills of respect for
the cultural heritage and man; information on
the driving forces of the psychological process.
- explain the basic laws of the functioning and
GC-5
describe the
development of nature and society, to
basic laws of the adequately navigate in various socio-economic,
functioning and political and emergency situations;
development of - fluently interpret and creatively use scientific,
nature and
historical and philosophical knowledge to
society; to
summarize the success factors of the
adequately
Kazakhstan development model on the way to
navigate in
an established state - the Republic of
various socio- Kazakhstan;
economic,
- interpret basic mechanical phenomena; basic
political and
concepts and physical quantities from the
emergency
course of mechanics; the basic principles and
16

 Module of sociopolitical knowledge–
4 cr.;
 Module of cultural
heritage
and
interpersonal
communication – 4
cr.;
 Professional
language– 4 cr.;

imitation games; consultations,
training
exam, tests.
discussions;
work
with
educational and
scientific
literature.

 Social
and
Humanistic Module–
6 cr;
 Instrument module –
15 cr.
 Module of sociopolitical knowledge–
4 cr.;
 Module of cultural
heritage
and
interpersonal
communication – 4
cr.;

Application of
IT technologies;
presentations;
conversation;
disputes;
educational,
imitation games;
training
discussions;
work
with
educational and
scientific
literature.

Survey, test,
colloquium,
midterm
control,
Midterm
Exam,
consultations,
exam, tests.

situations; make
decisions in
standard and
non-standard
situations and
take
responsibility
for them;.

laws of mechanics, their logical content,
mathematical expression and area of
applicability.
- use specialized knowledge in the field of
physics for mastering specialized physical
disciplines;
- interpret basic mathematical concepts
included in this program, their interrelation,
interdependence and mutual influence not only
among themselves, but also with other
mathematical disciplines; - know the basic
mechanical phenomena; basic concepts and
physical quantities from the course of
mechanics; the basic principles and laws of
mechanics, their logical content, mathematical
expression and area of applicability.
- use specialized knowledge in the field of
physics for mastering specialized physical
disciplines;
- know the basic mathematical concepts
included in this program, their interrelation,
interdependence and mutual influence not only
among themselves, but also with other
mathematical disciplines;.
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 Professional
language– 4 cr.;
 Module of mandatory
basic
materials
science disciplines– 5
cr.;
 Module
of
construction basics –
5 cr.;
 Alternative
energy
module– 6 cr.;
 Interdisciplinary
basic module– 7 cr.

GC-6
Search and use
of information
necessary for the
effective
performance of
professional
tasks,
professional and
personal
development; set
a goal and
choose ways to
achieve it;

- correctly apply the basic methods of
mathematical analysis to the solution of various
mathematical problems of other disciplines;
- interpret and independently create new
mathematical models in the natural sciences and
explore them;
- argue the own vision of the applied aspect in
rigorous mathematical formulations;
- propose methods of mathematical and
algorithmic modeling in the analysis of
problems from other disciplines;
- explain the paradigms of the composition,
syntax and semantics of languages, basic
models, approaches and techniques in the study
of languages;
- understand the basic principles and logic of
programming programming languages, basic
functions and procedures
- build efficient algorithms and implement them
in various programming languages; conduct
lexical analysis, syntax analysis, effective
software implementation;
- understand the relationship of state diagrams
with the nature of the interactions of
components in alloys of various types;
18

 Social
and
Humanistic Module–
6 cr;
 Mathematical
mandatory module- 5
cr.;
 Instrument module –
15 cr.
 Professional
language– 4 cr.;
 Interdisciplinary
module for research
activities– 5 cr.;
 Module
of
Nanotechnology–6
cr.;
 Nondestructive
testing module and
Module
of
new
materials – 6 cr.;
 Interdisciplinary
module
for
technological
activities – 5 cr.;
 Module of electrical
equipment – 6 cr.;

Application of
IT technologies;
presentations;
conversation;
disputes;
educational,
imitation games;
training
discussions;
work with
educational and
scientific
literature.

Survey, test,
colloquium,
midterm
control,
Midterm
Exam,
consultations,
exam, tests.

-demonstrate the concept of heat treatment of  Microelectronics
metals and heat treatment technology;
Module– 6 cr.;
 Module
of
- understand the principles of operation of
construction
equipment for heat treatment of metals, the
materials – 6 cr.;
name;
 Professional Practice
- understand and implement the main directions
Module– 12 cr.
of use, and modes of heat treatment of metals.
- put into practice methods and methods of
influencing materials to form a given level of
structure and properties of finished products
and semi-finished products; be competent in
organizing, planning production and technical
experiments and evaluating the effectiveness of
decisions made.
- communicate on the content and problems of
GC-7
 Social
and
Work in a group the specialty both with colleagues at work and
Humanistic Moduleand a team,
with representatives of the general public,
6 cr.;
communicate including from other countries in a foreign
 Instrument module –
effectively with language;
15 cr.
colleagues,
-to demonstrate the understanding of the
 Professional
supervisors; take principles, laws and categories of philosophy in
language– 4 cr.;
responsibility the process of solving professional scientific
 Interdisciplinary
for the work of problems;
module for research
team members, - to substantiate the skills of analytical and
activities– 5 cr.;
the result of the axiological analysis in the study of complex
19

Application of
IT technologies;
presentations;
conversation;
disputes;
educational,
imitation games;
training
discussions;
work
with
educational and

Survey, test,
colloquium,
midterm
control,
Midterm
Exam,
consultations,
exam, tests.

assignments; be
responsible for
your own
decisions and be
prepared to
provide a
rationale for
these decisions;

historical processes, phenomena and historical
personalities of modern Kazakhstan.
- to assess the skills of creative, critical thinking
and the use of tools of critical thinking to the
analysis of scientific, cultural, social and
political phenomena and processes.
- propose methods of mathematical and
algorithmic modeling in the analysis of
problems from other disciplines;
- have the skills to solve problems in order to
mathematically correctly put a specific simple
task of practice, choose a method for its solution
and solve it;
-to apply computer methods of collecting,
storing and processing information used in the
field of professional activity;
- correctly correlate the content of specific tasks
with the general laws of physics, apply the laws
of mechanics to solve physical problems and at
interdisciplinary boundaries with other fields of
knowledge;
- demonstrate proficiency in the processing of
construction materials in order to improve their
mechanical, technological and other types of
properties;
- recommend standard test methods;
20

 Module
of scientific
literature.
Nanotechnology–6
cr.;
 Nondestructive
testing module and
Module
of
new
materials – 6 cr.;
 Interdisciplinary
module
for
technological
activities – 5 cr.;
 Module of electrical
equipment – 6 cr.;
 Microelectronics
Module– 6 cr.;
 Module
of
construction
materials – 6 cr.;
 Professional Practice
Module– 12 cr.

GC-8
Demonstrate
critical thinking
while working
with new
information;

- explain the reasons and solve the tasks with
the use of databases and literature.
- to assess the skills of creative, critical thinking
and the use of tools of critical thinking to the
analysis of scientific, cultural, social and
political phenomena and processes.
- propose methods of mathematical and
algorithmic modeling in the analysis of
problems from other disciplines;
- have the skills to solve problems in order to
mathematically correctly put a specific simple
task of practice, choose a method for its solution
and solve it;
-to apply computer methods of collecting,
storing and processing information used in the
field of professional activity;
- correctly correlate the content of specific tasks
with the general laws of physics, apply the laws
of mechanics to solve physical problems and at
interdisciplinary boundaries with other fields of
knowledge;
- to master the methods of processing
construction materials in order to increase their
mechanical, technological and other types of
properties;
- recommend standard test methods;
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 Social
and
Humanistic Module–
6 cr;
 Instrument module –
15 cr.;
 Module of sociopolitical knowledge–
4 cr.;
 Module of cultural
heritage
and
interpersonal
communication – 4
cr.;
 Professional
language– 4 cr.;
 Mathematical
mandatory module- 5
cr.;
 Module of mandatory
basic
materials
science disciplines– 5
cr.;

Application of
IT technologies;
presentations;
conversation;
disputes;
educational,
imitation games;
training
discussions;
work
with
educational and
scientific
literature.

Survey, test,
colloquium,
midterm
control,
Midterm
Exam,
consultations,
exam, tests.

PC-1
Demonstrate
proficiency in
research
methods
analysis,
diagnostics and
modeling of the
properties
of
substances

- explain the reasons and solve the tasks with  Mechanics
and
the use of databases and literary sources;
Mathematics
- have the ability to creatively generalize the
Modules– 4 cr.;
knowledge gained, the specific and objective  Module
of
presentation of their knowledge in written and
Condensed
State
oral form.
Physics– 5 cr.;
 Technical materials
module – 6 cr.;
 Module of Applied
and Physical Optics –
8 cr.;
 Interdisciplinary
basic module– 7 cr.;
 Professional Practice
Module– 12 cr.
- interpret classical mathematical models of  Mechanics
and
theoretical physics, mechanics, computational
Mathematics
mathematics and special disciplines, their
Modules– 4 cr.;
properties, as well as experimental and  Alternative
energy
theoretical
methods
for
constructing
module– 6 cr.;
mathematical models;
 Module
of
- demonstrate proficiency in the presentation,
construction basics–
modeling and calculation of scientific and
5 cr.;
technical materials on energy;
 Mathematical
- describe the device, principle of operation,
mandatory module-5
technical characteristics, the scope of the main
cr.;
22

Application of
IT technologies;
presentations;
conversation;
disputes;
educational,
imitation games;
training
discussions;
work
with
educational and

Survey, test,
colloquium,
midterm
control,
Midterm
Exam,
consultations,
exam, tests.

(materials),
physical
chemical
processes
them and
technologies
producing,
processing
modifying
materials;

and
in
in
for
and

PC-2
Use modern
information and
communication
technologies,
global
information
resources in
researchand

mechanisms, standard parts and machine
components;
- to master the methods of processing
construction materials in order to increase their
mechanical, technological and other types of
properties;
- apply computer methods of collecting, storing
and processing information used in the field of
professional activity;
- register and submit information, ideas,
problems and solutions, both to specialists and
non-specialists.

- understand the basic principles and logic of
programming programming languages, basic
functions and procedures
- be able to build efficient algorithms and
implement them in various programming
languages; conduct lexical analysis, syntax
analysis, effective software implementation;

23

 Technical materials
module – 6 cr.;
 Interdisciplinary
basic module– 7 cr.;
 Mandatory module of
major
materials
science disciplines– 5
cr.;
 Module
of
Nanotechnology6cr.;
 Module
of
digitalization
of
systems
and
processes-6 cr.;
 Professional Practice
Module– 12 cr.
 Instrument module –
15 cr.
 Module of sociopolitical knowledge–
4 cr.;
 Module of cultural
heritage
and
interpersonal

scientific
literature.

Application of
IT technologies;
presentations;
conversation;
disputes;
educational,
imitation games;
training
discussions;

Survey, test,
colloquium,
midterm
control,
Midterm
Exam,
consultations,
exam, tests.

analytical
activities in the
field of
materials
science and
material
technology;

- solve the problem, apply classical
mathematical models to the task, justify the
correctness of the mathematical model;
- be able to correctly apply the basic methods of
mathematical analysis to the solution of various
mathematical problems of other disciplines;
- to interpret and independently create new
mathematical models in the natural sciences and
explore them;
- to argue the own vision of the applied aspect
in rigorous mathematical formulations;
- propose methods of mathematical and
algorithmic modeling in the analysis of
problems from other disciplines
- know the classical mathematical models of
theoretical physics, mechanics, computational
mathematics and special disciplines, their
properties, as well as experimental and
theoretical
methods
for
constructing
mathematical models;
- summarize the basics of the presentation of
graphic information in computer systems, basic
information about modern standards of
computer graphics;
- understand the organization of research and
educational process in secondary schools.
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communication – 4
cr.;
Mathematical
mandatory module-5
cr.;
Mechanics
and
Mathematics
Modules– 4 cr.;
Alternative
energy
module– 6 cr.;
Module
of
construction basics
- – 5 cr.;
Technical materials
module – 6 cr.;
Interdisciplinary
basic module– 7 cr.;
Mandatory module of
major
materials
science disciplines– 5
cr.;
Module
of
Nanotechnology-6cr;
Module
of
construction basics5cr.;

work
with
educational and
scientific
literature.

PC-3
Demonstrate the
use
(under
guidance)
of
modeling
techniques,
evaluation,
forecasting and
optimization of
technological
processes
and
material
properties,
standardization
and certification
of materials and
processes;

- demonstrate proficiency in the presentation,
modeling, and calculations of scientific and
technical materials on energy;
- describe the device, operating principle,
technical characteristics, the scope of the basic
mechanisms, typical parts and components of
machines;
- master the methods of processing construction
materials in order to increase their mechanical,
technological and other types of properties;
- apply computer methods of collecting, storing
and processing information used in the field of
professional activity;
- draw up and submit information, ideas,
problems and solutions, both to specialists and
non-specialists;
- to predict the influence of various factors on
the equilibrium in chemical reactions;
- give an interpretation of the methods of
physicochemical measurements, methods for
25

 Module
of
digitalization
of
systems
and
processes-6 cr.;
 Professional Practice
Module– 12 cr.

Mathematical
mandatory
module-5
cr.;

Mechanics
and
Mathematics Modules–
4 cr.;

Interdisciplinary
module for research
activities– 5 cr.;

Module
of
construction basics – 5
cr.;
Interdisciplinary
module
for
technological activities5 cr.;
- Module of technology
for
production
of

Application of
IT technologies;
presentations;
conversation;
disputes;
educational,
imitation games;
training
discussions;
work
with
educational and
scientific
literature.

Survey, test,
colloquium,
midterm
control,
Midterm
Exam,
consultations,
exam, tests.

correctly estimating errors during the
experiment;
- make kinetic equations in differential and
integral forms for kinetically simple reactions
and to predict the effect of temperature on the
speed of the process;
- master the methods of carrying out
physicochemical measurements, the methods of
correctly estimating errors during the
experiment;

- calculate and explain the thermal effects of
chemical reactions at a given temperature under
conditions of constant pressure or volume;
equilibrium constants of chemical reactions at a
given temperature.
PC-4
Use and create
secondary
scientific texts annotation and
abstract
description;
summarize
scientific
information in
the form of a

- plan and conduct tests of materials and
products; analyze standard test methods;
- process the obtained literary and experimental
data by means of modern software;
- on the basis of the results of experiments,
modeling, develop a plan of the technological
process of obtaining nanomaterials, the
possibilities, limitations, criteria for the
selection of options for nanotechnology;
- determine the specific professional task,
collect the necessary background information in
26

crystalline materials -5
cr.;

Technical
materials module – 6 cr.;
Interdisciplinary basic
module– 7 cr.;
Mandatory module of
major materials science
disciplines– 5 cr.;
Module
of
Nanotechnology-6 cr;
Module of construction
basics-5 cr;
Professional
Practice
Module– 12 cr.

Instrument
module – 15 cr.;

Mechanics
and
Mathematics Modules–
4 cr.;

Interdisciplinary
module for research
activities– 5 cr.;
Module of electrical
equipment – 6 cr.;

Application of
IT technologies;
presentations;
conversation;
disputes;
educational,
imitation games;
training
discussions;
work
with
educational and

Survey, test,
colloquium,
midterm
control,
Midterm
Exam,
consultations,
exam, tests.

summary
the periodical literature, on the basis of the
statement of the analysis, formulate the sequence of solving the
problem;
problem.
- describe the current information about the
technologies and methods of research of
nanomaterials;
- search for methods of conducting
experimental studies of objects and systems of
electric power industry and electrical
engineering
- determine the list of regulatory documents and
standards for the quality of standardization and
certification of electric power and electrical
objects;
- argue and realize the possibility of using
electrical devices in research and development
and design activities;
- understand the physical processes underlying
the principle of operation of electrical devices;
- carry out a mathematical analysis of the
physical processes that occur under various
conditions of propagation of radio waves and
affect the level of the useful signal;
- set the parameters of modern semiconductor
devices: amplifiers, generators, secondary
27

Interdisciplinary scientific
module
for literature.
technological activities5 cr.;
- Module of technology
for
production
of
crystalline materials -5
cr.;

Technical
materials module – 6 cr.;

Interdisciplinary
basic module– 7 cr.;

Mandatory
module
of
major
materials
science
disciplines– 5 cr.;

Module
of
electrotechnical
materials -6 cr.;

Module
of
construction basics-5cr.

Microelectronics
Module-6 cr.;

Professional
Practice Module– 12 cr.

power
sources,
digital
converters,
microprocessor control and measuring systems;
- take into account modern trends in the
development of electronics, measuring and
computing
equipment,
information
technologies in their professional activities.
- participate in the work of a group of specialists
PC-5
Practice the
in carrying out experiments and processing their
principles of
results on the study of materials, the evaluation
mechanization of their properties;
and automation - develop principles for the rational and safe use
of production of natural resources, energy and materials;
processes,
- identify areas of application of various modern
selection and
materials for the manufacture of products, their
operation of
composition, structure, properties, processing
equipment and methods;
tooling, methods - explain the physical nature of the phenomena
and techniques occurring in materials under the conditions of
of work
production and operation of products under the
organization,
influence of external factors (heating, cooling,
ensuring
pressure), their influence on the structure, and
efficient,
structure on the properties of modern metallic
environmentally and non-metallic materials;
and technically - choose materials, evaluate and predict the
safe production; behavior of the material and the causes of
28


Interdisciplinary
module for research
activities– 5 cr.;

Interdisciplinary
module
for
development activities5cr.;

Module
of
electrical equipment – 6
cr.;
Interdisciplinary
module
for
technological activities5 cr.;
- Module of technology
for
production
of
crystalline materials -5
cr.;

Application of
IT technologies;
presentations;
conversation;
disputes;
educational,
imitation games;
training
discussions;
work
with
educational and
scientific
literature.

Survey, test,
colloquium,
midterm
control,
Midterm
Exam,
consultations,
exam, tests.

product failures under the influence of various
operational factors on them;
- apply the techniques and methods of
computational design to solve specific
automation
problems
when
using
programmable tools and structural basic
elements of industrial automation;
- make a choice of materials used at all
technological stages, based on its capabilities,
technical characteristics and economic
feasibility
- understand the basic technological processes
of processing materials, material properties,
possible applications;
- be able to make a choice of structural materials
in the development of process equipment;
- justify and streamline the methods of
experimental research of structures, methods of
assessing the main indicators of the reliability
of structural materials.

29


Technical
materials module – 6
cr.;

Interdisciplinary
basic module– 7 cr.;

Mandatory
module
of
major
materials
science
disciplines– 5 cr.;

Module
of
electrotechnical
materials -6 cr.;

Module
of
construction basics-5
cr.

Microelectronics
Module-6 cr.;

Module
of
digitalization
of
systems and processes6 cr.;

Module of new
materials – 6 cr.;

Professional
Practice Module– 12 cr.

PC-6
Put into practice
modern ideas of
materials
science on the
effects of microand nanoscaleon the
properties of
materials, the
interaction of
materials with
the environment,
electromagnetic
radiation and
particle fluxes;

- explain the physical nature of the phenomena
occurring in materials in the conditions of
production and operation of products under the
influence of external factors (heating, cooling,
pressure), their influence on the structure, and
structure - on the properties of modern metallic
and non-metallic materials;
- choose materials, evaluate and predict the
behavior of the material and the causes of
product failures under the influence of various
operational factors on them;
- to evaluate the ideal efficiency of photoelectric
conversion of the radiant energy of the Sun;
- to illustrate the development and
implementation of energy saving programs and
improving the reliability of energy supply;
- select, formulate and solve problems arising in
the course of research activities;
- calculate thermal circuits of devices with nonconventional energy sources;
- to interpret the problematics of the use of nonconventional and renewable energy sources
- prepare the basic principles of action,
functional and metrological capabilities of
modern photovoltaic devices;
30

 Module
of
digitalization
of
systems
and
processes-6 cr.;
 Renewable Energy
Device Module -6 cr.;
 Nondestructive
testing module and
Module
of
new
materials -6 cr.;
 Interdisciplinary
module
for
development
activities-5cr.;
 Module of electrical
equipment – 6 cr.;
Interdisciplinary
module
for
technological activities5 cr.;
- Module of technology
for
production
of
crystalline materials -5
cr.;
 Technical materials
module – 6 cr.;

Application of
IT technologies;
presentations;
conversation;
disputes;
educational,
imitation games;
training
discussions;
work
with
educational and
scientific
literature.

Survey, test,
colloquium,
midterm
control,
Midterm
Exam,
consultations,
exam, tests.

- to build a logical connection between physical  Module
of
phenomena characteristic of the process of
electrotechnical
interaction of radiation with crystals and
materials -6cr.;
glasses, activated by rare earth and transition  Module
of
ions, and the resulting experimental facts.
construction basics5cr.
 Microelectronics
Module-6 cr.;
 Module
of
new
materials – 6cr.;
Professional Practice
Module– 12 cr.
- select scientific and technical information on  Social
PC-7
and
Collect and
the subject for the preparation of surveys,
Humanistic Module–
interpret
reports and scientific publications (information
6 cr;
meaningful data retrieval skills);
 Instrument module –
from the study, - practice the use of scientific, reference,
15 cr.
analysis and
methodical literature in the specialty in a  Module of sociosynthesis of
foreign language;
political knowledge–
scientific and
- use and create secondary scientific texts 4 cr.;
technical
annotation and abstract description; summarize  Module
of
information on scientific information in the form of a summary
digitalization
of
the subject of statement of the problem;
systems
and
research,
- use scientific, reference, methodical literature
processes-6 cr.;
development
in the specialty in a foreign language;
 Renewable Energy
and use of
Device Module -6 cr.;
31

Application of
IT technologies;
presentations;
conversation;
disputes;
educational,
imitation games;
training
discussions;
work
with
educational and
scientific
literature.

Survey, test,
colloquium,
midterm
control,
Midterm
Exam,
consultations,
exam, tests.

technical
documentation,
basic regulatory
documents on
intellectual
property issues,
preparation of
documents for
patenting,
design knowhow

- create secondary scientific texts - annotation
and abstract description;
- summarize the scientific information in the
form of a summary statement of the problem;
- to interpret and independently create new
mathematical models in the natural sciences and
explore them;
- to argue the own vision of the applied aspect
in rigorous mathematical formulations;
- propose methods of mathematical and
algorithmic modeling in the analysis of
problems from other disciplines
- have the skills to solve problems in order to
mathematically correctly put a specific simple
task of practice, choose a method for its solution
and solve it;
- analyze modern methods of processing,
analysis and synthesis of physical information
in the chosen field of physical research;
- prepare and submit information, ideas,
problems and solutions, both to specialists and
non-specialists;
- communicate on the content and problems of
the specialty as with colleagues at work, and
with representatives of the general public,
32

 Nondestructive
testing module and
Module
of
new
materials -6 cr.;
 Interdisciplinary
module
for
development
activities-5cr.;
 Module of electrical
equipment – 6 cr.;
Interdisciplinary
module
for
technological activities5 cr.;
- Module of technology
for
production
of
crystalline materials -5
cr.;
 Technical materials
module – 6 cr.;
 Module
of
electrotechnical
materials -6cr;
 Module
of
construction basics5cr

including from other countries in a foreign  Microelectronics
language;
Module-6 cr.;
- possess the skills of organizing research and  Module
of
new
educational process in secondary schools.
materials – 6cr.;
Professional Practice
Module– 12 cr.
- acquire skills in performing the simplest  Interdisciplinary
PC-8
Determine the chemical calculations and basic techniques for
basic module-7 cr.;
requirements
working with various classes of inorganic  Nondestructive
and criteria for substances;
testing module and
selecting the
- classify the main types and brands of materials
Module
of
new
main types of and their properties;
materials -6 cr.;
modern
- participate in the work of a group of specialists  Interdisciplinary
inorganic and in the field of research and selection of
module
for
organic
materials, in the evaluation of the production
development
materials for
technology of products;
activities-5cr.;
solving
- give an idea of the relationship of vector and  Module of electrical
production
raster graphics and the relationship of vector
equipment – 6 cr.;
problems, to
and raster graphics with mathematics, physics  Interdisciplinary
argue the choice and technology;
module
for
of materials for - aqcuire theoretical knowledge of the basic
technological
the specified
laws of chemistry, the scope of these laws and
activities-5 cr.;
operating
understand their fundamental capabilities;
 Module
of
conditions,
- conduct various types of studies in vector and
technology
for
taking into
raster graphics in high school;
production
of
account the
33

Application of
IT technologies;
presentations;
conversation;
disputes;
educational,
imitation games;
training
discussions;
work
with
educational and
scientific
literature.

Survey, test,
colloquium,
midterm
control,
Midterm
Exam,
consultations,
exam, tests.

requirements of
manufacturabilit
y, economy,
reliability and
durability, the
environmental
consequences of
their usage;

- apply computer methods for collecting,
storing and processing information used in the
field of professional activity;
- streamline the types, purpose of materials and
methods for their production;
-classify materials by composition, properties,
purpose; factors determining the properties of
materials;
- qualitatively determine the composition and
structure of the material;
- determine the methods and techniques for
applying knowledge of the properties of the
most common materials when solving specific
tasks of activity;
- understand how to control the properties of
metals and alloys;
- master the methods of processing construction
materials in order to improve their mechanical,
technological and other types of properties.
explain the basic laws of the functioning and
PC-9
Demonstrate the development of nature and society, to
use of traditional adequately navigate in various socio-economic,
and new
political and emergency situations; to freely
technological interpret and creatively use scientific, historical
processes,
and philosophical knowledge to summarize the
operations,
success factors of the Kazakhstan development
34








crystalline materials 5 cr.;
Technical materials
module – 6 cr.;
Module
of
electrotechnical
materials -6cr;
Module
of
construction basics5cr
Microelectronics
Module-6 cr.;
Module
of
new
materials – 6cr.;
Professional Practice
Module– 12 cr.

 Social
and
Humanistic Module–
6 cr.;
 Instrument module –
15 cr.

Application of
IT technologies;
presentations;
conversation;
disputes;
educational,
imitation games;

Survey, test,
colloquium,
midterm
control,
Midterm
Exam,

equipment,
regulatory and
methodological
materials on
technological
preparation of
production,
quality,
standardization
and certification
of products and
processes with
elements of
economic
analysis, taking
into account
safety
regulations,
industrial
hygiene, fire
safety and labor
protection
standards;

model on the way to the established state - the
Republic of Kazakhstan;
- compare ways of energy conversion in
thermal, nuclear and hydraulic power plants;
- effectively apply the acquired knowledge in
practice to solve fundamental and applied
scientific problems in the field of modern
nuclear physics
- compare and understand the device and
equipment of the main types of power plants
and other major energy facilities
- calculate and understand the main modes of
operation of equipment for alternative energy
- identify the structural features of amorphous
and crystalline substances;
- classify the concept of a geometric and
physical surface;
- distinguish the main crystal structures, lattice
defects;
- interpret the concepts of electrical and
magnetic properties of solids.
- recognize the type of crystalline structure of a
solid;
- parameters characterizing the structure,
mechanical, thermal, electrical and magnetic
properties of solids.
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 Module of sociopolitical knowledge–
4 cr.;
 Module
of
digitalization
of
systems
and
processes-6 cr.;
 Renewable Energy
Device Module -6 cr.;
 Nondestructive
testing module and
Module
of
new
materials -6 cr.;
 Interdisciplinary
module
for
development
activities-5cr.;
 Module of electrical
equipment – 6 cr.;
 Interdisciplinary
module
for
technological
activities-5 cr.;
 Module
of
technology
for
production
of

training
consultations,
discussions;
exam, tests.
work
with
educational and
scientific
literature.

- define concepts describing the structure of a
condensed state of various nature;
- correctly correlate the content of specific tasks
with the general laws of physics, apply the laws
of mechanics to solve physical problems and at
interdisciplinary boundaries with other fields of
knowledge;
- formulate the basic concepts of the section,
solve physical problems and evaluate the orders
of physical quantities;
- possess the skills to solve experimental
problems.
- analyze modern methods of processing,
analysis and synthesis of physical information
in the chosen field of physical research.
- describe the device, principle of operation,
PC-10
Design
technical characteristics, the scope of the main
technological mechanisms, typical parts and components of
processes and machines;
develop
- compare the basics of calculations of parts
technological and units of machines on the criteria of
documentation, efficiency;
carry out
- present and explain the principles of selection
calculations and and design of standard machine parts;
design of parts; - apply the methods of analysis of engineering
structures;
36







crystalline materials 5 cr.;
Module
of
Condensed
State
Physics– 5 cr.;
Module
of
construction basics5cr
Module
of
new
materials – 6cr.;
Professional Practice
Module– 12 cr.
Professional Practice
Module– 16 cr.

 Module
of
digitalization
of
systems
and
processes-6 cr.;
 Renewable Energy
Device Module -6 cr.;
 Nondestructive
testing module and
Module
of
new
materials -6 cr.;

Application of
IT technologies;
presentations;
conversation;
disputes;
educational,
imitation games;
training
discussions;
work
with
educational and

Survey, test,
colloquium,
midterm
control,
Midterm
Exam,
consultations,
exam, tests.

- apply standard methods for calculating parts
and units of machines;
- to design parts and units of machines for a
given technical conditions using reference
books, design automation tools;
- analyze the device and the principle of
operation of mechanisms and components of
machines;
- make calculations and design of standard units
of machine-building structures;
- demonstrate the concept of heat treatment of
metals and heat treatment technology;
- understand the principles of operation of
equipment for heat treatment of metals, the
name;
- understand and implement the main directions
of use, and modes of heat treatment of metals.
- be able to apply in practice methods and
methods of influencing materials to form a
given level of structure and properties of
finished products and semi-finished products;
be competent in the organization, planning of
production and technical experiments and
assessing the effectiveness of decisions made;
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scientific
 Interdisciplinary
module
for literature.
development
activities-5cr.;
 Module of electrical
equipment – 6 cr.;
 Interdisciplinary
module
for
technological
activities-5 cr.;
 Module
of
technology
for
production
of
crystalline materials 5 cr.;
 Module
of
Condensed
State
Physics– 5 cr.;
 Module
of
construction basics5cr.
 Module
of
new
materials – 6cr.;
 Professional Practice
Module– 12 cr.

PC-11
Use modern
databases and
information
retrieval
methods; to be
guided in the
conditions of
change of
technology in
professional
activity;

- give the basics of optimizing the composition
of the alloys and the choice of alloying
complexes;
- plan and discuss quality control methods
during heat treatment;
- have rational methods of using the technology
of heat treatment of metals.
- solve problems of an analytical nature,
involving the choice and variety of actual ways
of solving problems
- apply the methods and tools of software
design;
- know the methodological bases of
functioning, modeling and synthesis of
automatic control systems
- choose the main and auxiliary materials for
the manufacture of products, methods of
implementing
the
basic
technological
processes, analytical and numerical methods in
the development of their mathematical models
- highlight the areas of application of various
modern materials for the manufacture of
products, their composition, structure,
properties, processing methods;
- explain the physical nature of the phenomena
occurring in materials under the conditions of
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 Module
of
digitalization
of
systems
and
processes-6 cr.;
 Instrument module –
15 cr.;
 Renewable Energy
Device Module -6 cr.;
 Nondestructive
testing module and
Module
of
new
materials -6 cr.;
 Interdisciplinary
module
for
development
activities-5cr.;
 Module of electrical
equipment – 6 cr.;

Application of
IT technologies;
presentations;
conversation;
disputes;
educational,
imitation games;
training
discussions;
work
with
educational and
scientific
literature.

Survey, test,
colloquium,
midterm
control,
Midterm
Exam,
consultations,
exam, tests.

PC-12
Independently
acquire and use
new knowledge
and skills;

production and operation of products under the
influence of external factors (heating, cooling,
pressure), their influence on the structure, and
structure on the properties of modern metallic
and non-metallic materials;
- choose materials, evaluate and predict the
behavior of the material and the causes of
product failures under the influence of various
operational factors on them;
- apply the techniques and methods of
computational design to solve specific
automation
problems
when
using
programmable tools and structural basic
elements of industrial automation;
- competently use linguistic and cultural
linguistic knowledge to solve communication
problems in a multilingual and multicultural
society of the Republic of Kazakhstan and in the
international arena; to the perception, analysis,
synthesis of information, setting goals and
choosing ways to achieve it.
- explain the basic laws of the functioning and
development of nature and society, to
adequately navigate in various socio-economic,
political and emergency situations; freely
interpret and creatively use scientific, historical
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 Interdisciplinary
module
for
technological
activities-5 cr.;
 Module
of
technology
for
production
of
crystalline materials 5 cr.;
 Module
of
Condensed
State
Physics– 5 cr.;
 Module
of
construction basics-5
cr.;
 Module
of
new
materials – 6cr.;
 Professional Practice
Module– 12 cr.

Social
and
Humanistic Module- 6
cr.;

Instrument
module – 15 cr.;

Application of
IT technologies;
presentations;
conversation;
disputes;

Survey, test,
colloquium,
midterm
control,
Midterm

participate in
scientific
discussions,
write scientific
articles.

and philosophical knowledge to summarize the
success factors of the Kazakhstan development
model on the way to an established state - the
Republic of Kazakhstan;
- substantiate the skills of analytical and
axiological analysis in the study of complex
historical processes, phenomena and historical
personalities of modern Kazakhstan;
- assess the skills of creative, critical thinking
and the application of tools of critical thinking
to the analysis of scientific, cultural, social and
political phenomena and processes;
- interpret the image of a society, including
certain ideas about its constituent groups and
relations between them, about the system of
power and direction of political activity, about
its relations with other societies
- analyze and evaluate socially significant
phenomena, events, processes; to understand
and analyze socially significant problems and
processes, to apply the basic provisions and
methods of the social sciences in solving social
and professional problems.
- build the foundations of socio-humanitarian
knowledge, an understanding of the driving
forces and laws of the historical and socio40


Professional
language– 4 cr.;

Module
of
digitalization
of
systems and processes6 cr.;

Instrument
module – 15 cr.;

Renewable
Energy Device Module
-6 cr.;

Nondestructive
testing module and
Module
of
new
materials -6 cr.;

Interdisciplinary
module
for
development activities5cr.;

Module
of
electrical equipment – 6
cr.;
Interdisciplinary
module
for
technological activities5 cr.;

educational,
Exam,
imitation games; consultations,
training
exam, tests.
discussions;
work
with
educational and
scientific
literature.

cultural
process,
the
socio-political - Module of technology
organization of society.
for
production
of
- offer skills of social adaptation, crystalline materials -5
competitiveness, primarily in the labor market; cr.;
- use the language to contact with native 
Module
of
speakers in order to be understood on a wide Condensed
State
range of life and professional issues
Physics– 5 cr.;
- use the structure and functioning of the  Module
of
language for working with texts in the specialty
construction basicswith the aim of forming a professional world
5cr
outlook;
 Professional Practice
- use scientific, reference, methodical literature
Module– 12 cr.
in the specialty in a foreign language;
- create secondary scientific texts - annotation
and abstract description;
- summarize the scientific information in the
form of a summary statement of the problem
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Matrix of competencies formation in the educational program modules
Title of modulus

Program learning outcomes
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

В

В

С
С

С
С

C

D
D

С
С

С
С

С
С

D

С

С
С

D
D
D

С

С

GENERAL DISCIPLINES (GD)
MANDATORY COMPONENT
Social and Humanistic Module
Instrument module

А
А

А
А

А

COMPONENT SELECTION
Module of socio-political knowledge
B
Module of cultural heritage and interpersonal communication
A
B
BASIC DISCIPLINES
MANDATORY COMPONENT
Professional language
A
B
Mathematical mandatory module
A
Physical mandatory module
A
A
A
B
Module of mandatory basic materials science disciplines
A
A
A
COMPONENT SELECTION
Module of molecular physics and electricity
A
A
Mechanics and Mathematics Module
A
B
Module of Applied and Physical Optics
A
A
Module of Condensed State Physics
A
A
A
Alternative energy module
A
B
Module of construction basics
A
A
A
Technical materials module
A
A
A
Interdisciplinary basic module
A
A
A
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B
B
B

B
B

B
B

B

B
B

B
B
B

B
B
B
B

B
B
B

B

B
B
B
B

B
B
B

B
B
B
B

B
B
B
B

С
С
С
С
С
С
С
С
С
С

С
С
С
С
С
С

С
С
С
С
С
С
С
С

D
D
D

D
D

MAJOR DISCIPLINES
COMPULSOTY COMPONENT
Mandatory module of major materials science disciplines for
A
A
B
B
B
researh activities
COMPONENT SELECTION, RESEARCH ACTIVITY
Interdisciplinary module for research activities
A
A
B
B
Module of semiconductors and dielectrics
A
A
A
B
Module of Nanotechnology
A
A
A
B
B
Nondestructive testing module
A
B
B
B
Module of new materials
A
A
B
B
COMPONENT SELECTION, INDUSTRY&TECHNOLOGY ACTIVITY
Interdisciplinary module for technological activities
A
B
B
B
B
Module of technology for production of crystalline materials
A
A
B
B
Module of electrical equipment
A
B
B
B
Module of electrotechnical materials
A
A
B
B
Micro and nanoelectronics Module
A
A
A
B
B
COMPONENT SELECTION, DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY
Interdisciplinary module for development activities
A
A
B
B
Construction module
A
A
B
B
Module of digitalization of systems and processes
A
A
A
B
B
Module of construction materials
A
A
A
B
Renewable Energy Device Module
A
B
B
B
B
MANDATORY COMPONENT
Professional Practice Module
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
ADDITIONAL TYPES OF TRAINING
Physical culture Module
A
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B

С

B
B
B

С
С

B
B
B
B

B
B

С
С

С
С

D
D
D

С
С
С

С
С

С
С
С
С

С
С
С
С

D

С
С
С
С
С

С
С
С

С
С
С
С
С

D
D

C

C

C

D

С
С
С
С
С

D
D
D

D
D

D

13.Working curriculum
KEY (WORKING) EDUCATIONAL PLAN FOR SPECIALTIES 5В071000 - MATERIAL SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING
Duration of study - 4 years

Form of study - full-time

Awarded degree: Bachelor of Engineering and Technology of the specialty 5B071000 - Materials Science and
Engineering
Term
Cods

Title of disciplines/types of academic work

Credits ECTS

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VII
I

0

0

0

Lec+pract+lab
GENERAL DISCIPLINES (GD)
MANDATORY COMPONENT
Social and Humanistic Module
Modern history of Kazakhstan (State examination)
MHK1101
Phil2102

Philosophy

Instrument module
Foreign language
FL1103
Kazakh (Russian) language
K(R)L1104
Information and communication technologies (in English)
ICT1105
Total mandatory component
COMPONENT SELECTION
Module of socio-political knowledge
General and applied sociology
GAS2106
Theoretical and Applied Political Science
TAPS2107

29
21
6
3

47
35
10
5

3

5

15
6
6
3
21
8
4
2
2

25
10
10
5
35
12
6
3
3
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2+1+0
2+1+
0
0+3+0 0+3+0
0+3+0 0+3+0
9

6

2+0+1
3

1+1+0
1+1+0

3

0

Term
Cods

Title of disciplines/types of academic work

Credits ECTS

I

II

III

IV

VI

VII

VII
I

0

0

0

0

0

1+1+0
2

0

0

V

Lec+pract+lab

SCLC2110
PIC2111

Module of cultural heritage and interpersonal
communication
Speech Culture and Language Communication
Psychology of interpersonal communication
Total component selection

BASIC DISCIPLINES
MANDATORY COMPONENT
Professional language
PK(R)L2201 Professional Kazakh (Russian) language
POFL2202 Professionally-oriented foreign language
Mathematical mandatory module
Мath1203 Mathematics 1
Math1204 Mathsematics 2
Physical mandatory module
Phys1205 Physics 1
Phys2206 Physics 2
Module of mandatory basic materials science
disciplines
MSTCM120 Materials Science and Technology of Сonstruction
7 Materials
DTPM3208 Design of technological processes and materials
Total mandatory component
COMPONENT SELECTION
Basic disciplines of the educational program
Module of molecular physics and electricity
Molecular physics
MPh2209

4

6

2
2
8
68
20
4
2
2
5
3
2
6
3
3

3
3
12
107
30
6
3
3
8
5
3
8
5
5

5

8

3

5

2
20
48

3
30
77

7
5

12
8

45

0

0

1+1+0
1+1+0
8

0

0+2+0
0+2+0
1+0+2
1+1+0
2+1+0
2+1+0

1+2+0
3

8

0

2+2+1

7

Term
Cods

Title of disciplines/types of academic work

Credits ECTS

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

Lec+pract+lab
PhWEM221
0
PhWM1211
TFCV1212

Physics Workshop on Electricity and Magnetism
Mechanics and Mathematics Module
Physics Workshop on Mechanics
Theory of a function of a complex variable
Module of Applied and Physical Optics

FQMAPh32
13
APhO3214
PhWO3215
SSPh3216
PhPM3217
NPh3218
RES3219
MPDB3220
EAD3221
MPM3222
PhMS3223
EGGE1224
GCh1225
IMS1226

Fundamentals of quantum mechanics and atomic physics
Applied and physical optics
Physics workshop on optics
Module of Condensed State Physics
Solid State Physics
Physical properties of materials
Alternative energy module
Nuclear physics
Renewable Energy Sources
Module of construction basics
Machine parts and design basics
Editors of automatic design
Technical materials module
Mechanical properties of materials
Physical Materials Science
Interdisciplinary basic module
Engineering graphics and graphics editors
General chemistry
Introduction to Materials Science

2

3

4
2
2
8

6
3
3
13

2

3

1+1+0

3
3
5
3
2
6
3
3
5
2
3
6
3
3
7
3
2
2

5
5
8
5
3
10
5
5
8
3
5
10
5
5
11
5
3
3

2+1+0
0+1+2

46

0+0+2
0+0+2
1+0+1

2+1+0
1+0+1
2+1+0
2+1+0
1+1+0
0+1+2
1+2+0
1+1+1
0+1+2
1+1+0
1+1+0

VII

VII
I

Term
Cods

Title of disciplines/types of academic work

Credits ECTS

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VII
I

Lec+pract+lab
Total for the basic disciplines of the educational
program
MAJOR DISCIPLINES
COMPULSOTY COMPONENT
Mandatory module of major materials science
disciplines for researh activities
Heat treatment of materials
HTM3201
MSM3202 Material selection methodology
Total mandatory component
COMPONENT SELECTION, RESEARCH ACTIVITY
Interdisciplinary module for research activities
Bioc2303 Biochemistry
DIE2304 Differential and Integral Equations
Module of semiconductors and dielectrics
SMD3305 Semiconductor materials and devices;
DM3306 Dielectric materials
Module of Nanotechnology
FN4307 Fundamentals of Nanotechnology
AGM4308 Amorphous and glassy materials
Nondestructive testing module
MNDT4309 Methods of non-destructive testing
XrDCPh431 X-ray diffraction and crystal physics
0
Module of new materials

48

77

33
5

54
8

5

8

3

5

2

3

5
28
5
3
2
5
3
2
6
3
3
6
3

8
46
8
5
3
8
5
3
10
5
5
10
5

3

5

6

10

47

7

0

4

0

5

2

19

11

0

0

0

2+1
+0
1+1
+0
5

0

0

0

0

1+1+1
1+1+0
2+1+0
1+1+0
2+1+0
2+1+0
2+1+0
2+1+0

Term
Cods

Title of disciplines/types of academic work

Credits ECTS

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

5

2+1+0
2+1+0
18

VII
I

Lec+pract+lab
NCM4311 New and composite materials
MM4312 Metal materials
Total component selection, research activity
COMPONENT
SELECTION,
INDUSTRY&TECHNOLOGY
ACTIVITY
Interdisciplinary module for technological activities
CChPhM231
Colloid chemistry and physicochemical mechanics
3
OCh2314 Organic chemistry
Module of technology for production of crystalline
materials
FCPh3315 Fundamentals of Crystal physics
GCP3316 Growth of crystals and their purification
GEE4317
FIE4318
EMP4319
REPM4320
MM4321
ONN4322

Module of electrical equipment
General electrical engineering
Fundamentals of Industrial Electronics
Module of electrotechnical materials
Electrotechnical materials and products
Radio engineering products and materials
Microelectronics Module
Materials for microelectronics
Obtaining of nanomaterials and nanosystems
Total component selection, industry&technology activity

3
3
28
28

5
5
46
46

5

8

3

5

2

3

5

8

3

5

2

3

6
3
3
6
3
3
6
3
3
28

10
5
5
10
5
5
10
5
5
46

48

0

0

3

2

0

0

1+1+1
1+1
+0

2+1
+0
1+1
+0
2+1+0
2+1+0
2+1+0
2+1+0

0

0

3

2

0

5

2+1+0
2+1+0
18

0

Term
Cods

Title of disciplines/types of academic work

Credits ECTS

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VII
I

Lec+pract+lab
COMPONENT SELECTION, DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY
Interdisciplinary module for development activities
Biop2323 Biophysics
VBG2324 Vector and bitmap graphics
Construction module
CADS3325 Computer-aid design systems
Des3326

Designing

Module of digitalization of systems and processes
AMC4327 Advanced materials and coatings
DSTP4328 Digitalization of systems and technological processes
Module of construction materials
CM4329 Construction materials
SSA4330 Special steels and alloys
Renewable Energy Device Module
RED4331 Renewable energy devices
CPD4332 Collector and photovoltaic devices
Total component selection, development activity
Total major disciplines
Total theoretical education
MANDATORY COMPONENT
Professional Practice Module
Training practice
EP
Teaching (industrial, research) practice
PT

28
5
3

46
8
5

2

3

5

8

2

3

3

5

6
3
3
6
3
3
6
3
3
28
33
130

10
5
5
10
5
5
10
5
5
46
54
208

12
4
6

22
2
15

49

2+1+0
0+1
+1
0+1
+1
1+1
+1
2+1+0
1+1+1
2+1+0
2+1+0

0

0

3

2

0

5

2+1+0
2+1+0
18

19

18

19

19

19

18

18

2

0
0

2
2

4

Term
Cods

Title of disciplines/types of academic work

Credits ECTS

I

II

III

IV

V

VII
I

VI

VII

0

2

0

2
6

0

0

0

0

18

1
2
9

Lec+pract+lab
PGI

PhT

Pre-diploma practice
Total mandatory component
ADDITIONAL TYPES OF TRAINING
Physical culture module
Physical culture

Total additional types of training
FINAL CERTIFICATION
State examination in the specialty
SES
Writing and defense of the thesis
WPT
TOTAL

2
12
8
8
8
8
3
1
2
153

50

5
22
8
8
8
8
11
4
7
249

0

2

0

2

0+0+2 0+0+2 0+0+2 0+0+2
2
2
2
2

21

22

22

22

19

20

CONTENT OF EDUCATIONAL MODULES OF DISCIPLINES
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GENERAL DISCIPLINES (GD) – 29 credites
MANDATORY COMPONENT (CC) – 21 credit
SOCIAL AND HUMANISTIC MODULE– 6 credits
General cultural competencies:
 1. formulate the main stages of the modern history of the progressive development of the statehood of Kazakhstan,
in the context of the world and Eurasian historical process;
 2. fluently interpret and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success
factors of the Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 4 represent social and ethical values based on social and legal norms and tolerance to various cultural and
confessional traditions;
 5. describe the basic laws of the functioning and development of nature and society; to adequately navigate in
various socio-economic, political and emergency situations; make decisions in standard and non-standard situations and
take responsibility for them;
 7. work in a group and a team, communicate effectively with colleagues, supervisors; take responsibility for the
work of team members, the result of the assignments; be responsible for your own decisions and be prepared to provide a
rationale for these decisions;
 8. demonstrate critical thinking while working with new information;
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
- A1. demonstrate an understanding of the main problems in the field of physical materials science, choose methods and
ways of solving them, demonstrate skills of working in a research team, generate new ideas; to fluently interpret and
creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success factors of the Kazakhstan
development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
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- A2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to solve the
problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
- A3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science.
- B4. collect and interpret information in scientific, design-technological and production activities to make judgments taking
into account social, economic, scientific or ethical considerations;
- B5. apply knowledge and understanding in materials science and technology at a professional level and solve standard
problems of scientific and manufacturing activity in the field of materials science and materials production technologies.
- C1. build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
- C2. identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their composition,
structure, properties, processing methods;
- D1. Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information in
the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium, exam;
 written work: test, test, essay, essay, laboratory and calculation and graphic work, state examination;
 control with the help of technical instrumentsand information systems: computer testing programs, complex situational
tasks; virtual laboratory work, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case-method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, incident method, method of
successive situations, etc.
Modern history of Kazakhstan – 3 credites
Prerequisites: no.
Postrequisites: no.
As a result of studying the discipline, the student is able to:
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 to systematize the conceptual foundations of the study of modern history of Kazakhstan;
 to compare the ideas of continuity and continuity of historical and cultural development, the deep roots of the
spiritual heritage of Kazakhstan;
 to reveal the significance of the formation of historical consciousness and ideological principles in accordance with
national priorities;
 to classify historical sources reflecting the features of the modern history of Kazakhstan;
 to identify the historical patterns of the development of society, paying attention to the study of historical originality;
 demonstrate the techniques of historical description and analysis of the causes and consequences of the events of
modern history of Kazakhstan;
 predict possible solutions to contemporary problems based on an analysis of the historical past and reasoned
information;
 argue the features and significance of the modern Kazakhstan model of development;
 to explain the importance of education of patriotism, in the spirit of democratic values of modern society on the
example of the vital activity of historical personalities.
Studied topics:
1. Conceptual framework for the study of national history.
2. Prerequisites for the formation of independence in Kazakhstan: national liberation uprisings and the formation of the
idea of a national state.
3. The process of polarization of political forces.
4. Civil and political confrontation.
5. Implementation of the Soviet model of nation-building.
6. Contradictions and consequences of Soviet reforms in Kazakhstan in the second half of the twentieth century.
7. The policy of "restructuring" of Kazakhstan.
8. Formation of the state structure of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
9. Kazakhstan model of economic development.
10. Social modernization - the basis of the welfare of society.
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11. Ethno-demographic processes and the strengthening of interethnic harmony.
12. Socio-political development prospects and spiritual modernization.
13. The policy of forming a new historical consciousness and worldview of the people of the Great Steppe.
14. Kazakhstan is a state recognized by the modern world.
15. N.A. Nazarbayev - a person in history. Formation of a united nation of the future.
Philosophy – 3 credites
Prerequisites: MHK1101 Modern history of Kazakhstan.
Postrequisites: no.
As a result of studying the discipline, the student is able to:
- describe the main content of ontology and metaphysics in the context of the historical development of philosophy;
- explain the specifics of the philosophical understanding of reality;
- justify the worldview as a product of philosophical reflection and study of the natural and social world;
- classify the methods of scientific and philosophical knowledge of the world;
- interpret the content and specific features of the mythological, religious and scientific worldview;
- to substantiate the role and importance of key ideological concepts as values of the social and personal being of a
person in the modern world;
- analyze the philosophical aspect of media texts, socio-cultural and personal situations to substantiate and make
ethical decisions;
- to formulate and correctly argue their own moral position in relation to the actual problems of modern global
society;
-to conduct research that is relevant to identify the philosophical content of problems in the professional field and
present the results for discussion.
Studied topics:
1. Origin and development of philosophy. The subject and method of philosophy.
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2. Historical types of philosophy.
3. Basic philosophical understanding of the world.
4. The problem of existence. Ontology and metaphysics.
5. Consciousness and language.
6. Cognition and creativity.
7. Scientific and extra-scientific knowledge. Science and technology.
8. Philosophy of man and value world.
9. People. Life and death. Meaning of life.
10. Ethics. The philosophy of values.
11. Freedom.
12. Aesthetics. Perception and creation of beauty.
13. Society and culture.
14. Philosophy of history.
15. «Mangilik El » and «Ruhani Zhangyru» – Philosophy of new Kazakhstan
INSTRUMENT MODULE – 15 credites
General cultural competencies:
 1. formulate the main stages of the modern history of the progressive development of the statehood of Kazakhstan,
in the context of the world and Eurasian historical process;
 2. fluently interpret and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success
factors of the Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 3. demonstrate the competent use of linguistic and cultural linguistic knowledge for solving communication
problems in a multilingual and multicultural society of the Republic of Kazakhstan and in the international
arena;
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 4. represent social and ethical values based on social and legal norms and tolerance to various cultural and
confessional traditions;
 5. describe the basic laws of the functioning and development of nature and society; to adequately navigate in
various socio-economic, political and emergency situations; make decisions in standard and non-standard
situations and take responsibility for them;
 6. search and use of information necessary for the effective performance of professional tasks, professional and
personal development; set a goal and choose ways to achieve it;
 7. work in a group and a team, communicate effectively with colleagues, supervisors; take responsibility for the
work of team members, the result of the assignments; be responsible for your own decisions and be prepared to
provide a rationale for these decisions;
 8. demonstrate critical thinking while working with new information;
Professional competencies:
2. Use modern information and communication technologies, global information resources in researchand analytical
activities in the field of materials science and material technology;
3. Demonstrate the use (under guidance) of modeling techniques, evaluation, forecasting and optimization of
technological processes and material properties, standardization and certification of materials and processes;
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
- A1. demonstrate an understanding of the main problems in the field of physical materials science, choose methods
and ways of solving them, demonstrate skills of working in a research team, generate new ideas;
- A2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to
solve the problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
- B2. Perform analytical, synthetic and creative tasks taking into account scientific, technical, social, environmental,
conditions and standards through appropriate methods and using adequate methods of work;
- C1. build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
- C2. identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their composition,
structure, properties, processing methods;
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- C3. choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them;
- D1. Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:
- oral survey: interview, colloquium, exam;
- written work: test, contral work, essay, abstract, laboratory and settlement and graphic work;
- control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex situational
tasks; virtual - laboratory work, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
- innovative assessment tools: case-method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, incident method, method of
successive situations, etc.
Foreign language –6 credites
Prerequisites: Skills acquired in the volume of the school program.
Postrequisites: POFL2202 Professionally-oriented foreign language.
As a result of studying the discipline, the student is able to:
 reproduce orthoepic, spelling, stylistic norms of Russian/Kazakh/Foreign languages;
 use the features of professional oral and written scientific speech;
 apply the technology of interpretation and analysis of the texts of scientific literature in the specialty;
 represent the role and meaning of information and information technology in the development of modern society
and economy of knowledge in English language;
 practice the main methods, ways and means of obtaining, collecting, processing information;
 show work with a computer as a means of managing information;
 arrange work with information in the global computer networks and corporate computer systems in English;
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 competently use linguistic and cultural linguistic knowledge for communication in the multilingual and
multicultural society of the Republic of Kazakhstan and in the international arena.
Studied topics:
1. Characteristics of the concept of "special (professional) language." Topic and problem of the research: methods for
the nomination of the subject, phenomenon in formulating the topic and problems of the study
2. Terminological system of science. Term and definition. Term and common word. Term and nomenclature.
3. Regulatory requirements for the term. Features translation of terminological vocabulary.
4. Features glossary compilation. Problematics of the main part of the project: justification, design, presentation.
5. Morphological structure of the texts on specialty. Use of parts of speech in the scientific text. Selectivity of
grammatical meanings (use of case forms).
6. Features of the syntax of the scientific text: the ratio of simple and complex sentences in the scientific text, types of
complex sentences. Deagents.
7. Assesment and self-assesment of the research text.
8. Midterm: Running of test tasks.
9. Culture of professional scientific speech. Culture of speech and writing.
10. Culture of professional scientific speech. Communicative aspect of the culture of speech specialist.
11. Culture of professional scientific speech. Ethical aspect of the culture of speech specialist.
12. Oral professional scientific speech. Rules for a successful presentation.
13. Dialogue speech.
14. Design of an electronic presentation (presentation scheme, design of slides, choice of colors, fonts).
15. 1) Run test tasks. 2) Submit a communicative project. Presentation of the project/study.
Kazakh (Russian) language – 6 credits
Prerequisites: Skills acquired in the volume of the school program.
Postrequisites: PK(R)L2201 Professional Kazakh (Russian) language.
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As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
 to make the right choice and use of language and speech instruments on the basis of knowledge of a sufficient volume
of vocabulary, system of grammatical knowledge, pragmatic methods of expressing intentions;
 transfer the factual content of texts, formulate their conceptual information, describe output knowledge (pragmatic
focus) of the entire text, as well as of its individual structural elements;
 interpret the information of the text, explain in the volume of certification requirements the style and genre specificity
of the texts of the socio-cultural, socio-political, official business and professional areas of communication;
 request and report information in accordance with the situation of communication, assess actions and actions of
participants, use information as a tool to influence on an interlocutor in situations of learninge and communication
in accordance with certification requirements;
 build programs of speech behavior in situations of personal, social and professional communication in accordance
with the norms of language, culture, the specifics of the sphere of communication, certification requirements
 discuss ethical, cultural, socially significant problems in the discussions, to express their point of view, to defend it
reasonably, critically evaluate the opinion of interlocutors;
 participate in communication in various situations of different areas of communication in order to realize theirself
intentions and needs (everyday, educational, social, cultural), declaring about them ethically correctly, reasonably
complete, lexico-grammatically and pragmatically adequate to the situation;
 make household, socio-cultural, and official business texts in accordance with generally accepted standards and
functional orientation, using lexical-grammatical and pragmatic material of a certain certification level, which is
adequate for the purposed goal.
Studied topics:
1. Language and its main functions. Language and speech.
2. General characteristics of the functional styles of the literary language. Scientific style: substrates, genres, style and
language features.
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3. Sentances as a minimum communicative unit. Features of sentences in the scientific style of speech. Logicalsemantic relations in the sentence. Model of sentences. Formulation of the question to the semantic center of the
sentence (the communicative task of the sentence).
4. The concept of meaning-speech situation (type of scientific information). SSW "general qualification";
“Terminological qualifications”; “Classification of objects, phenomena”, “whole and its parts”, “character of
contacts”, “comparison”.
5. Text. The main features of the text. Types of junction in the text. Functional-semantic types of text. Description as
a functional-semantic type of text.
6. Functional-semantic types of text. Reasoning as a functional-semantic type of text. Narration as a functionalsemantic type of text.
7. Analysis of the features of the proposal in the scientific style of speech.
8. Analysis of the text according to its belonging to the style and type of speech according to the scheme.
9. Structural and semantic articulation of the text. Theme of the scientific text - T.
10.Text. The main features of the text. Types of connection in the text. Functional-semantic types of text. Description
as a functional-semantic type of text.
11. Functional-semantic types of text. Reasoning as a functional-semantic type of text. Narration as a functionalsemantic type of text.
12.Analysis of the features of the proposal in the scientific style of speech.
13.Analysis of the text according to its belonging to the style and type of speech according to the scheme.
14. Structural and semantic articulation of the text. Theme of the scientific text - T.
15. The communicative task of the scientific text - KZT.
16. Microtems of the scientific text - MT.
17. Given and new text information. The role of the sentence in the text.
18. Ways to develop information in the text. Unidirectional and multidirectional texts.
19. Parallel way of developing information. A chain-based way of developing information in a text.
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20. Comprehensive analysis of a specialty text with drawing up a text model and an indication of the way information
is developed in it.
Information and communication technology – 3 credits
Prerequisites: Skills and abilities acquired in the volume of the school program in computer science, mathematics.
Postrequisites: Phys2206 Physics 2, DTPM3208 Design of technological processes and materials, PhWEM2210
Physics Workshop on Electricity and Magnetism, APhO3214 Applied and physical optics, RES3219 Renewable Energy
Sources, MPDB3220 Machine parts and design basics.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
 explain the purpose, content and development trends of information and communication technologies, justify the
choice of the most appropriate technology to solve specific problems;
 explain the methods of collecting, storing and processing information, how to implement information and
communication processes;
 describe the architecture of computer systems and networks, purpose and functions of the main components;
 use information internet resources, cloud and mobile services for searching, storing, processing and distributing
information;
 use software and hardware of computer systems and networks for collecting, transmitting, processing and storing
data;
 analyze and justify the choice of methods and ways of protecting information;
 using digital technologies to develop data analysis and data management tools for various activities;
 carry out project activities in the specialty with the use of modern information and communication technologies.
Studied topics:
1. The role of ICT in key sectors of social development. ICT standards.
2. Introduction to computer systems. Computer systems architecture.
3. Software. Operating Systems.
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4. Human-computer interaction.
5. Database systems.
6. Data analysis. Data management.
7. Networks and telecommunications.
8. Cybersecurity.
9. Internet technology.
10. Cloud and mobile technologies.
11. Multimedia technology.
12. Smart technology.
13. E-technology. E-business. E-learning. E-government.
14. Information technology in the professional field. Industrial ICT.
15. Prospects for ICT development
COMPONENT SELECTION (CC) – 8 credits
MODULE OF SOCIO-POLITICAL KNOWLEDGE – 4 credits
General cultural competencies:
 1 formulate the main stages of the modern history of the progressive development of the statehood of Kazakhstan,
in the context of the world and Eurasian historical process;
 2 fluently interpret and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success
factors of the Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 3 demonstrate the competent use of linguistic and cultural linguistic knowledge for solving communication
problems in a multilingual and multicultural society of the Republic of Kazakhstan and in the international arena;
 4 represent social and ethical values based on social and legal norms and tolerance to various cultural and
confessional traditions;
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 5 describe the basic laws of the functioning and development of nature and society; to adequately navigate in
various socio-economic, political and emergency situations; make decisions in standard and non-standard situations and
take responsibility for them;
 7 work in a group and a team, communicate effectively with colleagues, supervisors; take responsibility for the
work of team members, the result of the assignments; be responsible for your own decisions and be prepared to provide a
rationale for these decisions
 8 demonstrate critical thinking while working with new information;
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 В1. design and submit information, ideas, problems and solutions, both to specialists and non-specialists;
 В2. perform analytical, synthetic and creative tasks taking into account scientific, technical, social,
environmental, conditions and standards through appropriate methods and using adequate methods of work;
 -В3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize the need for sustainable
development;
 В4 collect and interpret information in scientific, design-technological and production activities to make
judgments taking into account social, economic, scientific or ethical considerations;
 С1.build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С2. identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their
composition, structure, properties, processing methods;
 С3. choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under
the influence of various operational factors on them;
 D1. Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific
information in the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 Oral survey: interview, colloquium, exam;
 Written work: test, control work, essays, abstracts, laboratory, calculation and graphic work;
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 Control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks; virtual - laboratory work, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case-method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, incident method, method
of successive situations, etc.
General and applied sociology – 2 credits
Prerequisites: no.
Postrequisites: no.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
- determine the objects of sociological study (society, social organizations, social groups, individuals, etc.) to explain
the social reality;
- explain key sociological ideas and theories;
- describe the social structure and stratification of society, distinguish and analyze the degree of social inequality;
- reveal the mechanism of formation of public opinion and consciousness in society;
- analyze the features of social institutions in the modernization of Kazakhstan's society;
- understand the interaction of social processes at the micro and macro levels, taking advantage of the sociological
perspective;
- distinguish and justify the strategy of sociological research and methods of collecting and analyzing information;
- apply a sociological methodology to the study of contemporary problems of society.
Studied topics:
1. Sociology in understanding of the social world.
2. Introduction to sociological theory.
3. Social structure and stratification.
4. Socialization and identity.
5. Mass media, technology and society.
6. Sociology of ethnicity and nation.
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7. Religion, culture and society.
8. Education and social inequality.
9. Family and modernity.
10. Deviation, crime and social control.
11. Economy, globalization and labor.
12. Health and medicine.
13. Population, urbanization and social movements.
14. Sociological research.
15. Social change: the latest sociological debate.
Theoretical and Applied Political Science – 2 credites
Prerequisites: no
Postrequisites: no.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
 describe the features of organization and functioning of political institutions (institutions of representation and
coordination of interests);
 demonstrate an understanding of the mechanisms and principles of political power functioning, political
institutions, domestic, foreign, world politics and international relations;
 demonstrate an understanding of nature and laws of the functioning and development of politics, its role in various
spheres of society;
 justify the relationship of political systems and political regimes;
 assess the degree of objectivity of political information from various sources, argue with conviction to express
their citizenship, to evaluate facts, events, phenomena based on the analysis of political strategy and national interests of
modern states;
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 justify the leading role of identity (national, civil) as a factor in ensuring the national security of Kazakhstan
Republic;
 identify the nature of sociopolitical conflicts and assess their legitimacy;
 generate new ideas and apply to a changing political reality.
Studied topics:
1. Politics in the structure of public life.
2. Power as a political institution.
3. Subjects of policy.
4. The State of Law and civil society.
5. The specificity of political parties, party systems and socio-political movements and organizations.
6. Modern political systems.
7. Political regimes in modern political science.
8. Political culture and behavior.
9. Political ideology and national consciousness.
10. National interests and national security.
11. Political development and modernization.
12. Conflict and crisis situations in politics.
13. World politics and modern international relations.
14. Sovereign Kazakhstan in the system of international relations.
15. The third modernization in the Republic of Kazakhstan.
MODULE OF CULTURAL HERITAGE AND INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION – 4 CREDITS
General cultural competencies:
 1 formulate the main stages of the modern history of the progressive development of the statehood of Kazakhstan,
in the context of the world and Eurasian historical process;
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 2 fluently interpret and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success
factors of the Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 3 demonstrate the competent use of linguistic and cultural linguistic knowledge for solving communication
problems in a multilingual and multicultural society of the Republic of Kazakhstan and in the international arena;
 4 represent social and ethical values based on social and legal norms and tolerance to various cultural and
confessional traditions;
 5 describe the basic laws of the functioning and development of nature and society; to adequately navigate in
various socio-economic, political and emergency situations; make decisions in standard and non-standard situations and
take responsibility for them;
 7 work in a group and a team, communicate effectively with colleagues, supervisors; take responsibility for the
work of team members, the result of the assignments; be responsible for your own decisions and be prepared to provide a
rationale for these decisions
 8 demonstrate critical thinking while working with new information;
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science
with physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В1. design and submit information, ideas, problems and solutions, both to specialists and non-specialists;
 В2. perform analytical, synthetic and creative tasks taking into account scientific, technical, social,
environmental, conditions and standards through appropriate methods and using adequate methods of work;
 В3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize the need for sustainable
development;
 В4 collect and interpret information in scientific, design-technological and production activities to make
judgments taking into account social, economic, scientific or ethical considerations;
 С1. build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С2. identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their
composition, structure, properties, processing methods;
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 С3. choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under
the influence of various operational factors on them.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium, exam;
 written work: test, control work, essays, abstracts, laboratory, settlement and graphic work;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks; virtual - laboratory work, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case-method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, incident method, method
of successive situations, etc.
Speech Culture and Language Communication– 2 credits
Prerequisites: MHK1101 Modern history of Kazakhstan.
Postrequisites: POFL2202 Professionally-oriented foreign language.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
 describe the morphology and anatomy of culture as a system of parameters and forms in contexts: nature, man,
society;
 explain the origin and essence of signs, values, archetypes, symbols as a system of cultural code through correlation
with the type of material culture, a certain way of being;
 organize the cultural heritage information of inhabitants of Kazakhstan and determine the channels of their influence
on the development of culture of the Kazakh people;
 classify the cultural capital of the Turks, organize the forms and channels of cultural interaction with peoples from
Western Europe, the Middle East, identify their contribution to the intellectual and cultural history of humanity and
the Kazakh people;
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 convincingly and reasonably provide information about the different stages of development of Kazakh culture as a
factor in the preservation of cultural heritage and the Kazakh language, including modern state programs for its
development and modernization;
 give an objective assessment of the national cultural heritage from the standpoint of maintaining the status of the
Kazakh culture, Kazakh language and their role in formation of the cultural and national identity;
 assess the state of modern Kazakh culture, identify and justify the prospects for its development and direction of
modernization; build programs of professional activities with regard to cultural specificities;
 objectively asses the cultural policy of Kazakhstan and build inter-ethnic and intercultural communications on its
basis taking into account cultural specifics, enter into a discussion on cultural issues, and reasonably defend one’s
opinion.
Studied topics:
1. The morphology of culture. Concept and essence of culture.
2. Semiotics culture.
3. Language of culture.
4. Anatomy of culture.
5. Space and forms of culture.
6. Cultural heritage of the inhabitants of Kazakhstan.
7. Culture of nomads of Kazakhstan.
8. Cultural heritage of the Turks of Kazakhstan.
9. Medieval culture of Central Asia.
10. Cultural heritage of the Kazakh people.
11. The formation of the Kazakh culture.
12. Kazakh culture at the turn of the XVIII - the end of the nineteenth centuries.
13. Kazakh culture of the twentieth century.
14. Kazakh culture in the context of modern world processes.
15. Cultural policy of Kazakhstan.
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Psychology of interpersonal communication – 2 credits
Prerequisites: MHK1101 Modern history of Kazakhstan.
Postrequisites: no.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
 understand the role and place of psychological knowledge in the system of the human sciences;
 describe the concepts of personality and interpersonal communication in the context of the formation and
modernization of the national consciousness;
 analyze the value-semantic structure of the individual and highlight the main priorities for the purpose of selfdetermination and personal growth in the framework of the modernization of consciousness;
 use psychological knowledge for career planning and building a professional path;
 assess self psychological qualities, resources and opportunities;
 justify the value and place of interpersonal communication as a factor in the development of a harmonious
personality;
 develop self strategies for effective interpersonal communication, use the skills of stress management and time
management, self-presentation skills to improve personal and professional effectiveness;
 apply different strategies for solving conflicts in their personal and professional interaction.
Studied topics:
1. Psychology of personality and its role in the system of human sciences.
2. Motivational-need sphere of personality.
3. Emotions and emotional intelligence.
4. Volitional processes and the psychology of self-regulation.
5. Temperament and character.
6. Values, interests, norms as the spiritual basis of personality.
7. Psychology of the meaning of life and professional self-determination.
8. Psychology of career growth.
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9. Psychology of communication.
10. Perceptual side of communication.
11. Interactive side of communication.
12. Communicative side of communication.
13. Concept and structure of the socio-psychological conflict.
14. Models of individual behavior in conflict.
15. Techniques and techniques for effective communication.
BASIC DISCIPLINES (BD) – 68 credites
СOMPULSORY COMPONENT (CC) – 20 credits
Professional language – 4 credits
General cultural competencies:
 2 fluently interpret and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success
factors of the Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 3 demonstrate the competent use of linguistic and cultural linguistic knowledge for solving communication
problems in a multilingual and multicultural society of the Republic of Kazakhstan and in the international arena;
 4 represent social and ethical values based on social and legal norms and tolerance to various cultural and
confessional traditions;
 5 describe the basic laws of the functioning and development of nature and society; to adequately navigate in
various socio-economic, political and emergency situations; make decisions in standard and non-standard situations and
take responsibility for them;
 6 search and use of information necessary for the effective performance of professional tasks, professional and
personal development; set a goal and choose ways to achieve it;
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 7 work in a group and a team, communicate effectively with colleagues, supervisors; take responsibility for the
work of team members, the result of the assignments; be responsible for your own decisions and be prepared to provide a
rationale for these decisions
 8 demonstrate critical thinking while working with new information;
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science
with physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В1. design and submit information, ideas, problems and solutions, both to specialists and non-specialists;
 В2. perform analytical, synthetic and creative tasks taking into account scientific, technical, social,
environmental, conditions and standards through appropriate methods and using adequate methods of work;
 В3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize the need for sustainable
development;
 В4. collect and interpret information in scientific, design-technological and production activities to make
judgments taking into account social, economic, scientific or ethical considerations;
 В5 apply knowledge and understanding in materials science and technology at a professional level and solve
standard problems of scientific and manufacturing activity in the field of materials science and materials production
technologies;
 С3. choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under
the influence of various operational factors on them;
 D1. Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium, exam;
 written work: test, control work, essays, abstracts, laboratory, calculation and graphic work;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks; virtual - laboratory work, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
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 innovative assessment tools: case-method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, incident method, method
of successive situations, etc.
Professional Kazakh (Russian) language – 2 credits
Prerequisites: K(R)L1104 Kazakh (Russian) language.
Postrequisites: Basic and major disciplines.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
 interpret the pronouncing, spelling, stylistic norms of Russian / Kazakh language;
 understand the features of professional oral scientific speech;
 determine the features of professional written scientific speech;
 justify the strategy and tactics of speech communication in the field of professional interaction;
 be able to perform an oral presentation;
 perform an oral report;
 understand and analyze the structure-semantic organization of scientific text;
 perform various operations with the text: describe, summarize information;
 determine the technology of interpretation and analysis of the texts of scientific literature in the specialty;
Studied topics:
1. Professional language and its components. Subject and object of study.
2. Systematic terminology. Semantization of the term. Set expressions in the text in the specialty. Terminology of
science in the Russian and Kazakh languages (comparison).
3. Introduction as a structural element of scientific work. Problematics of the introductory part of the project/research:
justification, presentation.
4. Use professional dictionaries. Main part as a structural element of scientific work.
5. Conclusion as a structural element of scientific work. The issue of conclusion: justification, design, presentation.
6. Personal nature of scientific speech. Language means of registration of scientific work.
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2. Authorship of the text of the study. Business project
3. Midterm: Performance of test tasks.
4. Normative aspect of the culture of speech.
5. Communicative competencies necessary specialist for success in professional activities.
6. Professional ethics. Professional codes of ethics.
7. Basics of oral public speaking. Rules for a successful presentation.
8. Communicative features of professional scientific dialogue.
9. Design of the electronic presentation (presentation scheme, design of slides, choice of colors, fonts).
10. 1) Run test tasks. 2) Submit a communicative project. Presentation of the project/study.
Professionally-oriented foreign language – 2 credits
Prerequisites: FL1103 Foreign language.
Postrequisites: Basic and major disciplines.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
 master the functional features of oral and written professional-oriented texts;
 interpret the strategies of communicative behavior in situations of international professional communication;
 understand oral (monologue, dialogical) speech within professional topics;
 participate in the discussion of topics related to the specialty;
 independently prepare and make oral reports on professional topics, including using multimedia technologies;
 extract the necessary information from sources in a foreign language created in different sign systems (text, table,
graph, diagram, audiovisual series, etc.) in typical situations of professional and business communication.
Studied topics:
1. What Is Scientific Writing. Origins of Scientific Writing
2. What Is a Scientific Paper. How to Prepare the Title
3. What Is a Scientific Paper. How to Prepare the Title
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4. How to Write the Introduction. How to Write the Materials and Methods Section
5. How to Write the Results. How to Write the Discussion
6. How to State the Acknowledgments. How to Cite the References
7. How to Design Effective Tables. How to Prepare Effective Illustrations
8. How to Keyboard the Manuscript. Where and How to Submit the Manuscript
9. The Review Process (How to Deal with Editors). The Publishing Process (How to Deal with Proofs)
10. How to Order and Use Reprints. How to Write a Review Paper.
11. How to Write a Conference Report. How to Write a Book Review. Words and Expressions to Avoid.
12. How to Write a Thesis. How to Present a Paper Orally.
13. How to Prepare a Poster. Ethics, Rights, and Permissions. Common Errors in Style and in Spelling.
14. Use and Misuse of English. Avoiding Jargon. Prefixes and Abbreviations for SI (Systeme International) Units
15. How and When to Use Abbreviations. A Personalized Summary. Accepted Abbreviations and Symbols
Mathematical mandatory module – 5 credits
General cultural competencies:
 6 search and use of information necessary for the effective performance of professional tasks, professional and
personal development; set a goal and choose ways to achieve it;
 8 demonstrate critical thinking while working with new information;
Professional competencies:
 1 Demonstrate proficiency in research methods analysis, diagnostics and modeling of the properties of substances
(materials), physical and chemical processes in them and in technologies for producing, processing and modifying
materials;
 2 Use modern information and communication technologies, global information resources in research and and
analytical activities in the field of materials science and material technology;
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 3 Demonstrate the use (under guidance) of modeling techniques, evaluation, forecasting and optimization of
technological processes and material properties, standardization and certification of materials and processes;
 4 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information in
the form of a summary statement of the problem;
 5 Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of production processes, selection and operation of
equipment and tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring efficient, environmentally and
technically safe production;
 6 Put into practice modern ideas of materials science on the effects of micro- and nano-scaleon the properties of
materials, the interaction of materials with the environment, electromagnetic radiation and particle fluxes;
 7 Collect and interpret meaningful data from the study, analysis and synthesis of scientific and technical information
on the subject of research, development and use of technical documentation, basic regulatory documents on
intellectual property issues, preparation of documents for patenting, design know-how;
 8 Determine the requirements and criteria for selecting the main types of modern inorganic and organic materials for
solving production problems, to argue the choice of materials for the specified operating conditions, taking into
account the requirements of manufacturability, economy, reliability and durability, the environmental consequences
of their usage;
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize the need for sustainable development;
 В4. collect and interpret information in scientific, design-technological and production activities to make judgments
taking into account social, economic, scientific or ethical considerations;
 В5. apply knowledge and understanding in materials science and technology at a professional level and solve standard
problems of scientific and manufacturing activity in the field of materials science and materials production
technologies;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
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 С2 identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their composition,
structure, properties, processing methods;
 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them;
 D1 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium, exam;
 written work: test, control work, essays, abstracts, laboratory, calculation and graphic work;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks; virtual - laboratory work, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case-method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, incident method, method
of successive situations, etc.
Mathematics 1– 3 credits
Prerequisites: Skills and abilities acquired in the amount of school mathematics program.
Postrequisites: Phys1205 Physics 1, Math1204 Mathematics 2, Phys2206 Physics 2.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. understand the basic laws of modern mathematics, their interrelations and applications in various fields;
2. mastering the fundamental concepts, methods of mathematical analysis;
3. use the basic methodological principles for solving mathematical problems;
4. build mathematical models and tasks;
5. summarize the experimental and theoretical theoretical material of his research work based on the methodology of
modern mathematics.
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Studied topics:
1. Basic facts about determinants of second and third order. Determinants of the n-th order. Matrices and operations
on matrices.Inverse matrix. The rank of the matrix and the methods of its calculation. Systems of linear algebraic equations.
Cramer's rule.The system of m linear equations with n unknowns. Gauss method.
2. Vectors and linear operations on them. The scalar and vector products in R3. The expression of scalar and vector
products using coordinates of the vectors.Angle between vectors. Mixed product of three vectors. Properties of the mixed
product. Prism and pyramid volume.
3. Different equations of a line in the plane. Anglebetweenstraightlines. Different equations of the plane and the line
in R3. Mutual arrangement of a straight line and a plane in R3.Еquations of a straight line in space and the equation of a
plane.
4. Second-order curve. The general equation of second-order curves.The canonical equation of ellipse, hyperbola,
parabola. Geometric properties of curves.
5. Introduction to the analysis. Function. Limit of function and its properties. Continuity of a function at a point and in
the interval. Comparison of functions. Infinite small and large quantities. Limit of sequences of numbers. Properties.
Remarkable limits. Calculation of limits.
6. Derivative and differential functions at a point. Differentiation of complex, implicit, parametric given functions.
The mean value theorem for differentiable functions. Taylor series of polynomial. Evaluation of indeterminate forms.
7. The indefinite integral. Basic properties of an indefinite integral. Table of basic integrals. Methods of integration
indefinite integrals. Integration of some rational and irrational functions. Integration of trigonometric expressions.
8. Definite integral. Properties. Newton-Leibniz Formula. Applications of a definite integral. Improper Integrals.
9. Definition of a function of several variables.The domain of a function of several variables. Limit, continuity and
differentiability of a function of several variables. Partial derivatives, the total differential of a function of several variables.
10. Basic concepts. The Cauchy problem. Equations with separable variables. Homogeneous equations. Linear
equation. Differential equation with total differential. Higher order differential equations. Cauchy problem.
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11. Higher order linear differential equations. The structure of the general solution. Higher order linear homogeneous
differential equation with constant coefficients. Higher order linear inhomogeneous differential equation with constant
coefficients.
12. Double integral. Repeated integral. Reduction of the double integral to the repeated one. Change of variables.
Transition to the polar coordinate system.
13. Triple Integral. The existence of a triple integral. Calculate of the triple integral. Applications of double and triple
integrals.
14. Number series. Convergence sum of series. Signs of convergence of numerical series. Alternating series. Sign of
Leibniz. Absolute and conditional convergence. Functional series. Domain of Convergence.
15. Uniform convergence. Power series. Abel's theorem. Radius, interval and convergence region of the power series.
Taylor and Maclaurin series. Expansion of elementary functions into Taylor series
Mathematics 2– 2 credits
Prerequisites: Мath1203 Mathematics 1
Postrequisites: TFCV1212 Theory of a function of a complex variable, DIE2304 Differential and Integral Equations.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. understand the basic laws of modern mathematics, their interrelations and applications in various fields;
2. mastering the fundamental concepts, methods of mathematical analysis;
3. use the basic methodological principles for solving mathematical problems;
4. build mathematical models and tasks;
5. summarize the experimental and theoretical theoretical material of his research work based on the methodology of
modern mathematics.
Studied topics:
1. Definition of a function of several variables. The domain of a function of several variables. Limit, continuity and
differentiability of a function of several variables.
2. Partial derivatives, the total differential of a function of several variables. The mixed derivative theorem.
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3. Directional derivatives and gradients. The gradient of a function. Derivative in direction. Extrema for functions of
several variables
4. Ordinary differential equations. Basic concept. Cauchy problem. Separation of variables. Equations with separable
variables. Homogeneous equations.
5. Linear equation, Bernoulli equation. Differential equation with total differential.
6. Higher order linear differential equations. Cauchy problem.First-order linear differential equations.
7. Higher order linear nonhomogeneous differential equations with constant coefficients, structure of the general
solution, Cauchy problem.
8. Systems of linear homogeneous differential equations with constant coefficients
9. Differential calculus of a function of several variables. Partial derivative. Differential operators.
10. Double integral. Reduction of the double integral to the repeated one. Applications of double integrals.
11. Triple integral. Calculation the triple integral. Applications of triple integrals.
12. Numerical series. Convergence and sum of series. Sufficient signs of convergence. Dirichlet series. Alternating
series.
13. Features of convergence of numerical series. Alternating series. Leibniz's theorem. Absolute and conditional
convergence.
14. Functional series. The domain of convergence.Uniform convergence. Power series. Abel's theorem.
15. The radius, the interval, and the domain of convergence of the power series. Taylor's and Maclaurin series.
Expansion of elementary functions in Taylor series.
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Physical mandatory module – 6 credits
General cultural competencies:
 2 Fluently interpret and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success
factors of the Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 5 Describe the basic laws of the functioning and development of nature and society; to adequately navigate in
various socio-economic, political and emergency situations; make decisions in standard and non-standard situations and
take responsibility for them.
 6 Search and use of information necessary for the effective performance of professional tasks, professional and
personal development; set a goal and choose ways to achieve it;
 7 Work in a group and a team, communicate effectively with colleagues, supervisors; take responsibility for the
work of team members, the result of the assignments; be responsible for your own decisions and be prepared to provide a
rationale for these decisions
Professional competencies:
 3 Demonstrate the use (under guidance) of modeling techniques, evaluation, forecasting and optimization of
technological processes and material properties, standardization and certification of materials and processes;
 4 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem;
 5 Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of production processes, selection and operation of
equipment and tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring efficient, environmentally and
technically safe production;
 6 Put into practice modern ideas of materials science on the effects of micro- and nano-scaleon the properties of
materials, the interaction of materials with the environment, electromagnetic radiation and particle fluxes;
 8 Determine the requirements and criteria for selecting the main types of modern inorganic and organic materials for
solving production problems, to argue the choice of materials for the specified operating conditions, taking into
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account the requirements of manufacturability, economy, reliability and durability, the environmental consequences
of their usage;
 10 Design technological processes and develop technological documentation, carry out calculations and design of
parts.
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А1. demonstrate an understanding of the main problems in the field of physical materials science, choose methods
and ways of solving them, demonstrate skills of working in a research team, generate new ideas; to fluently interpret
and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success factors of the
Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 А2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to solve
the problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В1. design and submit information, ideas, problems and solutions, both to specialists and non-specialists;
 В4. collect and interpret information in scientific, design-technological and production activities to make judgments
taking into account social, economic, scientific or ethical considerations;
 В5. apply knowledge and understanding in materials science and technology at a professional level and solve standard
problems of scientific and manufacturing activity in the field of materials science and materials production
technologies;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 D1 use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:

oral survey: interview, colloquium, exam, tests;

written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
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control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;

innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
Physics 1– 3 credits
Prerequisites: Мath1203 Mathematics 1
Postrequisites: Phys2206 Physics 2, PhWEM2210 Physics Workshop on Electricity and Magnetism, FQMAPh3213
Fundamentals of quantum mechanics and atomic physics.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. reveal the essence of the basic concepts, laws, theories of classical and modern physics in their internal interrelation
and integrity;
2. demonstrate the description of a wide range of physical phenomena;
3. demonstrate the hierarchy of physical laws and concepts, the limits of their applicability for effective use in specific
situations;
4. form the skills and abilities of students to solve generalized typical tasks (theoretical and experimental-practical
educational tasks) from various fields of physics as the basis for solving professional problems;
5. form the ability to assess the degree of reliability of the results of experimental or theoretical research methods.
Studied topics:
1. Kinematics. Mechanical motion is the simplest form of motion of matter. Space and time. The reference system.
The concept of a material point. Trajectory, path length, displacement vector. Equation of trajectory. Kinematic
description of the motion of a material point. The law of motion.
2. Dynamics of a material point and a solid. Newton's laws. Interaction of bodies through the field. Weight. Force.
Types of forces in mechanics. Gravitational forces. The law of universal gravitation. Forces of elasticity. Hooke's Law.
Forces of friction. Inertial reference frames. The mechanical principle of relativity. Transformations of Galileo.
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Noninertial reference frames. The concept of an absolutely rigid body. The moment of force and the moment of inertia
of an absolutely rigid body. Equation of motion of a body rotating around a fixed axis. Application of the Steiner
theorem.
3. Conservation laws and the symmetry of space and time. System of material points. External and internal forces.
The law of motion of the center of mass of a mechanical system. Energy is a universal measure of different forms of
motion and interaction. The work of moving a material point along a curved path. Power. The kinetic energy of the
mechanical system and its relationship to the work of external and internal forces. The connection between the potential
energy of a material point and the force acting on it in an external force field. Conservative and non-conservative
forces. The central field of forces. Law conservation of total mechanical energy. The moment of the pulse. Jet
propulsion. The laws of conservation of the angular momentum of the body and the system of bodies. Gyroscopic
effect
4. Elements of the special theory of relativity. The postulates of Einstein. Lorentz transformations. Invariants of
transformations. Relativistic law of addition of velocities. Relativistic transformation of momentum and energy.
5. Elements of continuum mechanics. The concept of a continuum. Elastic stresses. Energy of an elastically
deformed body. General properties of liquids and gases. Ideal and viscous liquid. The Bernoulli equation. Laminar and
turbulent flow of liquids. The Stokes formula. Surface tension in liquids, cooling of liquid during evaporation,
thermoregulation of plants and animals. Wetting and non-wetting liquids. Capillary phenomena, the Laplace formula.
6. General characteristics of harmonic oscillations. Oscillation of the load on the spring. Mathematical pendulum.
Physical pendulum. Addition of oscillations. Vector diagram. Coefficient of attenuation. Logarithmic decrement.
Forced oscillations under the action of a sinusoidal force. Amplitude and phase of forced oscillations. Resonance. Selfoscillations.
7. Wave processes. The main characteristics of wave motion. Equation of a wave. Flat wave. Running and
standing waves. Phase velocity. The Doppler effect. Sound. Ultrasound.
8. Molecular physics and thermodynamics. Statistical physics and thermodynamics Fundamentals of molecularkinetic theory. Molecular-kinetic meaning of temperature. The average kinetic energy of molecules of an ideal gas.
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Thermodynamic parameters. Equilibrium states and processes. Thermodynamic diagrams. Gas laws. Equation of state
of an ideal gas.
9. Statistical distributions. Probability and fluctuations. Maxwell distribution. Velocities of thermal motion of
particles. Boltzmann distribution for particles in an external potential field. Number of degrees of freedom. Distribution
of energy of molecules in degrees of freedom. The internal energy of an ideal gas. Molecular-kinetic theory of the heat
capacity of ideal gases. Molar heat capacities of an ideal gas at constant volume and constant pressure.
10. Fundamentals of thermodynamics. The first law of thermodynamics. Isoprocesses. Reversible and
irreversible thermal processes, equilibrium states. Carnot cycle and its efficiency. Carnot's theorem. Reduced heat.
Clausius's theorem. Entropy. Thermodynamic potentials. The second law of thermodynamics and its physical meaning.
Statistical interpretation of the second law of thermodynamics. Entropy of an open nonlinear system. Relationship of
entropy with probability of state. Self-organizing systems. The concept of thermodynamics of irreversible processes
and open systems. Entropy in the organism-environment system. The production of entropy in a nonequilibrium
medium and the Prigogine theorem.
11. Transport phenomena. General characteristics of transport phenomena. The average number of collisions and
the average mean free path. Relaxation time. Transport phenomena in nonequilibrium thermodynamic systems.
Molecular-kinetic theory of transport phenomena: heat conduction, viscous friction, diffusion. Transfer factors.
12. Real gases. Effective diameter of molecules. The forces of intermolecular interaction. Van der Waals equation.
Van der Waals isotherms. Fluctuations and self-organization during a gas-liquid phase transition. Phase transitions of
the first and second kind. Phase equilibria and phase transformations. The Clapeyron-Clausius equation. Critical point.
Metastable states. Triple point.
13. Electrostatics. Interaction of stationary and moving electric charges. Law of conservation of charges. Electric
field. Electric field strength. The principle of superposition of fields. Electric dipole. Vector flow. Gauss's theorem.
Application of the Gauss theorem to the calculation of the electric field strengths. The work of charge transfer in the
electrostatic field. Circulation of the electric field strength vector. Potential. Connection potential with the strength of
the electrostatic field.
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14. Conductors in the electrostatic field. The electric field in conductor and near the surface of the conductor. The
boundary conditions on the conductor-vacuum boundary. Electric capacity. Condensers. Сapacitors сapacity of
different geometric configuration. Dielectrics in an electrostatic field. Polarization charges. Polarization. Types of
dielectrics. Dielectric susceptibility of a substance and its dependence on temperature. Electrical displacement.
Conditions on the interface between two dielectrics and a conductor-dielectric. Energy of interaction of electric
charges. The energy of a charged capacitor and a system of conductors. The energy of the electrostatic field. The bulk
density of the energy of the electrostatic field.
15. Constant electric current. General characteristics and conditions for the existence of an electric current.
Classical electronic theory of electrical conductivity of metals. The laws of Ohm and Joule-Lenz in differential form.
Outside forces. EMF of a galvanic cell. Generalized Ohm's law for a circuit with a galvanic cell. The rules of Kirchhoff.
The electric current in the gas and the electric current in the plasma.
Physics 2 – 3 credits
Prerequisites: Мath1203 Mathematics 1
Postrequisites: PhWO3215 Physics workshop on optics, FQMAPh3213 Fundamentals of quantum mechanics and
atomic physics
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. reveal the essence of the basic concepts, laws, theories of classical and modern physics in their internal interrelation
and integrity;
2. describe a wide range of physical phenomena;
3. interprete the hierarchy of physical laws and concepts, the limits of their applicability for effective use in specific
situations;
4. form the skills and abilities of students to solve generalized typical tasks (theoretical and experimental-practical
educational tasks) from various fields of physics as the basis for solving professional problems;
5. form the ability to assess the degree of reliability of the results of experimental or theoretical research methods.
Studied topics:
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1. A magnetic field. Vector of magnetic induction. Principle superposition. The Biot-Savart-Laplace law. The power of
Lorentz. Motion of a charged particle in a magnetic field. Hall effect. The power of Ampere. A current with a current in a
magnetic field. Moment of forces acting on the frame. Magnetic flow. Gauss's theorem for a magnetic field. Work on the
displacement of a conductor with a current in a magnetic field.
2. Magnetic field in matter. Magnetic materials. Types of magnets. Curie temperature. Boundary conditions on the boundary
of two media. The law of total current for a magnetic field in matter.
3. The phenomenon of electromagnetic induction. The basic law of electromagnetic induction. The Lenz rule. Phenomena
of mutual induction and self-induction. Inductance of a long solenoid. Magnetic energy of a current. The energy density of
the magnetic field. Maxwell's equations. The bias current. The Maxwell equations system. relativity of electric and magnetic
fields. Vector and scalar potentials. The wave equation. Speed of propagation of electromagnetic disturbance.
4. Electromagnetic oscillations. Vibrational contour. Free and forced electromagnetic oscillations. Resonance. Alternating
current. Ohm's law for alternating current. Resonance of voltages and currents. Nonlinear pendulum. Dynamic chaos.
5. Wave equation for electromagnetic field. Properties of electromagnetic waves. Density of electromagnetic energy flow.
The Umov-Poynting vector. Radiation of a dipole. The concept of geometric optics. Laws of reflection and refraction. The
phenomenon of total reflection. Optical instruments. Photometry. The photometric values and units of their measurement.
Law of illumination. 6. Properties of light waves. Wave packet. Group velocity. Interference of light waves. Phase
difference and path difference. Strips of equal slope. Strips of equal thickness. Time and spatial coherence. Interferometers.
7. Diffraction of waves. The Huygens-Fresnel principle. Fresnel zone method. Fresnel diffraction. Diffraction of
Fraunhofer. Diffraction on one slit and on many cracks. Spectral decomposition. Holography
8. Electromagnetic waves in matter. The propagation of light in matter. Dispersion of light. Absorption of light. Polarization
of light. Methods of obtaining polarized light. The phenomenon of birefringence, the polarization of light by crystals.
9. Thermal radiation. Radiation of an absolutely black body. The Law of Kirchhoff. The Law of Stefan - Boltzmann. The
Laws of Wine. The Rayleigh-Jeans formulas. Quantum hypothesis and Planck's formula. Photons. Energy and momentum
of light quanta.
10. Experimental substantiation of the basic ideas of quantum theory. Experiments of Frank and Hertz. The Laws of external
photoeffect. Einstein's equation. The Compton effect. Ruled spectra of atoms. The postulates of Bohr. Principle of
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conformity. Corpuscular Wave Dualism. The de Broglie hypothesis. Wave de Broglie. Properties of de Broglie waves.
Electron diffraction. The uncertainty relation. Wave properties of microparticles and the uncertainty relation. Statistical
meaning of the wave function.
11. Temporal and stationary Schrödinger equations. Particle in a one-dimensional rectangular well. Passage of a particle
through a potential barrier. Atom and the hydrogen molecule in quantum theory. The Schrodinger equation for the hydrogen
atom. Hydrogen-like atoms. Energy levels. The width of the levels. Spatial quantization. The structure of electronic levels
in complex atoms. The Pauli principle. Molecule of hydrogen. Ionic and covalent bonds. Electronic terms of a diatomic
molecule.
12. Elements of quantum electronics. Spontaneous and stimulated emission. Lasers. Elements of quantum statistics. Phase
space. Elementary cell. Density of states. Nernst's theorem and its corollaries. The concept of quantum statistics of BoseEinstein and Fermi-Dirac. Quasiparticles. Their definition and types.
13. Condensed state. Elements of structural crystallography. Methods for studying crystalline structures. Heat capacity of
the crystal lattice. Phonon gas. Dimensional effect in the thermal conductivity of crystals. Electrical conductivity of metals.
Carriers of current as quasiparticles. Energy bands in crystals. Low-dimensional systems. Fermi level. The Fermi surface.
Metals, dielectrics and semiconductors in the band theory. The concept of hole conductivity. Own and impurity
conductivity. The phenomenon of superconductivity. The Josephson effect. Quantum concepts of the properties of
ferromagnets. Exchange interaction. Curie temperature. Magnetization of ferromagnets.
14. The atomic nucleus. The structure of atomic nuclei. Nuclear forces. Exchange character of nuclear forces. Models of
the kernel. Regularities and origin of alpha, beta and gamma radiation and their interaction with matter. Nuclear reactions.
Radioactive transformations of atomic nuclei. Nuclear fission reactions. Chain fission reaction. Nuclear reactor. Synthesis
reaction. The problem of energy sources.
15. Elementary particles. Leptons, hadrons. Quarks. Strong, electromagnetic, weak, gravitational interactions. The concept
of the main problems of modern physics and astrophysics.
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Module of mandatory basic materials science disciplines – 5 credits
General cultural competencies:
 4 represent social and ethical values based on social and legal norms and tolerance to various cultural and
confessional traditions;
 5 describe the basic laws of the functioning and development of nature and society; to adequately navigate in
various socio-economic, political and emergency situations; make decisions in standard and non-standard situations and
take responsibility for them;
 7 work in a group and a team, communicate effectively with colleagues, supervisors; take responsibility for the
work of team members, the result of the assignments; be responsible for your own decisions and be prepared to provide a
rationale for these decisions
 8 demonstrate critical thinking while working with new information;
Professional competencies:
 2 Use modern information and communication technologies, global information resources in research and and
analytical activities in the field of materials science and material technology;
 3 Demonstrate the use (under guidance) of modeling techniques, evaluation, forecasting and optimization of
technological processes and material properties, standardization and certification of materials and processes;
 4 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information in
the form of a summary statement of the problem;
 5 Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of production processes, selection and operation of
equipment and tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring efficient, environmentally and
technically safe production;
 7 Collect and interpret meaningful data from the study, analysis and synthesis of scientific and technical information
on the subject of research, development and use of technical documentation, basic regulatory documents on
intellectual property issues, preparation of documents for patenting, design know-how;
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 9 Demonstrate the use of traditional and new technological processes, operations, equipment, regulatory and
methodological materials on technological preparation of production, quality, standardization and certification of
products and processes with elements of economic analysis, taking into account safety regulations, manufacturing
hygiene, fire safety and labor protection standards;
 10 Design technological processes and develop technological documentation, carry out calculations and design of
parts.
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А1. demonstrate an understanding of the main problems in the field of physical materials science, choose methods
and ways of solving them, demonstrate skills of working in a research team, generate new ideas; to fluently interpret
and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success factors of the
Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 А2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to solve
the problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize the need for sustainable development;
 В5. apply knowledge and understanding in materials science and technology at a professional level and solve standard
problems of scientific and manufacturing activity in the field of materials science and materials production
technologies;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С2 identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their composition,
structure, properties, processing methods;
 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium, exam;
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 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
Materials Science and Technology of Сonstruction Materials – 3 credits
Prerequisites: Мath1203 Mathematics 1, GCh1225 General chemistry, IMS1226 Introduction to Materials Science.
Postrequisites: PhMS3223 Physical Materials Science, SSPh3216 Solid State Physics, PhPM3217 Physical properties
of materials.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. demonstrate the theoretical foundations and technologies of modern methods for obtaining a different class of
materials; the main laws that determine the structure and properties of materials; material processing methods;
2. understand the behavior of materials in the main processes of operation or consumption; patterns of changes in the
mechanical properties of materials depending on the phase composition and structure.
3. apply the obtained knowledge in justifying the choice of the chemical composition, method of production and the
regimes of processing of basic manufacturing materials
4. analyze the correlation of changes in the properties of materials depending on their phase composition and structure,
which, in turn, are formed depending on their chemical composition and processing regimes;
5. synthesize external factors controlling the phase and structural composition for the formation of a complex of
specified properties.
Studied topics:
1. Properties and structure of materials. Tasks and value of materials science.
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2. Structural and instrumental modern materials, alloyed steels, alloys based on non-ferrous metals. The effect of plastic
deformation on the properties of metals and alloys. Theoretical and technical strength.
3. Theory and technology of heat treatment of steel. Chemical heat treatment. Classification types of heat treatment.
4. Heat-resistant, wear-resistant, tool and stamping alloys. The influence of alloying elements on the properties of steel.
5. Electrotechnical materials, rubber, glass, plastics. Classification, structure and properties of non-metallic materials.
6. Basics of metallurgical production. Raw materials and products of metallurgical production.
7. Technology of foundry. Basic concepts and definitions.
8. Special casting methods. Shell casting, investment casting. Chill casting, centrifugal casting. Die casting, continuous
casting.
9. Physical bases of metal forming. Physico-chemical basis of deformation. Metal heating during pressure treatment.
10. Rolling, pressing, dragging. Essence of the process of rolling, pressing, dragging.
11. Hot stamping, cold sheet stamping. Essence of the process of forging, hot-bulk and cold-sheet stamping.
12. Welding. Basic concepts and definitions. Classification of types of welding.
13. Essence of metal cutting. Classification of machine tools. Physical and mechanical basis of metal cutting.
14. Turning, milling, drilling processing. Main parameters when machining. Workpiece processing on lathes. Types of
lathe group, turning technology. Processing technology milling and drilling.
15. Manufacturing of parts from polymer, rubber composite materials.
Design of technological processes and materials – 2 credits
Prerequisites: Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys2206 Physics 2, GCh1225 General chemistry, MSTCM1207 Materials Science
and Technology of Сonstruction Materials
Postrequisites: NCM4311 New and composite materials, MSM3202 Material selection methodology, MM4312 Metal
materials.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. present the latest trends, achievements and problems in the field of materials science, trends and prospects for its
development;
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2. demonstrate the basic principles for assessing the level of quality and material properties;
3. systematize, analyze and summarize the set of theoretical and experimental achievements;
4. be competent in matters relating to the achievements and problems of materials science and technologies for
obtaining engineering materials;
5. synthesize external factors controlling the phase and structural composition for the formation of a complex of
specified properties.
Studied topics:
1. Fundamentals of technology for semi-finished products and parts producing. Choice of heating and cooling during
heat treatment. Heating (cooling) with external and internal heat source. Ways of cooling. Defects of alloys and product
quality control.
2. Management of thermal processes of heat treatment. Control of thermal processes of thermal furnaces. Process
control. Automatic control mechanisms furnaces.
3. Thermal workshops and offices at metallurgical and machine-building plants. Heat treatment of ingots and billets
for continuous casting of steel. Heat treatment of pipes, sheets and wide tape. Thermal workshops for wire processing.
Thermal shops for processing products used in railway transport. Heat treatment in heavy engineering plants. Heat treatment
of cutting tools, die tools, rolls, measuring tools.
4. Technique design thermal plants. Equipment thermal plants and its location. General design provisions. Stages
of design
5. Content of the project. Project workshop.
6. Preparation of production. Technological preparation of production. Design preparation of production.
Development of route technology. Design and implementation in the production of technological processes of
manufacturing and processing. Typing and unification of elements. Development of quality control units and products.
7. Automated production system (APS). Automated design of objects and their main parts based on the use of
mathematical methods and computer equipment. Technical support CAD. CAD software. Information support of CAD.
Mathematical and methodical software CAD. Organizational support for CAD.
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8. Detailed design of thermal workshops. Drawing of equipment for heating (baths, furnaces, gas-flame, laser, highfrequency installations). Cooling equipment. Designs of automated units with service mechanisms. Schemes of automatic
control of technological processes. Structures and devices for non-destructive quality control and product properties.
Equipment layout. Devices used in the manufacture and processing of products.
9. Construction solutions in the design of thermal workshops. Construction of industrial premises. Spans in the
workshop, elements of buildings with an outer wall. Columns from precast concrete. Steel columns and crane girders. Farm
overlapping span in the shop. Windows, doors, floors. Floor slabs. Auxiliary services and domestic premises.
10. Features of diploma design. Main task of diploma design. Productivity growth. Calculation of the annual
program of release of products. Choice of material with regard to mechanical properties. Method of obtaining the workpiece.
Choice of technological processing of the product. Product quality control.
11. Technical characteristics of furnaces and heating installations. Choice of fuel and basic equipment. Designs of
furnaces and heaters. Types of designs of heating installations and electric furnaces. Performance of the furnaces.
Automation and mechanization of loading and unloading. Use of controlled atmospheres. Advantages and disadvantages.
12. Selection of main and auxiliary equipment. Technical characteristics of furnaces and heating devices. The
performance of the furnace. Dimensions of the hearth of the furnace. Metal heating temperature. Installation efficiency.
13. Organization of shop quality control of products. Methods of product quality control in accordance with the
requirements of standards and specifications. Deadly and intermediate control. Scope of control. Control equipment.
Nondestructive testing methods. Automation of equipment for quality control of products.
14. Planning of the workshop, selection of vehicles and organization of work in the workshop.
15. Health, safety and environmental protection. Health measures. Fire safety measures. Lighting and ventilation
of the workshop.
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COMPONENT SELECTION (CC) – 48 credits
Basic components of educational programm
Module of molecular physics and electricity – 7 credits
General cultural competencies:
 6 search and use of information necessary for the effective performance of professional tasks, professional and
personal development; set a goal and choose ways to achieve it.
Professional competencies:
 1 Demonstrate proficiency in research methods analysis, diagnostics and modeling of the properties of substances
(materials), physical and chemical processes in them and in technologies for producing, processing and modifying
materials.;
 3 Demonstrate the use (under guidance) of modeling techniques, evaluation, forecasting and optimization of
technological processes and material properties, standardization and certification of materials and processes;
 8 Determine the requirements and criteria for selecting the main types of modern inorganic and organic materials for
solving production problems, to argue the choice of materials for the specified operating conditions, taking into
account the requirements of manufacturability, economy, reliability and durability, the environmental consequences
of their usage;
 9 Demonstrate the use of traditional and new technological processes, operations, equipment, regulatory and
methodological materials on technological preparation of production, quality, standardization and certification of
products and processes with elements of economic analysis, taking into account safety regulations, manufacturing
hygiene, fire safety and labor protection standards;
 10 Design technological processes and develop technological documentation, carry out calculations and design of
parts;
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 11 Use modern databases and information retrieval methods; to be guided in the conditions of change of technology
in professional activity;
 12 Independently acquire and use new knowledge and skills; participate in scientific discussions, write scientific
articles.
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to solve
the problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В2. perform analytical, synthetic and creative tasks taking into account scientific, technical, social, environmental,
conditions and standards through appropriate methods and using adequate methods of work;
 В3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize the need for sustainable development;
 В4. collect and interpret information in scientific, design-technological and production activities to make judgments
taking into account social, economic, scientific or ethical considerations;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them;
 D1 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
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Molecular physics – 5 credits
Prerequisites: Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Мath1204 Mathematics 2, Phys1205 Physics 1.
Postrequisites: FQMAPh3213 Fundamentals of quantum mechanics and atomic physics, APhO3214 Applied and
physical optics, PhWO3215 Physics workshop on optics, PhPM3217 Physical properties of materials.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. understand the specific features of the subject of research as a physical system consisting of a large number of
particles, apply the theoretical material of the course “Molecular physics” to the analysis of specific physical
phenomena;
2. use the basic experimental methods for measuring thermophysical quantities;
3. critically analyze, synthesize, evaluate and synthesize new ideas in the context of modern ideas about molecular
physics;
4. develop such professionally significant qualities as independence, responsibility, accuracy, creative initiative in
solving the tasks set;
5. work with measuring instruments and experimental installations.
Studied topics:
1. The subject of molecular physics. Thermodynamic, phenomenological, and molecular-kinetic research methods.
The relationship of the properties of matter with the atomic-molecular structure and the nature of the thermal motion
of structural elements. Three phases of matter: gas, liquid and solid. Perfect gas model. A brief historical sketch of
the development of molecular physics.
2. Equilibrium macroparameters. The basic equation of the molecular kinetic theory of gases. The equation of state
of an ideal gas. Isoparametric processes. Thermodynamic equilibrium. Density. Concentration as a quantity
characterizing the relative content of a component in a mixture. Pressure. Temperature. Methods of measurement,
dimensions and units of measurement.
3. Basic concepts of mathematical statistics. Random events and random variables in molecular systems. Likelihood
of an event. Probability density. Normalization condition. Addition and multiplication of probabilities. Statistical
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averages. Average value of a discrete random variable and a continuous random variable. Concept of a statistical
ensemble of thermodynamic systems. Computing ensemble averages and time averages. Ergodic hypothesis.
Fluctuations. Microstate and macrostate. Thermodynamic probability (statistical weight) as the number of
microstates by which this macrostate is realized.
4. Maxwell distribution of molecules by velocity. Characteristic velocities of molecules in gases. Number of
molecules with speeds in a given interval. Maxwell function at different temperatures and for various chemical
components in gas mixtures. Dimensionless Maxwell function. Temperature as a measure of the average kinetic
energy of the thermal chaotic motion of gas molecules in a state of equilibrium. Barometric formula. Boltzmann
distribution. Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Experiments with molecular beams as an experimental confirmation
of the McWell distribution. Negative temperatures.
5. Subject of thermodynamics. Structure of thermodynamics. Basic laws of thermodynamics (beginning of
thermodynamics) as a generalization of the observed phenomena, accompanied by energy transformations. State
functions. Zero start of thermodynamics. Temperature. First law of thermodynamics and its physical content. First
law of thermodynamics as a ban on perpetual motion of the first kind.
6. Heat capacity. Molar and specific heat capacity. Relations between heat capacities and their expression in terms
of the number of degrees of freedom of an ideal gas molecule. Heat capacity of an ideal gas in various processes.
Disadvantages of the classical theory of heat capacity. Concept of the quantum theory of heat capacity.
7. Application of the first law of thermodynamics and the ideal gas state equation for the description of isoparametric
processes. Graphs of processes in different coordinates: working diagram, heat diagram. Isobaric process. Isochoric
process. Isothermal process. Adiabatic process. Polytropic process. Heat capacity of the polytropic process as a
function of the polytropic index.
8. Reversible and irreversible processes. Cyclic processes. Work cycle. Cycle Carnot. Coefficient of performance
(efficiency) of the Carnot cycle. Chiller and heater. Carnot theorems. Thermodynamic temperature scale. Clausius
inequality. The second law of thermodynamics. Kelvin formulation. Clausius wording. Other wording.
9. The entropy of an ideal gas. The law of entropy increase in closed systems. Entropy change in irreversible
processes. Entropy change in isoparametric processes. The statistical nature of the second law of thermodynamics.
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10. Forces and potentials of intermolecular interaction. Heterogeneous systems as systems in which there are
gradients of macroparameters (concentration, temperature, or flow rate). Types of transfer processes: viscosity,
thermal conductivity, diffusion, thermal diffusion. Transfer coefficients. Kinetic theory of transport processes in
gases. Average collision frequency. The average length and average time of free run of molecules, the cross-gaskinetic section.
11. General transport equation. Self diffusion, viscosity, thermal conductivity, mutual diffusion, thermal diffusion.
Cross Effects. Expressions for transfer coefficients in terms of the quantities characterizing intermolecular
interactions. Comparison of the results of the theory with experiment. Physical phenomena in rarefied gas. Heat
transfer, effusion, thermal transfer. Features of transport phenomena in liquids and in solids. Fraenkel formula.
12. Deviation of the properties of real gases from the properties of ideal gases. Andrews Experimental Isotherms.
Analysis of isotherms of real gas. Equations of state, taking into account the behavior of real gases. Virial equation
of state.
13. Van der Waals equation. Van der Waals isotherms. Metastable states. Critical temperature. Critical situation.
Law of corresponding states. Internal energy of a real Van der Waals gas. Joule-Thomson effect. Experimental
detection of temperature differences during slow gas permeation through a porous partition.
14. Structure of the liquid. Near and far order. Thermal movement of structural elements in liquids. Fraenkel
formula. Features of the phenomena of transfer in liquids. Evaporation and boiling of liquids. Overheated liquid.
Bubble cameras. Supercooled steam and its use in the Wilson chamber.
15. Crystalline and amorphous state of matter. Elements of symmetry of crystals. Crystal classification and
crystallographic systems. Unit cell Grate Bravais. Physical types of crystals. Defects in crystals. Dislocations. Heat
capacity of solids. The law of Dulong and Petit. Liquid crystals.
16. Phase transformations of the first and second kind. Experimental data. Clapeyron - Clausius formula. The gasliquid-solid state diagram for a normal and anomalous substance. Triple point. Entropy change during first-order
phase transitions. Diagram of helium states.
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Physics Workshop on Electricity and Magnetism – 2 credits
Prerequisites: MPh2209 Molecular physics, Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Мath1204 Mathematics 2, Phys1205 Physics
Postrequisites: FQMAPh3213 Fundamentals of quantum mechanics and atomic physics, APhO3214 Applied and
physical optics, PhWO3215 Physics workshop on optics, PhPM3217 Physical properties of materials, GEE4317 General
electrical engineering.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. demonstrate the limits of applicability of physical models and hypotheses, about the most important stages in the
development of electromagnetism;
2. formulate the basic laws of electromagnetism and their mathematical expressions, the basic physical phenomena of
electromagnetism, the methods of their observation and experimental research;
3. apply the basic concepts and physical quantities of the course "Electricity and Magnetism";
4. formulate the basic concepts of the section, solve physical problems and estimate the orders of physical quantities;
5. set and solve experimental problems.
Studied topics:
1. Fundamental principles of the theory of electromagnetic interactions. Charge. Electrostatic field.
2. Scalar potential. Description of electrostatic fields using potential. Electrostatic field. Coulomb's law.
3. Electrostatic field in dielectrics. Principle of superposition. Strength of the electrostatic field.
4. Polarization mechanisms of dielectrics. Forces in the electric field. Electrical offset. Gauss theorem. Polarization.
5. Main laws of electric current flow through the conductor. Constant electric current.
6. Electrical conductivity of solids. Constant electric current. Conductivity.
7. Thermoelectric phenomena. Ohm's law in differential and integral form.
8. Conductivity of semiconductors. Electrical conductivity
9. Electrical conductivity of gases. Plasma. Electrical conductivity
10. Magnetic field.
11. Field in magnetic. Mutual induction, self-induction.
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12. Magnets. Magnetization in magnets.
13. Phenomenon of electromagnetic induction and the consequences arising from it. Electromagnetic induction.
14. Chains of quasi-stationary alternating current and methods for their calculation. AC circuits.
15. Maxwell's equations with bias current. Maxwell's equations.
Mechanics and Mathematics Module – 4 credits
General cultural competencies:
- 8 demonstrate critical thinking while working with new information;
Professional competencies:
 1 Demonstrate proficiency in research methods analysis, diagnostics and modeling of the properties of
substances (materials), physical and chemical processes in them and in technologies for producing, processing and
modifying materials.;
 2 Use modern information and communication technologies, global information resources in research and and
analytical activities in the field of materials science and material technology;
 3 Demonstrate the use (under guidance) of modeling techniques, evaluation, forecasting and optimization of
technological processes and material properties, standardization and certification of materials and processes;
 4 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific
information in the form of a summary statement of the problem;
 11 Use modern databases and information retrieval methods; to be guided in the conditions of change of
technology in professional activity;
 12 Independently acquire and use new knowledge and skills; participate in scientific discussions, write
scientific articles.
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science
with physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
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 В1. design and submit information, ideas, problems and solutions, both to specialists and non-specialists;
 В2. perform analytical, synthetic and creative tasks taking into account scientific, technical, social, environmental,
conditions and standards through appropriate methods and using adequate methods of work;
 В4. collect and interpret information in scientific, design-technological and production activities to make
judgments taking into account social, economic, scientific or ethical considerations;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С2 identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their composition,
structure, properties, processing methods;
 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them;
 D1 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
Physics Workshop on Mechanics – 2 credits
Prerequisites: Мath1203 Mathematics 1, IMS Introduction to Materials Science.
Postrequisites: FQMAPh3213 Fundamentals of quantum mechanics and atomic physics, APhO3214 Applied and
physical optics, FIE4318 Fundamentals of Industrial Electronics, PhWO3215 Physics workshop on optics, CChPhM2313
Colloid chemistry and physicochemical mechanics.
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As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. demonstrate experimental skills in the study of physical processes in mechanics;
2. determine the characteristics of the main equipment for carring out a physical workshop on mechanics;
3. use instruments and equipment for laboratory work;
4. present, analyze, and critically evaluate the results of experimental studies using the basic concepts, laws and models
of mechanics;
5. receive and process information for solving standard tasks of professional activity on the basis of information and
bibliographic culture.
Studied topics:
1. Introduction. The essence of the basic concepts, laws, theories of theoretical and modern physics in their internal
interrelation.
2. Kinematics. Ways to describe the movement of a material point. 2 Degrees of freedom of a solid body. Movement,
speed and acceleration of m.p in vector and coordinate forms. Curved motion. Radius of curvature of the trajectory.
Formulas for the tangential and normal components of the Acceleration vector. Laws of equal alternating translational and
rotational motions. Description of the forward movement and rotation around a fixed axis. Instantaneous axis of rotation.
Plane motion. Movement of points along the circle. Elementary angular displacement vector. Vectors of angular velocity
and angular acceleration
3. Newton's laws. Newton's first law. Principle of inertia. Inertial reference systems. Forces and interactions in nature.
Equivalent force. Weight. Body pulse Center of the masses. Impulse of a system of material points. Newton's second law.
Dynamics of translational motion Derivation of the equation of dynamics for the system of m.p. Newton's third law.
Conditions of its applicability. The equation of motion of the center of mass of a system of material points
4. Work. Energy. Power. Potential field of forces. Conservative and non-conservative forces. Potential and nonpotential forces. Potential energy and its normalization. Potential well. Connection between potential energy and force.
Equilibrium conditions of a mechanical system.The central blow of the balls.
5. Conservation laws. Momentum conservation law. Conservation law of impulse momentum. Conservation law of
mechanical energy. Conservation the law of energy in the general case. Conservation laws in collisions.
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6. Dynamics of rotational motion. Moment of power. Moment of impulse of a material point. Moment of inertia about
the axis. Inertia tensor. Kinetic energy of a rotating solid. Kinetic energy of the body in plane motion.
7. Solid mechanics. Derivation of the equation of moments for a material point. Derivation of the equation of moments
for a system of material points. Basic equation of the dynamics of rotational motion. Application of the laws of the dynamics
of a solid body. Gyroscopes.
8. Non-inertial reference systems. Forces of inertia. Centrifugal force of inertia. Cariolis force. Conservation laws in
non-inertial reference systems.
9. The law of gravity. Gravitational field. Principle 2 equivalence. Cosmic speeds.
10. Relativistic mechanics. Special theory of relativity. Lorentz transformations. Consequences of the Lorentz
transformations. Interval. Conversion and addition of speeds.
11. Relativistic expression for impulse, for energy. Transformation of momentum and energy. The relationship of mass
and energy. Particles with zero mass.
12. Harmonic oscillations. Energy of harmonic oscillations. Addition of harmonic oscillations. Lissajous figures
13. Damped oscillations. Logarithmic damping decrement. Forced oscillations. Resonance. Q-factor. Waves in a
continuous medium. The relationship of the wavelength with the oscillation period and the speed of propagation of the
traveling wave. The standing wave.
14. Hydrostatics and the flow of an ideal fluid. The laws of hydrostatics: changes in pressure with depth, the laws of
Pascal and Archimedes.
15. Hydrodynamics. Line and tube current. The continuity of the jet. Bernoulli equation for the flow of an ideal fluid.
Viscous flow. The movement of bodies in liquids and gases.
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Theory of a function of a complex variable – 2 credits
Prerequisites: Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Мath1204 Mathematics 2.
Postrequisites: FQMAPh3213 Fundamentals of quantum mechanics and atomic physics, APhO3214 Applied and
physical optics, FIE4318 Fundamentals of Industrial Electronics, RED4331 Renewable energy devices, PhWO3215 Physics
workshop on optics.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. demonstrate an understanding of the general structure of the basic concepts and statements of analytic geometry,
vector and linear algebra; theory of limits and properties of continuous functions of a complex variable; differential and
integral calculus of functions of a complex variable; numerical and functional series of complex variable;
2. solve problems using the equations of straight lines and curves of the second order on the plane of the complex
variable;
3. apply the methods of differential and integral calculus of functions of a complex variable;
4. strictly formulate assertions and prove theorems;
5. perceive, analyze and summarize the information received, determine ways to solve the problem and analyze their
rationality.
Studied topics:
1. Complex numbers and operations on them.
2. Functions of a complex variable. The limit of the function of a complex variable at a point. Continuity and properties of
continuous functions. The concept of the elementary functions of a complex variable.
3. Differentiation of the function of a complex variable. Cauchy-Riemann conditions. The concept of an analytic function
and its simplest properties.
4. Geometric meaning of the derivative of a function of a complex variable. The concept of conformal mapping.
5. Integral of the function of a complex variable.
6. Cauchy integral theorem and its corollaries. Cauchy integral formula and its consequences. Integral of Cauchy type and
its properties.
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7. Power complex series. Abel's theorem. Radius and circle of convergence.
8. Taylor theorem on decomposability of an analytic function in a power series. Analytical continuation of the function.
9. Laurent series and its domain of convergence. Decomposition of an analytic function in a Laurent series. Classification
of isolated singular points of a single-valued analytic function.
10. The behavior of an analytic function in a neighborhood of an isolated singular point (removable, pole, essentially
singular). Sokhotsky-Weierstrass theorem.
11. Deduction of the analytic function at an isolated singular point and its calculation. Main theorem on deductions.
12. Deduction of an analytic function with respect to an infinitely remote singular point and its properties. Application of
the theory of residues to the calculation of integrals.
13. Application of the theory of residues to the calculation of proper and improper integrals. Lemma Jordan.
14. Logarithmic residue and calculation. Theorem about counting the number of zeros of an analytic function. Conformal
mapping.
15. Conformal mappings. Riemann's theorem and the principle of one-to-one correspondence of boundaries.
Module of Applied and Physical Optics – 8 credits
Professional competencies:
 2 Use modern information and communication technologies, global information resources in research and and
analytical activities in the field of materials science and material technology;
 4 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information in
the form of a summary statement of the problem;
 5 Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of production processes, selection and operation of
equipment and tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring efficient, environmentally and
technically safe production;
 6 Put into practice modern ideas of materials science on the effects of micro- and nano-scaleon the properties of
materials, the interaction of materials with the environment, electromagnetic radiation and particle fluxes;
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 10 Design technological processes and develop technological documentation, carry out calculations and design of
parts;
 11 Use modern databases and information retrieval methods; to be guided in the conditions of change of technology
in professional activity;
 12 Independently acquire and use new knowledge and skills; participate in scientific discussions, write scientific
articles.
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to solve
the problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В2. perform analytical, synthetic and creative tasks taking into account scientific, technical, social, environmental,
conditions and standards through appropriate methods and using adequate methods of work;
 В3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize the need for sustainable development;
 В4. collect and interpret information in scientific, design-technological and production activities to make judgments
taking into account social, economic, scientific or ethical considerations;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С2 identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their composition,
structure, properties, processing methods;
 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them;
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
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 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project
 method, technique of consecutive situations, etc.
Fundamentals of quantum mechanics and atomic physics – 2 credits
Prerequisites: Phys1205 Physics 1, Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Мath1204 Mathematics 2, PhWEM2210 Physics
Workshop on Electricity and Magnetism, TFCV1212 Theory of a function of a complex variable.
Postrequisites: FN4307 Fundamentals of Nanotechnology, MNDT4309 Methods of non-destructive testing, FIE4318
Fundamentals of Industrial Electronics, RED4331 Renewable energy devices, XrDCPh4310 X-ray diffraction and crystal
physics.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. understand the physical nature of phenomena related to quantum laws; interpret quantum processes from a
materialistic position;
2. use the skills of applying fundamental and approximate methods; apply mathematical methods to solve physical
problems;
3. analyze physical problems using simple concrete examples of fundamental interactions; demonstrate a deep
understanding of the laws of the microworld;
4. build mathematical models of quantum-mechanical phenomena and processes and use for this purpose the
appropriate mathematical apparatus, including modern methods of computer technology;
5. carry out a critical analysis, synthesis, evaluation and synthesis of new ideas in the context of modern ideas about
quantum-mechanical phenomena.
Studied topics:
1. WF and its physical meaning. Operators in quantum mechanics.
2. Operators. Equivalent operators in quantum mechanics.
3. Switches. Hermitian operators.
4. Eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of Hermitian operators. Properties of Hermitian operators.
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5. Dirac's delta function and its properties. Properties of Hermitian operators.
6. Stationary Schrödinger equation
7. Integrals of motion. Finding the integrals of motion
8. Rectangular potential hole.
9. Continuity equation.
10. Potential barrier of infinite width.
11. Potential barrier of finite width
12. Harmonic oscillator.
13. Identical particles
14. Hydrogen atom.
15. Hydrogen-like systems. Exotic Atomic Systems
Applied and physical optics – 3 credits
Prerequisites: Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Math1204 Mathematics 2. MPh2209 Molecular physics. PhWEM2210
Physics Workshop on Electricity and Magnetism
Postrequisites: AGM4308 Amorphous and glassy materials. XrDCPh4310 X-ray diffraction and crystal physics.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. analyze the basic concepts of optical phenomena using examples of physical phenomena in model systems, such as
conservative oscillations in a linear oscillator, linear and nonlinear resonance, self-oscillations, synchronization, and the
main types of waves in passive and active media.
2. use analytical and numerical analysis of calculations in optics, including using modern software such as MathCAD;
3. use theoretical concepts and mathematical methods of the theory of oscillations and waves for a meaningful analysis of
the dynamics of specific oscillatory and wave systems.
4. analyze the effectiveness and optimization of physical processes occurring in various environments, devices, ultra-high
frequencies, in homogeneous and heterogeneous environments;
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5. analyze and calculate errors in the respective optical devices and understand the basis of optical phenomena.
Studied topics:
1. Development of ideas about the nature of light. The first laws of optics. Fermat's principle. Energy units and the
relationship between them. Models of radiation sources. Brightness of the scattering surface. Illumination created by various
sources.
2. The phenomena of refraction and refraction in nature. Optical fibers. Basic concepts and definitions of geometric
optics. Beginning of the geometric theory of optical images. Refraction on a spherical surface. Lens. Formulas of a thin
lens. Refraction on a spherical surface. Spherical mirror. Centered optical system.
3. Construction of an image in a thin/thich lens. Telescope. Microscope. Eye and sight. Illusions of perception of the
image. Camera. Eyepiece. The film "Lens". Eye and sight. Optical circuit of the eye. Accommodation and adaptation
4. The concept of color. Color coordinates. Synthesis of color. Color profiles of devices. Interference of
monochromatic light. Interference of plane waves. Interference of waves emitted by two point sources. Interference
experiments by the method of wave front division. Division of amplitude. Relations for the calculation of interference
patterns
5. Strips of equal slope. Strips of equal thickness. Rings of Newton. Interference of quasi-monochromatic light.
Influence of the size of the source on the interference pattern. Two point sources. Dependence of the visibility of the bands
on the distance between the sources. Extended source. Dependence of the visibility of bands on the width of an extended
source. Aperture of interference
6. Application of multi-beam interference. Multilayer dielectric coatings. Reception of dielectric mirrors.
Enlightenment optics. Optical filters. Radiation of Vavilov - Cherenkov. Phased arrays
7. The phenomenon of diffraction. The Huygens-Fresnel principle, its integral notation and interpretation. Principle of
Babin. Fresnel zones. Diffraction at the edge of a semi-infinite screen. The spiral of Cornu. Fresnel approximation and
Fraunhofer approximation. Diffraction of Fraunhofer on the slit, on the rectangular and circular holes
8. Amplitude and phase diffraction gratings. Diffraction and spectral analysis. Spectral analysis in optics. Prizm
diffraction and interference spectral devices and their main characteristics: hardware function, angular and linear dispersion,
resolving power, dispersion area Experiments on diffraction and interference
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9. The physical basis of the method of holographic recording of images. Holograms of Gabor and Denisyuk.
Application of optical static holography. Diffraction on a multidimensional structure. The Breg-Wulf formula. The Laue
method. Method of crystal rotation. Method of powder. The concept of the structural basis factor and the atomic scattering
factor. Photonic crystals.
10. The concepts of polarization in optics. Interference of polarized waves. Description of the polarization of radiation
within the electromagnetic theory of light. Visual representation of linear, circular, elliptically polarized and unpolarized
radiation. Natural light. The concept of Stokes parameters and the Mueller matrix. The degree of polarization. Polarizers.
11. Optics of anisotropic media. Propagation of light waves in anisotropic media: experimental facts and elements of
the theory. Equation of Fresnel wave normals. Double refraction of light. Qualitative analysis of the propagation of light by
means of Huygens' construction and wave normals. Beam demolition phenomena. Uniaxial and biaxial crystals
12. The concept of gyrotropic media. Natural optical activity. Saccharometry. Anisotropy of optical properties induced
by mechanical deformation, electrical, magnetic fields. Optical effects in liquid crystals. Dynamic scattering. Electrical
control of birefringence. "Twist effect". The effect of the guest is the host
13. Linear Optical Oscillator. Classical electronic dispersion theory. Dependence of refractive index and absorption
on frequency. Phase and radial velocities. Scattering of Mie and scattering by density fluctuations. Doppler effect and light
aberration. Polarization of scattered light, its spectral composition. Spontaneous Mandelstam-Brillouin scattering and
Raman scattering. Scattering of light in finely dispersed and turbid media.
14. Thermal radiation. Emissivity and absorptivity of a substance and their ratio. A model of an absolutely black body.
The Stefan-Boltzmann law, the Wien displacement formula. Limititions of the classical theory of radiation. Elements of the
quantum approach. Planck's formula. Optical phenomena in nature. Polar lights. Synchrotron radiation
15. Photoluminescence. Photoelectric effect. Basic experimental regularities and their interpretation. Photons and their
properties. Laws of conservation of energy and momentum in processes involving photons. The Compton effect. Turbulent
beam shift Optical phenomena in the atmosphere. History of the study of the rainbow. Luminescence phenomenon: basic
laws, spectral and temporal characteristics, interpretation within the framework of quantum concepts. Photoluminescence.
Photoelectric effect.
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Physics workshop on optics -3 credits
Prerequisites: Phys2206 Physics 2, PhWEM2210 Physics Workshop on Electricity and Magnetism.
Postrequisites: PhPM3217 Physical properties of materials.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. master the basic expertise in optics and optical instruments;
2. understand the relationship between optics and other branches of physics;
3. develop physical models explaining optical phenomena;
4. correctly understand the optical processes in solids;
5. possess competence, use the knowledge gained in the field of optics.
Studied topics:
1. Role of optics in physics and communication with other disciplines. Electromagnetic nature of light.
Elecrtomagnetic wave scale. Basic definitions and concepts of geometric optics. Geometric optics laws.
2. Centered optical system. Thin lens formula. Building an image in a thin lens.
3. Interference of monochromatic light. Interference of plane waves. Calculations to determine the phenomenon of
interference. Methods for obtaining coherent waves in optics. Interference of two point illuminators.
4. Interference of thin films. Stripes of equal thickness. Newton's rings. Interferometers
5. Diffraction phenomenon. Huygens-Fresnel principles. Fresnel zone plate.
6. Fraunhofer diffraction on a round hole. Amplitude and phase diffraction gratings.
7. Diffraction on a multidimensional structure. Formulas of Laue and Wulf-Bragg.
8. Electromagnetic waves at the interface of two dielectrics. Polarization of refracted and reflected electromagnetic
waves. Brewster's Law.
9. Distribution, refraction and reflection of light in an isotropic medium. Fresnel formula. Full internal reflection.
Polarization of refracted and reflected rays.
10. Anisotropic environment. Distribution of light waves in an anisotropic medium: experimental facts and elements
of the theory. Double refraction of light. Ordinary and extraordinary rays. Polaroids. Malus law.
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11. Interference of polarized rays. Elliptical and circular polarization.
12. Dispersion of light. Phase and group speed. The connection between them.
13. Absorption of light. The law of the booger.
14. Photo effect. Internal and external photo effect. Compton effect.
15. Law of radiation of an absolute black body. Formula Stefan-Boltzmann. Wine displacement formula. RayleighJeans Formula. Formula Planck.
Module of Condensed State Physics – 5 credits
General cultural competencies:
 6 search and use of information necessary for the effective performance of professional tasks, professional and
personal development; set a goal and choose ways to achieve it;
 7 work in a group and a team, communicate effectively with colleagues, supervisors; take responsibility for the
work of team members, the result of the assignments; be responsible for your own decisions and be prepared to provide a
rationale for these decisions
 8 demonstrate critical thinking while working with new information;
Professional competencies;
 1 Demonstrate proficiency in research methods analysis, diagnostics and modeling of the properties of substances
(materials), physical and chemical processes in them and in technologies for producing, processing and modifying
materials.;
 2 Use modern information and communication technologies, global information resources in research and and
analytical activities in the field of materials science and material technology;
 9 Demonstrate the use of traditional and new technological processes, operations, equipment, regulatory and
methodological materials on technological preparation of production, quality, standardization and certification of
products and processes with elements of economic analysis, taking into account safety regulations, industrial hygiene,
fire safety and labor protection standards;
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 10 Design technological processes and develop technological documentation, carry out calculations and design of
parts;
 11 Use modern databases and information retrieval methods; to be guided in the conditions of change of technology
in professional activity;
 12 Independently acquire and use new knowledge and skills; participate in scientific discussions, write scientific
articles.
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А1.demonstrate an understanding of the main problems in the field of physical materials science, choose methods
and ways of solving them, demonstrate skills of working in a research team, generate new ideas; to fluently interpret
and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success factors of the
Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 А2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to solve
the problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize the need for sustainable development;
 В5. apply knowledge and understanding in materials science and technology at a professional level and solve standard
problems of scientific and manufacturing activity in the field of materials science and materials production
technologies;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them;
 D1 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
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 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
Solid State Physics – 3 credits
Prerequisites: IMS Introduction to Materials Science, PhMS3223 Physical Materials Science, HTM3201 Heat
treatment of materials, MPh2209 Molecular physics.
Postrequisites: MM4312 Metal materials, XrDCPh4310 X-ray diffraction and crystal physics, AGM4308 Amorphous
and glassy materials.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. structural features of amorphous and crystalline substances;
2. concept of a geometric and physical surface;
3. recognize the crystalline structure of a solid;
4. calculate the parameters characterizing the structure, mechanical, thermal, electrical and magnetic properties of
solids;
5. predict the methods of production of the necessary physical and mechanical properties.
Studied topics:
1. Crystalline lattices. Condensed state definition of a solid. Classification of a solid by structures and properties. The
concept of translational symmetry. Crystalline and amorphous substances. Mono- and polycrystals. Point group symmetry.
Elementary cell. Crystal structure.
2. Classification of solids by structure. The condition for choosing the Bravais lattices. Crystallographic classes and systems
(syngonies). Crystallographic defect. Point defects. Line defects. Planar defects
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3. The interaction of the crystal with electromagnetic waves. The reciprocal lattice. The reciprocal lattice vectors. Bragg
condition for diffraction in crystals. Laue’s condition.
4. Types of bonds. Weak chemical bonds in solids.The nature of interatomic attraction and repulsion. London-van der Waals
Force.
5. Strong chemical bonds in solids. Ionic bonding. The total energy of ionic crystals, Modelung energy. Covalent and
hydrogen bonds.
6. Strong chemical bonds in solids. Covalent bond. Types of covalent bond
7. The free electron gas. The free electron gas in metal. Electrical conductivity of metals. Hall effect. Electronic heat
capacity
8. Fermi gas. Free electron Fermi gas. One-dimensional state. Fermi energy. Fermi-Dirac Function. Three-dimensional
state. Description of the Fermi electron.
9. Nearly free electron model. Bloch theorem and crystal momentum. Proof of Bloch’s theorem. Brillouin zones. The first
Brillouin zone. Band Structure.
10. The concept of energy bands in solids. Energy band theory in solids. Dispersion laws in free electron models, allowed
and forbidden energy bands. The effective mass of electrons.
11.Band theory of solids. Energy bands and Fermi surface. Determination of the Fermi surface in the free electrons model.
The effective mass tensor. Effective mass of electrons.
12. Types of vibrations in crystals. Crystal vibrations in lattices with monatomic basis. Vibrations of a three-dimensional
monatomic crystal. Anharmonic interactions in crystals. Thermal expansion. Thermal conductivity. Dulong–Petit law.
13. Lattice dynamics. Monoatomic chain and diatomic chain. Oscillation of the diatomic chain and its solution. Phase and
group velocity of waves. Difference between phase and group velocity.
14. Heat Capacity of solids. The Einstein Approximation. The Debye approximation. Thermal expansion and thermal
conductivity of crystals.
15. The phenomenon of superconductivity. The theory оf Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer. Meissner–Ochsenfeld effect. The
concept of phase transition. Types 1, 2 and 1.5 superconductors.
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Physical properties of materials –2 credits
Prerequisites: MPM3222 Mechanical properties of materials, IMS Introduction to Materials Science, PhMS3223
Physical Materials Science.
Postrequisites: NCM4311 New and composite materials, MM4312 Metal materials, AMC4327 Advanced materials
and coatings.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. understand the processes in the material according to graphical dependencies (phase and energy diagrams,
deformation diagrams, etc.)
2. understand the development trend of the science of materials science;
3. perform calculations in Excel and MathCAD programs of mechanical, thermal, electrical, magnetic and optical
characteristics of materials;
4. use the basic theoretical knowledge in the independent formulation of tasks;
5. apply modern physical models to justify self results of calculations and modeling.
Studied topics:
1. Phase diagrams (FD) of two-component mixtures. The lever rule. FD with chemical compounds.
2. Structural materials and their mechanical properties. Introduction to tensor analysis.
3. Thermal properties of materials. Phonons. Heat capacity models of Dulong-Petit and Kopp, Einstein, Debye. Thermal
conductivity. Wiedemann–Franzlaw
4. Electrical properties of materials. Electrical conductivity of metals and semiconductors. Temperature dependences of
mobility and electrical conductivity
5. Phenomena in strong electric fields. Tunnel effect of Zener and Gunn effects
6. Electrical properties of dielectrics. Ferroelectricity. Piezoelectrics.
7. Magnetic properties of materials. Ferromagnetism. Exchange interaction. Rayleigh's law of magnetization.
Magnetichysteresis. Para-and diamagnets.
8. Nuclear reactions in solids. Isotopically enriched materials. Sources of radioactive radiation. Radioactive decay.
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9. The phenomenon of superconductivity. The theory оf Bardeen-Cooper-Shriffer. Meissner–Ochsenfeld effect. The
concept of phase transition.Types 1, 2 and 1.5 superconductors. The Abrikosov Vortices. Stationary and nonstationary
Josephson effects
10. Galvanomagnetic effects. Hall Effect
11. Optical phenomena in dielectrics: birefringence, dichroism, electro-optical effects. Interaction of light with metals.
12. Photovoltaic effect. Solar cells convert light energy into electrical energy.
13. Interaction of light with matter. Determination of complex reflection coefficient, refractive index and dielectric
permittivity of the material by the Kramers-Kronig ratio.
14. Types of generation of optical radiation. Device and principle of operation of solid-state lasers.
15. Characteristics of laser radiation. Ruby laser.
Alternative energy module – 6 credits
General cultural competencies:
 5 describe the basic laws of the functioning and development of nature and society; to adequately navigate in
various socio-economic, political and emergency situations; make decisions in standard and non-standard situations and
take responsibility for them.
Professional competencies:
 1 Demonstrate proficiency in research methods analysis, diagnostics and modeling of the properties of substances
(materials), physical and chemical processes in them and in technologies for producing, processing and modifying
materials.;
 2 Use modern information and communication technologies, global information resources in research and and
analytical activities in the field of materials science and material technology;
 3 Demonstrate the use (under guidance) of modeling techniques, evaluation, forecasting and optimization of
technological processes and material properties, standardization and certification of materials and processes;
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 4 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem;
 5 Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of production processes, selection and operation of
equipment and tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring efficient, environmentally and
technically safe production;
 6 Put into practice modern ideas of materials science on the effects of micro- and nano-scaleon the properties of
materials, the interaction of materials with the environment, electromagnetic radiation and particle fluxes;
 7 Collect and interpret meaningful data from the study, analysis and synthesis of scientific and technical information
on the subject of research, development and use of technical documentation, basic regulatory documents on
intellectual property issues, preparation of documents for patenting, design know-how.
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В1.design and submit information, ideas, problems and solutions, both to specialists and non-specialists;
 В2. perform analytical, synthetic and creative tasks taking into account scientific, technical, social, environmental,
conditions and standards through appropriate methods and using adequate methods of work;
 В4. collect and interpret information in scientific, design-technological and production activities to make judgments
taking into account social, economic, scientific or ethical considerations;
 В5. apply knowledge and understanding in materials science and technology at a professional level and solve standard
problems of scientific and manufacturing activity in the field of materials science and materials production
technologies;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С2 identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their composition,
structure, properties, processing methods;
 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them.
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Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
Nuclear physics – 3 credits
Prerequisites: Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys1206 Physics 2, Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Мath1204 Mathematics 2,
PhWEM2210 Physics Workshop on Electricity and Magnetism, TFCV1212 Theory of a function of a complex variable.
Postrequisites: FN4307 Fundamentals of Nanotechnology, MNDT4309 Methods of non-destructive testing, FIE4318
Fundamentals of Industrial Electronics, RED4331 Renewable energy devices.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. Determine the properties of atomic nuclei and nucleons, types of radioactive decays, the law of radioactive decay;
2. Understand the fundamental laws of the interaction of radiation with matter;
3. Understand the general structure of atomic nuclei;
4. Demonstrate the ability to collect, analyze and systematize experimental and theoretical data on nuclear physics;
5. Determine the world trends of theoretical and practical development of nuclear physics.
Studied topics:
1. Composition and structure of the atomic nucleus. Properties of nucleons, nuclei and radioactive radiation. General
concepts in physics of the composition and structure of the nucleus. Structure, size, shape of nuclei and intranuclear
movement.
2. Models of atomic nuclei. Droplet core model. Models of independent particles. Nuclear shell models. Generalized
kernel model.
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3. Radioactive transformations of nuclei. Half life. Law of radioactive decay. Alpha decay. Beta decay. Gamma
radiation of nuclei.
4. Radioactive transformations of nuclei. Radioactivity as a special case of the collapse of a composite nuclear system.
Radioactivity and types of ionizing radiation.
5. Interaction of nuclear radiation with matter. Interaction of ionizing radiation with a substance. Interaction of
electrons and charged particles with matter. Interaction of gamma rays with a substance. Interaction of neutrons with matter.
6. General laws of nuclear reactions. Classification of nuclear reactions. The laws of conservation in nuclear reactions.
7. Interaction of neutrons with nuclei. Properties of neutrons. Types of interaction of neutrons with nuclei. Fast neutron
scattering.
8. Nuclear pressure. The first experiments on the fission of atomic nuclei. Elementary theory of nuclear propagation.
The possibility of using fission energy.
9. Nuclear reactions under the action of charged particles. Features of the interaction of charged particles with matter.
The reaction under the action of protons. The reaction under the action of alpha particles.
10. Nuclear reactions under the action of gamma rays. Photonuclear reactions at low energies. Photonuclear reactions
at intermediate and high energies.
11. Thermonuclear reactions. Self-sustaining and initiated thermonuclear fusion of light nuclei.
12. Methods and devices for registration of charged particles. Ionization registration methods, scintillation methods.
13. Methods and devices for the registration of charged particles. Photographic methods, chemical methods,
calorimetric.
14. Methods and devices for registration of charged particles. Gas detectors, ionization chambers, track chambers,
semiconductor detectors.
15. Methods and instruments for recording gamma-quanta and neutrons. Spectrometric instruments.
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Renewable energy sources – 3 credits
Prerequisites: PhWM1211 Physics Workshop on Mechanics, MPh2209 Molecular physics, PhWEM2210 Physics
Workshop on Electricity and Magnetism, APhO3214 Applied and physical optics, GCh1225 General chemistry.
Postrequisites: RED4331 Renewable Energy Devices, CPD4332 Collector and photovoltaic devices, FIE4318
Fundamentals of Industrial Electronics.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. Consciously make a choice in favor of energy saving in industry and at housing and public utilities facilities and to
improve environmental conditions.
2. Enter into dialogue and reasonably defend their point of view in the application of renewable energy, to explain the
basic qualitative and quantitative features of each type of device for renewable energy;
3. Analyze and explain the physics of the flow and production of energy using renewable sources;
4. Draw conclusions regarding the efficiency of use of certain types of energy and technical problems arising during
operation;
5. Make independent decisions in the implementation of various practical tasks related to the operation of renewable
energy devices
Studied topics:
1. Basic concepts and definitions of renewable energy sources. Economic and environmental prerequisites for the use
of renewable energy resources.
2. Basic relationships of fluid and gas mechanics. Phenomena of heat transfer. Method of the thermal circuit for
calculating the temperature conditions of the receivers of thermal and radiant energy. Radiation heat transfer, conductive
and convective heat transfer.
3. Spectral and energy components of solar radiation and the influence of the Earth's atmosphere. The Geometry of
the Earth and the Sun, the location of the receiver relative to the Sun, is being studied. Evaluation of solar energy on the
Earth's surface and analysis and methods for its measurement.
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4. Spectral and energy components of solar radiation and the influence of the Earth's atmosphere. The Geometry of
the Earth and the Sun, the location of the receiver relative to the Sun, is being studied. Evaluation of solar energy on the
Earth's surface and analysis and methods for its measurement.
5. Thermal solar systems for obtaining cold, for heating and air drying. The possibility of using solar radiation for
cooking and fresh water. Principles of concentration of heat flux of solar energy
6. Transformation of thermal solar energy into mechanical and chemical energy. Stirling engines. Solar power plants
of a tower type and with dispersed collectors.
7. Electronic properties of semiconductor materials. Transformation of thermal solar energy into electrical energy by
semiconductor converters. Principles of operation of solid-state generators of thermoelectricity. Principles of operation of
photovoltaic converters.
8. Characteristics of solar cells (SC): The ideal efficiency of the photoelectric conversion of the radiant energy of the
Sun. Voltampere characteristics of solar cells. Temperature characteristics of solar cells. Spread of parameters and circuit
solutions.
9. Basic principles of the use of hydro resources and examples of energy systems with their use.
10. Wind power generation and wind energy prospects. Classification of wind turbines.
11. Principles of operation and parameters of carousel and orthogonal wind turbines, frontal resistance units.
Theoretical limits of the wind energy use factor. Variants of use of wind turbines.
12. Installations using the energy of waves and tides. Examples of use of installations of various types.
13. Principles of energy devices based on photosynthesis and biofuel, exotic solar energy converters.
14. Basic principles of transformation of thermal energy of ocean and geothermal energy.
15. Accumulation and transmission of energy over a distance. Chemical and biological storage, heat and power
storage, fuel cells and mechanical storage.
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Module of construction basics – 5 credits
General cultural competencies:
 5 Describe the basic laws of the functioning and development of nature and society; to adequately navigate in
various socio-economic, political and emergency situations; make decisions in standard and non-standard situations and
take responsibility for them.
Professional competencies:

2 Use modern information and communication technologies, global information resources in research and and
analytical activities in the field of materials science and material technology;

3 Demonstrate the use (under guidance) of modeling techniques, evaluation, forecasting and optimization of
technological processes and material properties, standardization and certification of materials and processes;

4 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific
information in the form of a summary statement of the problem;

5Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of production processes, selection and operation of
equipment and tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring efficient, environmentally and technically
safe production;

6 Put into practice modern ideas of materials science on the effects of micro- and nano-scaleon the properties
of materials, the interaction of materials with the environment, electromagnetic radiation and particle fluxes;

7 Collect and interpret meaningful data from the study, analysis and synthesis of scientific and technical
information on the subject of research, development and use of technical documentation, basic regulatory documents on
intellectual property issues, preparation of documents for patenting, design know-how;

8 Determine the requirements and criteria for selecting the main types of modern inorganic and organic
materials for solving production problems, to argue the choice of materials for the specified operating conditions, taking
into account the requirements of manufacturability, economy, reliability and durability, the environmental consequences of
their usage;
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9 Demonstrate the use of traditional and new technological processes, operations, equipment, regulatory and
methodological materials on technological preparation of production, quality, standardization and certification of products
and processes with elements of economic analysis, taking into account safety regulations, industrial hygiene, fire safety and
labor protection standards;

10 Design technological processes and develop technological documentation, carry out calculations and design
of parts;

11 Use modern databases and information retrieval methods; to be guided in the conditions of change of
technology in professional activity;

12 Independently acquire and use new knowledge and skills; participate in scientific discussions, write
scientific articles.
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А1. demonstrate an understanding of the main problems in the field of physical materials science, choose methods
and ways of solving them, demonstrate skills of working in a research team, generate new ideas; to fluently interpret
and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success factors of the
Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 А2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to solve
the problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize the need for sustainable development;
 В5. apply knowledge and understanding in materials science and technology at a professional level and solve standard
problems of scientific and manufacturing activity in the field of materials science and materials production
technologies;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С2 identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their composition,
structure, properties, processing methods;
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 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them;
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
Machine parts and design basics – 2 credits
Prerequisites: Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Math1204 Mathematics 2, Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys1206 Physics 2,
EGGE1224 Engineering graphics and graphics editors, PhWM1211 Physics Workshop on Mechanics, VBG2324 Vector
and bitmap graphics
Postrequisites: RES3219 Renewable Energy Sources, EAD3221 Editors of automatic design, MNDT4309 Methods of
non-destructive testing, FN4307 Fundamentals of Nanotechnology.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1 know device principle of operation, characteristics, application basic mechanisms and machine parts;
2 know the basics of calculations of parts and units of machines on the criteria of efficiency;
3 apply the methods of analysis of engineering structures;
4 apply standard methods for calculating parts and elements of machines;
5 have the skills to analyze the devices and the principles of operation of mechanisms and parts of machines.
.Studied topics:
1 Basics of machine parts designing. Main criteria for performance, reliability and calculation of machine parts.
Standardization of machine parts. Engineering materials.
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2. Riveted joints.Types of rivets and rivet seams.
Welded connections. Types of welds and types of welds. Glued and soldered joints. Connections with interference.
3. Connections by shaping, with tension, flaring, rolling, joining by paws, joining by folds, sealants, putties,
coatings.
4. Carving. Threaded connections. Structures and materials of bolts, screws, studs, nuts, washers and nut locks.
5. Washers and nut locks, building joints, temperature stresses in bolts.
6. Bolts strength in the joints of parts. Main force relationship.
8. Wedge and pin connections. Keyway, slotted (gear) and profile connections.
9. Types of gear. The main force and kinematic relations. Friction gears. Constructions, materials and calculation of
friction wheels. Belt drive. Chain gears.
10. Gears (cylindrical spur, helical and bevel, etc.), their characteristics and scope, the main geometric parameters,
standards for gears. Precision manufacturing gears.
11. Worm gears. Transmission screw-nut. Calculation of gears.
12. Shafts, axles. Sliding bearings.
13. Rolling bearings.
14. Couplings: deaf (sleeve, flange), compensating hard (cam-disk, gear), compensating elastic (with a metal elastic
element and a rubber elastic element), controlled (cam and friction), self-controlled.
15. Springs. Purpose, design and materials. Calculation of helical cylindrical single-core springs made from round
wire.
Editors of automatic design – 3 credits
Prerequisites: Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Math1204 Mathematics 2, Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys1206 Physics 2,
EGGE1224 Engineering graphics and graphics editors, PhWM1211 Physics Workshop on Mechanics, VBG2324 Vector
and bitmap graphics
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Postrequisites: Des3326 Designing, CADS3325 Computer-aid design systems, MNDT4309 Methods of nondestructive testing, EAD3221 Editors of automatic design
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. basic principles of working in 2D and 3D models for creating drawings, manipulating and automating the process
of creating a drawing, as well as presenting it in the required format, the ability to work and design individual parts;
2. understand the geometric design;
3. apply graphical object generation algorithms;
4. create complete drawings of parts and assemblies;
5. manipulate drawings using editing methods and plotting.
Studied topics:
1. Introduction to AutoCAD Mechanical. Interface elements.
2. Commands and command line parameters. Modifiers and working with teams.
3. Files and formats. Management of drawings. Export and import files
4. Points and coordinates. Coordinate system. Work with the CPM.
5. Types of primitives. Linear primitives. Anchor points. Ellipses. Splines. Arrays
6. Text and text styles. Sizes and dimensional styles.
7. Modification of the ground floor drawing using toolbars
8. General editing commands. Work with the command line.
9. Colors. Hatching. Line weight
10. Blocks editing. Raster image. Hyperlinks.
11. Elements of 3-dimensional objects. Level and height.
12. Polyline. Nets and edges. Body. Editing 3D bodies
13. Tinted landscape elements. Lighting. Work with animation.
14. The space of the model. Species model space
15. Print options and layout styles.
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Technical materials module – 6 credits
Professional competencies:
 1 Demonstrate proficiency in research methods analysis, diagnostics and modeling of the properties of substances
(materials), physical and chemical processes in them and in technologies for producing, processing and modifying
materials.;
 2 Use modern information and communication technologies, global information resources in research and and
analytical activities in the field of materials science and material technology;
 3 Demonstrate the use (under guidance) of modeling techniques, evaluation, forecasting and optimization of
technological processes and material properties, standardization and certification of materials and processes;
 4 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information in
the form of a summary statement of the problem;
 5 Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of production processes, selection and operation of
equipment and tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring efficient, environmentally and
technically safe production;
 6 Put into practice modern ideas of materials science on the effects of micro- and nano-scaleon the properties of
materials, the interaction of materials with the environment, electromagnetic radiation and particle fluxes;
 7 Collect and interpret meaningful data from the study, analysis and synthesis of scientific and technical information
on the subject of research, development and use of technical documentation, basic regulatory documents on
intellectual property issues, preparation of documents for patenting, design know-how;
 8 Determine the requirements and criteria for selecting the main types of modern inorganic and organic materials for
solving production problems, to argue the choice of materials for the specified operating conditions, taking into
account the requirements of manufacturability, economy, reliability and durability, the environmental consequences
of their usage;
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
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 А1. demonstrate an understanding of the main problems in the field of physical materials science, choose methods
and ways of solving them, demonstrate skills of working in a research team, generate new ideas; to fluently interpret
and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success factors of the
Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 А2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to solve
the problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В4. collect and interpret information in scientific, design-technological and production activities to make judgments
taking into account social, economic, scientific or ethical considerations;
 В5. apply knowledge and understanding in materials science and technology at a professional level and solve standard
problems of scientific and manufacturing activity in the field of materials science and materials production
technologies;
 С2 identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their composition,
structure, properties, processing methods;
 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them;
 D1 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
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Mechanical properties of materials – 3 credits
Prerequisites: Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys1206 physics 2, IMS1226 Introduction to Materials Science.
Postrequisites: PhPM3217 Physical properties of materials, PhMS3223 Physical Materials Science, HTM3201 Heat
treatment of materials, DM3306 Dielectric materials.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. understand about the mechanical properties and patterns of change in physical materials and the practical
application of products from them;
2. understand the changes in mechanical properties and skillfully use them for practical purposes;
3. apply this knowledge to solve various mechanical problems of an applied nature and to conduct an experimental
study of mechanical processes;
4. present the results of the study of mechanical processes, if necessary, in a project form;
5. to quantitative and qualitative assessment of the significance of the results obtained and ways to use them in
further research.
Studied topics:
1. Classification of a solid by structure and properties. Crystalline and amorphous substances. Mono - and polycrystals.
2. Crystallographic defect. Point defects. Linear defects. Flat defects
3. Definition of mechanical properties. Stress and strain. Stress - strain curve. Young's modulus.
4. Classification of mechanical tests. Types of loading: static, dynamic, cyclic. Similarity conditions for mechanical
testing.
5. Elasticity: Hooke’s Law and Elastic Strain energy
6. Inelasticity of metals. Bauschinger effect. Elastic aftereffect
7. Plasticity: plastic behavior; data for yield strength; equations of plasticity: yield criteria. Dislocation mechanics.
Plastic deformation: slipping of dislocations
8. Strain hardening of materials. Ways to increase strength. Influence of various factors on strain hardening of materials
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9. The mechanical properties determined during static tests. Tensile tests and characteristic points of the tension
diagram.
10. Compressive Strength. Bending Strength. Torsional Strength. Yield Strength.
11. Hardness and Microhardness testing. Brinell hardness Test. Vickers hardness test. Rockwell hardness test.
12. Fracture: Griffith crack theory; stress analysis of cracks; crack-tip plastic zone size; measurement of fracture
toughness.
13. Strength of materials under cyclically changing strain. The concept of material fatigue. Analysis of the fatigue
diagram. Factors that affect fatigue strength.
14. Theory of creep. Creep mechanisms. Creep deformation of materials. Stress and temperature effects
15. Complex stress state. Theories of Stress and Strain. Stress tensor. Strain tensor. Characteristic of deformed states.
Physical Materials Science – 3 credits
Prerequisites: Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys1206 Physics 2, IMS1226 Introduction to Materials Science
Postrequisites:PhPM3217 Physical properties of materials, SSPh3216 Solid State Physics, HTM3201 Heat treatment
of materials.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. Understand the theoretical foundations of the technology of modern methods for producing various classes of materials;
main laws that determine the structure and properties of materials; material handling methods;
2. understand the behavior of materials in the main processes of operation or consumption;
3. apply the obtained knowledge in justifying the choice of the chemical composition, method of production and the regimes
of treatment of basic industrial materials;
4. synthesize external factors controlling the phase and structural composition for the formation of a complex of specified
properties;
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5. analyze the correlation of changes in the physicochemical and mechanical properties of materials depending on their
phase composition and structure, which, in turn, are formed depending on their chemical composition and processing
conditions.
Studied topics:
1. Introduction. The determination of the course «Materials Science». Theoretical basis of the course. Main stages of
development.
2. Basic electrical, dielectric, optical and acoustic properties of semiconductors, dielectrics, metals and other materials.
3. Basic definitions: material, thermo dynamic and physical -chemical systems. Closed, adiabatic, isolated and open system.
Equilibrium state of the system. Heterogeneous and homogeneous system. Phase
4. Component systems. Phase equilibrium. Chemical potential.
5. The phase rule. Gibbs ' Law. Phase equilibrium diagram of a single-component and multicomponent system.
6. Phase transitions of the 1st and 2nd order. Principles geometrical way of diagram analyses consist- property
7. T-X phase equilibrium diagrams of binary systems with unlimited solubility. Basic representations in the construction of
phase diagrams of binary systems.
8. Lines of liquidus, solidus, figurative points, conoid.
Quantitative phase correlation defining, which are in balance in the given temperature.
9. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the realization of the existence of phases with unlimited solubility. Ways of
presenting the concentration of components.
10. Thermodynamic properties of solid solutions. Construction and analysis of phase diagrams with unlimited solubility
from measurements of the thermodynamic potential. Distribution coefficient.
11. The transition from unlimited to limited solubility.Isobaric isothermal mixing potential. Enthalpy and entropy of mixing.
Quantitative criteria for the ordering of solid solutions. Phase equilibrium diagrams with eutectic transformations. Normal
and degenerate eutectic.
12. Phase equilibrium diagrams with peritectic transformation and chemical compounds. Congruent and incongruent
melting compounds. Compounds with wide homogeneity range
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13. Of the formation of binary semiconductor, dielectric and metal phases.Formation of structures by Pauling.The MooserPearson correlation. Rule Hume-Rosary.
14. The methods of Bridgman and Stockbarger. Zone melting method. Method of crystallization from solutions or melts.
15. Modern achievements in materials science. Structural and composite materials. Segregation. Dendrites. Bertollids.
Daltonides.
Interdisciplinary basic module – 7 credits
General cultural competencies:
 5 describe the basic laws of the functioning and development of nature and society; to adequately navigate in
various socio-economic, political and emergency situations; make decisions in standard and non-standard situations and
take responsibility for them;
 8 demonstrate critical thinking while working with new information;
Professional competencies:
 1 Demonstrate proficiency in research methods analysis, diagnostics and modeling of the properties of substances
(materials), physical and chemical processes in them and in technologies for producing, processing and modifying
materials.;
 2 Use modern information and communication technologies, global information resources in research and and
analytical activities in the field of materials science and material technology;
 3 Demonstrate the use (under guidance) of modeling techniques, evaluation, forecasting and optimization of
technological processes and material properties, standardization and certification of materials and processes;
 4 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information in
the form of a summary statement of the problem;
 5 Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of production processes, selection and operation of
equipment and tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring efficient, environmentally and
technically safe production;
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 6 Put into practice modern ideas of materials science on the effects of micro- and nano-scaleon the properties of
materials, the interaction of materials with the environment, electromagnetic radiation and particle fluxes;
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А1. demonstrate an understanding of the main problems in the field of physical materials science, choose methods
and ways of solving them, demonstrate skills of working in a research team, generate new ideas; to fluently interpret
and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success factors of the
Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 А2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to solve
the problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize the need for sustainable development;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С2 identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their composition,
structure, properties, processing methods;
 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them;
 D1 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
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Engineering graphics and graphics editors – 3 credits
Prerequisites: Skills and abilities acquired in the amount of school mathematics program.
Postrequisites MPDB3220 Machine parts and design basics, XrDCPh4310 X-ray diffraction and crystal physics,
EAD3221 Editors of automatic design, CADS3325 Computer-aid design systems.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. determine the actual size of objects on plots and the geometric parameters between them;
2. accurately determine the spatial position of objects (points, lines, planes, polyhedra and surfaces) relative to each
other and relative to the planes of the projections;
3. correctly and competently plot the points, lines, planes, polyhedra and surfaces;
4. demonstrate different ways of graphical and analytical solutions of geometric problems;
5. make justified technical decisions using one of the graphic and computer-aided design systems.
Studied topics:
1. Subject of descriptive geometry. Types of projection. Projections with numerical marks. Monge method. Point. A
point in the orthogonal system of two projection planes.
2. A point in the orthogonal system of three projection planes. Mutual arrangement of points.
3. Straight line in the orthogonal system of three projection planes. Relative position of the line and point.
4. Traces of a straight line. Mutual arrangement of a straight line and planes of projections. Visibility of a straight line.
5. Types of tasks descriptive geometry. Transformation methods of orthogonal projections. Method of plane-parallel
movement. Method of rotation around the axis perpendicular to the plane of the projections. Method of rotation around
an axis parallel to the plane of the projections. Method of replacing projection planes.
6. Relative position of the point and the line. Division of the straight line in this ratio. Cross straight. Projections of
flat angles. Private and general location direct.
7. Determination of the length of a straight line segment and angle of inclination of a straight line to the planes of the
projections. Mutual position of two lines and methods for determining the distances between them. Parallel straight
lines. Intersecting straight lines
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8. Plane. Ways to set the planes. Different position of the plane relative to the planes of the projections. Traces of the
plane.
9. Main lines in the plane. Relative position of a point and a plane. Relative position of the line and the plane.
10. Mutual arrangement of the planes.
11. Polyhedra. Types of polyhedra. Intersection of a plane with a polyhedron. Intersection of a straight line with a
polyhedron. Mutual intersection of polyhedra.
12. Surface. Education and setting the surface in the drawing. Line and point belonging to the surface. The intersection
of the surface of the plane. Conical sections. Crossing the line with the surface.
13. Mutual intersection of surfaces. Method of auxiliary cutting planes. Method of auxiliary cutting spheres. Special
cases of intersection of surfaces of second order.
14. Surface sweep. Main properties of the sweep. Sweep polyhedra. Development of a cylindrical surface. Sweep
tapered surface.
General chemistry – 2 credits
Prerequisites: Skills acquired in the volume of the school program in physics and chemistry.
Postrequisites: PhMS3223 Physical Materials Science, Biop2323 Biophysics, HTM3201 Heat treatment of materials,
Bioc2303 Biochemistry, CChPhM2313 Colloid chemistry and physicochemical mechanics, OCh2314 Organic chemistry.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. Describe the stoichiometric laws, law of equivalents, gas laws, quantum-mechanical theory of the atom structure, periodic
system of chemical elements, mechanisms of the formation of a covalent bond.
2. Demonstrate an understanding of the basic laws of chemistry, thermodynamic system, basic laws of thermodynamics,
chemical kinetics, theory of solutions. Demonstrate an understanding of salt hydrolysis, redox reactions.
3. Apply the knowledge gained in the calculations used in predicting the course of chemical reactions
4. Make calculations necessary for the synthesis of inorganic substances;
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5. Carry out the calculations necessary for the preparation of solutions of a given concentration, to develop the knowledge
gained to assess the synthesis of inorganic substances, the possibility of their use in obtaining materials.
Studied topics:
1. Introduction. Basic concepts of chemistry. Atom, molecule, mole, equivalent. Mass of an atom, a molecule, a mole.
Atomic and molecular teaching.
2. Stoichiometric laws. Law of equivalents. Gas laws.
3. Quantum-mechanical theory of the structure of the atom: the history of development. Quantum numbers. Shape and
orientation of the boundary surfaces of the s-, p-, d- and f- orbitals.
4. Energy levels of the electron in the atom. Pauli principle. Rule Hund. Electronic structures of atoms of elements.
Periodic law and the periodic system of elements D.I. Mendeleev
5. Position of an element in the periodic system as its most important characteristic.
6. Chemical bonding, quantum-mechanical methods for the treatment of covalent bonding. Method of valence bonds
(VB).
7. Concept of thermodynamics. Basic laws of thermodynamics. Internal energy and enthalpy of substances.
Homogeneous and heterogeneous equilibria. Equilibrium constant Displacement of chemical equilibrium. Rule of Le
Chatelier.
8. Chemical kinetics. Classification of chemical reactions. Homogeneous and heterogeneous processes. Rate of
chemical reaction. Rate constant. Order and molecular nature of the reaction.
9. General information about solutions. Solutions of non-electrolytes. Raul laws. Cryoscopy and ebulioscopy. Osmotic
pressure of solutions. Vant Hoff law.
10. Electrolyte solutions. Strong and weak electrolytes. Ostwald dilution law.
11. Oxidation degree. Redox Reactions. The most important oxidizing and reducing agents.
12. Method of half-reactions for the compilation of equations of OVR. Standard redox potentials. Direction IAD.
13. Electrode potentials. Nernst equation. A series of metal stresses. Electroplating.
14. Concept of electrochemistry. Electrolysis. Faraday laws.
15. Concept of construction materials.
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Introduction to materials science – 2 credits
Prerequisites: Skills and abilities acquired in the amount of school mathematics, physics and chemistry program,.
Postrequisites: PhMS3223 Physical Materials Science, MSTCM1207 Materials Science and Technology of
Сonstruction Materials , MPM3222 Mechanical properties of materials, SSPh3216 Solid State Physics.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. understand the importance of materials science in the development of classical and new materials and practical use of
materials in engineering;
2. determine the relationship between basic concepts in materials science and practical applications of materials;
3. apply the principles of solid-state diffusion to solve engineering problems, determine the effect of heating on the
composition profiles in solid solutions;
4. analyze the correlation of changes in the properties of materials depending on their phase composition and structure,
which, in turn, depend on their chemical composition and processing modes;
5. search, analysis and synthesis of data and information using the necessary technology.
Studied topics:
1. Introduction. Basic concepts and basic definitions.
2. Atomic structure and interatomic bonds. Types of chemical bonds in materials.
3. Structure of crystalline solids. Unit cells. Crystalline and non-crystalline solids.
4. Bravais lattices, unit cells, crystal structures, crystal planes and directions, coordination number.
5. Defects in solids: point defects, dislocations, plane defects, bulk defects.
6. Diffusion in solids.
7. Phases, phase diagrams. Phase transformations.
8. Corrosion of materials.
9. Mechanical properties of materials.
10. Thermal properties of materials.
11. Electrical properties of materials.
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12. Optical and magnetic properties of materials.
13. Structural materials: metals, polymers, ceramics and composites.
14. Electronic materials: conductors, superconductors, insulators and semiconductors.
15. New technologies for obtaining materials. Types of new materials.
MAJOR DISCIPLINES (MD) – 33 credits
СOMPULSORY COMPONENT (CC)- 5 CREDITS
Mandatory module of major materials science disciplines - 5 credits
General cultural competencies:
- 7 work in a group and a team, communicate effectively with colleagues, supervisors; take responsibility for the work
of team members, the result of the assignments; be responsible for your own decisions and be prepared to provide a
rationale for these decisions
- 8 demonstrate critical thinking while working with new information;
Professional competencies:
 1 Demonstrate proficiency in research methods analysis, diagnostics and modeling of the properties of substances
(materials), physical and chemical processes in them and in technologies for producing, processing and modifying
materials;
 2 Use modern information and communication technologies, global information resources in research and and
analytical activities in the field of materials science and material technology;
 3 Demonstrate the use (under guidance) of modeling techniques, evaluation, forecasting and optimization of
technological processes and material properties, standardization and certification of materials and processes;
 4 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information in
the form of a summary statement of the problem;
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 5 Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of production processes, selection and operation of
equipment and tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring efficient, environmentally and
technically safe production;
 7 Collect and interpret meaningful data from the study, analysis and synthesis of scientific and technical information
on the subject of research, development and use of technical documentation, basic regulatory documents on
intellectual property issues, preparation of documents for patenting, design know-how;
 8 Determine the requirements and criteria for selecting the main types of modern inorganic and organic materials for
solving production problems, to argue the choice of materials for the specified operating conditions, taking into
account the requirements of manufacturability, economy, reliability and durability, the environmental consequences
of their usage;
 9 Demonstrate the use of traditional and new technological processes, operations, equipment, regulatory and
methodological materials on technological preparation of production, quality, standardization and certification of
products and processes with elements of economic analysis, taking into account safety regulations, industrial hygiene,
fire safety and labor protection standards;
 10 Design technological processes and develop technological documentation, carry out calculations and design of
parts.
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А1. demonstrate an understanding of the main problems in the field of physical materials science, choose methods
and ways of solving them, demonstrate skills of working in a research team, generate new ideas; to fluently interpret
and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success factors of the
Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 А2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to solve
the problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
 В1. design and submit information, ideas, problems and solutions, both to specialists and non-specialists;
 В2. perform analytical, synthetic and creative tasks taking into account scientific, technical, social, environmental,
conditions and standards through appropriate methods and using adequate methods of work;
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 В3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize the need for sustainable development;
 В5. apply knowledge and understanding in materials science and technology at a professional level and solve standard
problems of scientific and manufacturing activity in the field of materials science and materials production
technologies;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
 control using technical ways and information systems: complex situational tasks
 innovative assessment tools: case-method, debate, discussion, methods of sequential situations, etc.
Heat treatment of materials – 3 credits
Prerequisites: Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys1206 Physics 2, MSTCM1207 Materials Science and Technology of
Сonstruction Materials.
Postrequisites: MPDB3220 Machine parts and design basics.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. have an idea of the newest directions, achievements and problems in materials science, trends and prospects for its
development;
2. know the basic principles for assessing the level of quality and material properties;
3. formulate goals, objectives and outline ways and measures to achieve and solve them,
4. systematize the set of theoretical and experimental achievements;
5. analyze physical phenomena in materials and structures and formulate competent conclusions of these properties.
Studied topics:
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1. Structure of steel. The chemical composition of steel. Features of the crystal structure of steel. The structure of the ingot
and its influence on the properties of finished parts after different types of different types of heat treatment.
2. Heating and cooling of steel during heat treatment. The physical essence of heating processes during heat treatment.
Features of cooling parts during heat treatment.
3. Preliminary heat treatment. Structural transformations in steel with heating and cooling. Conversion of perlite into
austenite. The mechanism of transformation under isothermal exposures. Thermodynamic transformations occurring when
the steel is heated. The influence of various types of heat treatment on the propensity of steel to grain growth. The
transformation of austenite into perlite. Features of transformation. Transformations with continuous cooling. Isothermal
decomposition of austenite. Thermokinetic curves of austenite decomposition.
4. Annealing and normalization of steel. Classification of types of annealing, depending on its purpose. Annealing of cast
products after hot working with pressure. Annealing of welded joints. Annealing of steels depending on the initial structure
and the carbon content. Parts inspection after annealing. Types of final preliminary rejection after annealing. Normalization
of steel. The purpose and purpose of normalization became depending on the carbon content. Features of the operation of
steel normalization. The effect of annealing and normalization on the mechanical and physicochemical properties of steel.
5. Transformation of austenite into martensite. Features of the transformation of austenite into martensite. Kinetics and
mechanism of the transformation of austenite into martensite. Isothermal formation of martensite. Nature of martensite,
structure and properties.
6. Transformations of martensite upon heating. Features of the transformation of martensite into perlite. The mechanism of
transformation as a function of the heating temperature.
7. Hardening of steel. The role and significance of the final heat treatment. Determination and purpose of steel quenching.
Classification of types of tempering by temperature. Transformation of perlite into austenite. The mechanism of
transformation under continuous heating. The factors that determine it. Scheme of Steinberg. Thermomechanical
transformations occurring when the steel is heated.
8. Steel release. Types of release. The influence of tempering temperature on the mechanical and physicochemical properties
of steel. Characterization of different types of reject after final heat treatment. Methods of preventing reject during
quenching.
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9. Classification of various types of thermomechanical treatment (TMT) and mechanical heat treatment (MHT). The main
parameters that determine the results of TMT and MHT. Heat treatment from rolling heat. TMT details of a complex finite
configuration.
10. Physical basis of the processes of chemical heat treatment. Physical basis of processes in chemical-thermal processing.
Processes taking place in the external environment. Absorption processes at the gas-metal interface. Mechanism of
formation and structure of the diffusion layer. Theory of pure and reactive diffusion. Principles of Dankov and Umansky.
The mechanism of the formation of new phases in the diffusion layer. Theory of fluctuations. The role of diffusion in
chemical-thermal processing. The effect of Kirkendal. Anisotropy of diffusion. Mathematical interpretation of diffusion.
11. Cementation of steel. Chemistry of the carburizing process. The Stark diagram. Isotherms of a stable state of austenite.
Influence of temperature and duration of the process, the results of carburization of steel. Steels used for carburizing.
Cementation of steel in a solid carburettor. Requirements for the carburettor and its composition. The technology of
carburizing details in accordance with the requirements. Assignment of allowance. Protection from carburizing. Packaging
of products, process temperature, etc. Gas cementation. Pelvic carburizers. Technology of gas carburizing. Cementation in
a liquid medium. Heat treatment of products after cementation. Crushing and deformation during thermal processing of
cemented products. Structure and properties of cemented steel. Control of cemented parts.
12. Nitriding of steel. The chemistry of the nitriding process and the factors that determine it. Anti-corrosive nitriding.
Technology of anticorrosion nitriding. Structure and properties of nitrided carbon steel. Effect of alloying elements on the
main characteristics of the nitrided layer. Steel and cast iron, used for nitriding. Influence of various factors on the results
of nitriding. Technology nitriding parts. Deformation and distortion during nitriding. Quality control of nitrided parts.
13. Nitrocarburization and cyanidation of steel. Chemistry of the process. Technology of high-temperature cyanidation.
Technology of low-temperature cyanidation. Structure and properties of the layer under high-temperature and lowtemperature gas nitrocarburization.
14. Diffusion metallization of steel. Aluminum alloying. The technology of detail alimentation. Structure and properties of
the aluminized layer. Silicization of articles. Structure and properties of the siliconized layer. Technology of silicization of
parts.
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15. Chromium plating of steel. Chemistry of the process. Influence of alloying elements. Structure and properties of the
chrome layer. Borating of steel. Chemistry of the process. Technology of borating. Structure and properties of the borated
layer.
Materials selection methodology – 2 credits
Prerequisites: Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys1206 Physics 2, MSTCM1207 Materials Science and Technology of
Сonstruction Materials.
Postrequisites: MPDB3220 Machine parts and design basics.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. determine an idea of the relationship of state diagrams with nature of the interaction of components in alloys of
different types;
2. interprete skills to optimize the composition of alloys and choice of alloying complexes;
3. practice methods and ways of influencing materials to form a given level of structure and properties of finished
products and semi-finished products;
4. be competent in matters of organization, planning of production and technical experiments and evaluating the
effectiveness of decisions made.
5. critically analyze, synthesize, evaluate and synthesize new ideas in the context of modern ideas about the scientific
choice of materials.
Studied topics:
1. Subject, goals and objectives of the discipline. Methodological foundations of the theory and practice of cognition.
Methods of theoretical and empirical research, their content in solving material science problems.
2. Experiment as a subject of research, its material-technical and analytical support. Classification, types and tasks of the
experiment. Elements of the theory of experiment planning, optimization and strategy of the experiment.
3. Systematic approach to conducting and organizing experiments in materials science. Modeling the experiment, its
structure, ways of obtaining and processing information.
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4. Property as a characteristic of the object, the relativity of properties, their classification and systematization. Kinds of
dependencies "element number - property", "composition - property" for physical and mechanical properties.
5. Basic principles of classical physicochemical analysis and synthesis of alloys. Functional dependencies of operational
and technological properties. Statistical characteristics of mechanical properties and methods for its evaluation.
6. Comparative evaluation of materials by properties, manufacturability and cost is the basic premise of the choice of
optimization parameters. Value characteristics of elements and pricing factors. Trends in prices for the future.
7. Liquid-phase and solid-phase interactions, regularities of flow and the possibility of realization in binary systems during
casting and crystallization.
8. Criteria for state diagrams are the basis for predicting the operational and technological properties of alloys of different
types. Control parameters for the formation of specified properties of materials in the selection of composition and
processing technology.
9. Classification of alloying elements and their purpose. Complex-system approach to the selection of alloying elements
and determination of harmful impurities. Doping complexes as a solution to the problem of optimizing the structure and
properties of multicomponent systems. Material science aspects of the substantiation of the choice.
10. Methods for solving problems in the development of materials with the required level of structure and properties.
Algorithm formation of the problem of creating alloys. Method of reduction of synthesis of alloys in solving complex
problems in materials science.
11. The choice of the main and limiting properties, the definition of parameters and factors of optimization on the basis of
significance of properties and prices. Fundamentals of mathematical modeling and the method of successive approximations
in the choice of composition.
12. The notion of parameters and optimization factors, the range of variation of variables and the construction of an
experiment planning matrix. Algorithm for solving the problem of material choice.
13. The essence and principles of the choice of materials and technologies in engineering. The concept of efficiency,
reliability and performance of structural materials.
14. Leading and limiting characteristics of properties, their evaluation and optimization.
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15. The main criteria and principles for selecting control parameters of directed formation of special properties of materials
for various purposes.
COMPONENT SELECTION, RESEARCH ACTIVITY (CC RA)– 28 credits
Interdisciplinary module for research activities – 5 credits
General cultural competencies:
 6 search and use of information necessary for the effective performance of professional tasks, professional and
personal development; set a goal and choose ways to achieve it;
 7 work in a group and a team, communicate effectively with colleagues, supervisors; take responsibility for the
work of team members, the result of the assignments; be responsible for your own decisions and be prepared to provide a
rationale for these decisions
Professional competencies:
 3 Demonstrate the use (under guidance) of modeling techniques, evaluation, forecasting and optimization of
technological processes and material properties, standardization and certification of materials and processes;
 4 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information in
the form of a summary statement of the problem;
 5 Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of production processes, selection and operation of
equipment and tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring efficient, environmentally and
technically safe production;
 8 Determine the requirements and criteria for selecting the main types of modern inorganic and organic materials for
solving production problems, to argue the choice of materials for the specified operating conditions, taking into
account the requirements of manufacturability, economy, reliability and durability, the environmental consequences
of their usage;
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 9 Demonstrate the use of traditional and new technological processes, operations, equipment, regulatory and
methodological materials on technological preparation of production, quality, standardization and certification of
products and processes with elements of economic analysis, taking into account safety regulations, industrial hygiene,
fire safety and labor protection standards;
 10 Design technological processes and develop technological documentation, carry out calculations and design of
parts;
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А1. demonstrate an understanding of the main problems in the field of physical materials science, choose methods
and ways of solving them, demonstrate skills of working in a research team, generate new ideas; to fluently interpret
and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success factors of the
Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 А2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to solve
the problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
 В1. design and submit information, ideas, problems and solutions, both to specialists and non-specialists;
 В3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize the need for sustainable development;
 В5. apply knowledge and understanding in materials science and technology at a professional level and solve standard
problems of scientific and manufacturing activity in the field of materials science and materials production
technologies;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С2 identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their composition,
structure, properties, processing methods;
 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
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 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
Biochemistry – 3 credits
Prerequisites: GCh1225 General chemistry.
Postrequisites: FN4307 Fundamentals of Nanotechnology, OCh2314 Organic chemistry, AMC4327 Advanced
materials and coatings.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. obtain knowledge of the main classes of biological substances (their structure, properties and mechanisms of their
functioning);
2. determine the relationship of biological function and molecular structure;
3. determine the chemical basis of life;
4. gain knowledge about the main metabolic pathways in the body;
5. assess the possibility of using biomolecules as new biomaterials to establish ways of using biological molecules to
materials science.
Studied topics:
1. Distinctive features of living matter. Сhemical composition of living organisms. Сell as the main structural element of
living matter.
2. Cell monomers. Amino acids. Structure, classification. Acid-basic properties of amino acids. Principles of classification
of amino acids.
3. Monosaccharides. Structure, classification, properties. Main chemical properties of monosaccharides.
4. Nucleotides. Structure, properties. Cyclic nucleotides.
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5. Biopolymers. Proteins. Structure, functions, levels of the structural organization of protein molecules. Physico-chemical
properties of proteins.
6. Enzymes. Structure, properties, mechanism of action of enzymes. Kinetics of enzymatic catalysis. Enzyme classification.
7. Carbohydrates. Functions, structure, classification. Oligo - and polysaccharides. Glycoproteins and peptidoglycans.
8. Structure and function of nucleic acids. Watson-Crick Model. Characteristics and types of double helix. Types of RNA,
their characteristics. Genetic code, its properties.
9. Biosynthesis of protein. Main stages of translation. (Problem lecture-visualization).
10. Lipids. Functions, classification, basic structural components. Washed lipids.
11. Absorbent lipids. Structure, main representatives.
12. Biological membranes. Structure, function. Transport of substances through biological membranes.
13. Artificial membranes. Model membrane systems. Lipid monolayer, micelle, vesicles. Practical value of artificial
membranes.
14. Basics of metabolism. High energy compounds. Carbohydrate exchange. (Carbohydrates: benefit or harm. Problem
lecture).
15. Bioenergetic processes in living cells. Chain of electron transfer and oxidative phosphorylation.
Differential and Integral Equations – 2 credits
Prerequisites: Phys1205 Physics 1, Math1204 Mathematics 2, Мath1203 Mathematics 1.
Postrequisites: MPDB3220 Machine parts and design basics, RES3219 Renewable Energy Sources, EAD3221 Editors
of automatic design, MNDT4309 Methods of non-destructive testing, FN4307 Fundamentals of Nanotechnology.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. determine the basic mathematical concepts included in this program, their relationship, interdependence and interaction
not only among themselves, but also with other mathematical disciplines.
2. accurately and thoroughly argue the course of reasoning, without cluttering it with unnecessary details.
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3. acquire practical skills in solving problems in order to mathematically correctly set a specific simplest task of practice,
choose a method for solving it and solve it;
4. apply logical thinking, self-thinking skills and general mathematical culture;
5. work with the literature on the main sections of higher mathematics.
Studied topics:
1. Task setting. Body motion equation with the resistance of medium proportional to speed. Equation of the catenary.
Basic definitions and concepts. Theorem of existence and uniqueness of differential equations.
2. First order differential equations (general concepts). Equations with separated and separable variables. Problem of
the decay of radium.
3. Homogeneous equation of the first order. Equations leading to homogeneous.
4. Linear differential equations of the first order. Bernoulli equation.
5. Equation in full differentials. Integrating factor.
6. Special solutions differential equations of the first order. Clero equation. Lagrange equation.
7. Some types of equations of the first order, reducible to the equation of the first order. The problem of the second
cosmic velocity.
8. Solving physical and geometric problems using differential equations.
9. Linear homogeneous equation. Definitions and general properties. Linear homogeneous second order equation
with constant coefficients.
10. Linear inhomogeneous equation. Linear inhomogeneous second order equation with constant coefficients.
11. Concept of approximate methods for solving differential equations. Euler method.
12. Solution of certain types of differential equations of higher order. Lowering the order of a differential equation.
Systems of differential equations.
13. Fredholm integral equations of the first and second kind.
14. Integral Voltaire equations of the first and second kind.
15. Principle of compressed mappings. Application of the principle of compressed mappings to integral equations.
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Module of semiconductors and dielectrics - 5 credits
General cultural competencies:
 6 search and use of information necessary for the effective performance of professional tasks, professional and
personal development; set a goal and choose ways to achieve it.
Professional competencies:
 5 Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of production processes, selection and operation of
equipment and tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring efficient, environmentally and
technically safe production;
 6 Put into practice modern ideas of materials science on the effects of micro- and nano-scaleon the properties of
materials, the interaction of materials with the environment, electromagnetic radiation and particle fluxes;
 7 Collect and interpret meaningful data from the study, analysis and synthesis of scientific and technical information
on the subject of research, development and use of technical documentation, basic regulatory documents on
intellectual property issues, preparation of documents for patenting, design know-how;
 8 Determine the requirements and criteria for selecting the main types of modern inorganic and organic materials for
solving production problems, to argue the choice of materials for the specified operating conditions, taking into
account the requirements of manufacturability, economy, reliability and durability, the environmental consequences
of their usage;
 9 Demonstrate the use of traditional and new technological processes, operations, equipment, regulatory and
methodological materials on technological preparation of production, quality, standardization and certification of
products and processes with elements of economic analysis, taking into account safety regulations, industrial hygiene,
fire safety and labor protection standards;
 10 Design technological processes and develop technological documentation, carry out calculations and design of
parts;
 11 Use modern databases and information retrieval methods; to be guided in the conditions of change of technology
in professional activity;
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 12Independently acquire and use new knowledge and skills; participate in scientific discussions, write scientific
articles.
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А1. demonstrate an understanding of the main problems in the field of physical materials science, choose methods
and ways of solving them, demonstrate skills of working in a research team, generate new ideas; to fluently interpret
and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success factors of the
Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 А2.classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to solve
the problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize the need for sustainable development;
 В5. apply knowledge and understanding in materials science and technology at a professional level and solve standard
problems of scientific and manufacturing activity in the field of materials science and materials production
technologies;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them;
 D1 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
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 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
Semiconductor materials and devices -3 credits
Prerequisites: PhWEM2210 Physics Workshop on Electricity and Magnetism, FQMAPh3213 Fundamentals of
quantum mechanics and atomic physics, PhMS3223 Physical Materials Science.
Postrequisites: AGM4308 Amorphous and glassy materials, NCM4311 New and composite materials,MM4312 Metal
materials.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. characterize the physical properties of main semiconductor materials, as well as the principle of operation, main
characteristics and parameters, the use of electronic devices and structures based on these materials;
2. understand the approaches and methods of controlling the parameters and characteristics of semiconductor devices;
3. apply the knowledge gained in the development of semiconductor materials with new functional properties;
4. analyze physical phenomena in semiconductor materials and structures and formulate competent conclusions about
the application of these properties in semiconductor electronics;
5. competently navigate the problematic issues in this area of materials science.
Studied topics:
1. Historical stages of development in semiconductor physics. Features of the electronic properties of semiconductor
materials. Covalent bond model. Classification of semiconductor materials. Allowed and forbidden energy bands.
2. Structural defects in semiconductor. Band theory. Energy diagram of semiconductor materials
3. The concentration of free charge carriers in intrinsic semiconductors. Effective Mass Concepts. The concept of
equilibrium charge carriers. The concentration of free charge carriers in extrinsic semiconductor material.
4. Dependence of the charge carrier mobility in semiconductor on temperature and voltage.
5. Diffusion and drift processes of nonequilibrium charge carriers in semiconductors. Diffuse and drift currents.
6. Contact phenomena. Metal-semiconductor contact. Types of metal-semiconductor contacts and their energy diagrams.
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7. Physics of semiconductor structures. Barriers and contacts. Electron-hole junction. Homo- and heterojunctions.
8. Diodes. Fundamentals of the classification of diodes. Their structure, basic parameters and characteristics. Rectifying
planar and point diodes. Diodes with rectification on metal-semiconductor contact.
9. Zener diodes and varicaps. Tunnel diodes and their parameters and characteristics.
10. Transistors. Basic parameters of transistors. Classification of the power of transistors. Bipolar transistors. The main
modes of operation and the scheme of inclusion. The distribution of stationary carrier flows. Principle of operation
11. Unipolar (field) transistors. Transistor with p-n junction as a gate. Main characteristics and parameters.
12. Thyristors. Structure, principle of operation, basic parameters.
13. Semiconductor radiation detectors. Photodiodes and photocells.
14. Classification of optoelectronic semiconductor devices. Incoherent semiconductor emitters. Coherent semiconductor
emitters. Operating principle. Construction and manufacturing technology
15. Lasers on heterojunctions.
Dielectric materials - 2 credits
Prerequisites: MPM3222 Mechanical properties of materials, PhMS3223 Physical Materials Science, PhWO3215
Physics workshop on optics, APhO3214 Applied and physical optics.
Postrequisites: MNDT4309 Methods of non-destructive testing, NCM4311 New and composite materials, MM4312
Metal materials.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. describe the electrical properties of dielectric materials, such as dielectric constant, permeability, electrical breakdown;
2. describe the fundamental physical mechanism of polarization processes;
3. analyze nonlinear effects in active dielectrics;
4. analyze the mechanisms of electrical conductivity in various types of dielectrics;
5. estimate the dielectric breakdown voltage
Studied topics:
1.Introduction to physics of dielectrics. Basic definitions.
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2.Capacitance of the capacitor with a dielectric slab. Energy stored in the dielectric.
3.Electric susceptibility and permittivity. Mechanisms of electric polarization.
4.Clausius-Mossotti relation for the dielectric constant of non-polar dielectrics. Debye theory and Onsager-Kirgwood
theory for polar dielectrics.
5.Characteristics of dielectric materials: dielectric constant (relative dielectric permittivity), loss tangent and dielectric
strength. Electrical destruction of dielectrics.
6.Electrical conductivity of dielectric materials
7.Complex dielectric constant and Maxwell's equations for linear polarization of dielectrics
8.Dielectric spectroscopy. Classification of experimental methods.
9.Dielectric materials with high and low dielectric constant. The dielectric constant of porous materials.
10.Active dielectrics. Polarization of non-centrosymmetric dielectrics. Polarization under the action of radiation,
temperature and mechanical stresses. Spontaneous polarization.
11.Active dielectric materials. Active ceramics. Ferroelectricity. General properties of ferroelectrics. Ferroelectric
crystals
12.BST crystal structure (BaTiO3 and SrTiO3). Structural changes and ferroelectricity in barium titanate
13.Nonlinear dielectrics. Nonlinear polarization of dielectrics in strong fields
14.Gaseous dielectrics and breakdown strength
15.Modern applications of dielectric materials.
Module of Nanotechnology – 6 credits
General cultural competencies:
 6 search and use of information necessary for the effective performance of professional tasks, professional and
personal development; set a goal and choose ways to achieve it;
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 7 work in a group and a team, communicate effectively with colleagues, supervisors; take responsibility for the
work of team members, the result of the assignments; be responsible for your own decisions and be prepared to provide a
rationale for these decisions
Professional competencies:
 1 Demonstrate proficiency in research methods analysis, diagnostics and modeling of the properties of substances
(materials), physical and chemical processes in them and in technologies for producing, processing and modifying
materials.;
 2 Use modern information and communication technologies, global information resources in research and and
analytical activities in the field of materials science and material technology;
 3 Demonstrate the use (under guidance) of modeling techniques, evaluation, forecasting and optimization of
technological processes and material properties, standardization and certification of materials and processes;
 4 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information in
the form of a summary statement of the problem;
 5 Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of production processes, selection and operation of
equipment and tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring efficient, environmentally and
technically safe production;
 8 Determine the requirements and criteria for selecting the main types of modern inorganic and organic materials for
solving production problems, to argue the choice of materials for the specified operating conditions, taking into
account the requirements of manufacturability, economy, reliability and durability, the environmental consequences
of their usage;
 9 Demonstrate the use of traditional and new technological processes, operations, equipment, regulatory and
methodological materials on technological preparation of production, quality, standardization and certification of
products and processes with elements of economic analysis, taking into account safety regulations, industrial hygiene,
fire safety and labor protection standards.
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
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 А1. demonstrate an understanding of the main problems in the field of physical materials science, choose methods
and ways of solving them, demonstrate skills of working in a research team, generate new ideas; to fluently interpret
and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success factors of the
Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 А2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to solve
the problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize the need for sustainable development;
 В4. collect and interpret information in scientific, design-technological and production activities to make judgments
taking into account social, economic, scientific or ethical considerations;
 В5. apply knowledge and understanding in materials science and technology at a professional level and solve standard
problems of scientific and manufacturing activity in the field of materials science and materials production
technologies;
 С2 identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their composition,
structure, properties, processing methods;
 D1 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
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Fundamentals of Nanotechnology -3 credits
Prerequisites: SMD3305 Semiconductor materials and devices, DM3306 Dielectric materials, PhPM3217 Physical
properties of materials, SSPh3216 Solid State Physics.
Postrequisites: Knowledge and skills acquired by students by mastering the discipline are the basis for learning of
subsequent sections of special chapters in materials science, as well as for the work on the diploma.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. remember important concepts in nanotechnology;
2. explain the size-dependent properties of nanomaterials;
3. classify nanomaterials by geometric forms and phenomena of quantum limitation;
4. determine the best method for studying nanomaterials;
5. orally present the results of research.
Studied topics:
1.Introduction to nanotechnology. Basic definitions. Lecture given by physicist Richard Feynman – “There’s plenty of room
at the bottom Below”.
2.Types of nanostructures. Classification of nanomaterials: quantum dots, wells and wires. Nanocomposite materials based
on metal-dielectric structures.
3.Size effects in nanomaterials: nanoscale confinement phenomena.
4.Solid-state nanoclusters. The stability and size of nanoclusters.
5.Carbon nanomaterials: graphene, fullerenes (buckyball) and carbon nanotubes. Properties and future application.
6.Self-organized molecular nanostructures
7.Functionality of two-dimensional nanomaterials
8.The mechanism of growth of nanomaterials on the surface of the substrate. Epitaxial growth of nanomaterials
9.Lithography as a method for obtaining of nanomaterials
10.Basics of scanning probe microscopy: scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).
11.Atomic force and magnetic force microscopy (AFM and MSM).
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12.X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, Auger electron spectroscopy, x-ray characteristic of nanomaterials.
13.Optical microscopy, ellipsometry, ultraviolet spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy.
14.Organic compounds and bioapplications of nanomaterials.
15.Application of nanomaterials. Nanomaterials for nuclear power plants, medicine and biology.
Amorphous and glassy materials -3 credits
Prerequisites: MPM322 Mechanical properties of materials, PhMS3223 Physical Materials Science, SMD3305
Semiconductor materials and devices, DM3306 Dielectric materials, PhPM3217 Physical properties of materials, SSPh3216
Solid State Physics.
Postrequisites: Knowledge and skills acquired by students by mastering the discipline are the basis for learning of
subsequent sections of special chapters in materials science, as well as for the work on the diploma.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. classify amorphous and glassy materials;
2. determine the basic properties of amorphous and glassy materials;
3. formulate mechanisms for the formation of amorphous and glassy materials;
4. systematize modeling techniques amorphous and glassy sturkture;
5. analyze the production of amorphous and glassy materials by various modern methods.
Studied topics:
1. Main stages of development of materials with non-crystalline structure. Amorphous and glassy metallic and
dielectric condensed matter.
2. Methods of obtaining metallic and dielectric condensed matter with a noncrystalline structure. Getting the glass
from the melt. Oxide glass. Chalcogenide glasses. Amorphous metals. Control the cooling rate of glass-forming melts.
Obtaining amorphous solid materials from solutions. Amorphous sediments. Electrolytic deposition of amorphous
layers.
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3. Production of amorphous layers from the gas phase: methods of thermal evaporation in vacuum, cathode sputtering,
deposition of amorphous layers in a glow discharge, chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Transfer of crystalline
substances in the amorphous state: the production of amorphous bodies by mechanical treatment, irradiation, the action
of a shock wave and the reaction of crystalline solids during the formation of glass.
4. Influence of the type of chemical bond on the possibility of obtaining condensed media in a noncrystalline state.
Types of non-crystalline systems.
5. Random and non-random variations in the potential energy of carriers. Methods of classification of non-crystalline
systems. Thermodynamic levels of description of stability Stability of phases near phase transitions of the first kind.
Classification of metastable states.
6. Glassy substances. Glass transition temperature (Tg), melting point (Tm) and entropy (S). Glass formation tendency
and thermodynamic parameters. Glass formation tendency, type of chemical bonding and electronic structure of
elements.
7. Middle and middle orders of the atomic structure in amorphous materials. Methods for studying the structure of
non-crystalline condensed matter. Diffraction methods.
8. Determination of the parameters of the near and middle orders of the atomic structure of amorphous films by the
method of x-ray diffraction.
9. Methods of vibrational spectroscopy. Indirect methods. Method of physical modeling. Computer simulation
methods: topological modeling; molecular dynamics method, Monte Carlo method, gradient method.
10. Non-crystalline modification of elements. Alloys. Metallic glass (amorphous metals). Structure and properties of
metal glasses.
11. Oxide glasses, their composition, chemical bonding and structure. Chalcogenide glasses: composition, chemical
bond, structure.
12. Features of electronic properties. Energy spectrum of electrons and the effect of impurities. Modern concepts of
structural defects.
13. Optical properties. Electrical properties and conduction mechanisms of amorphous semiconductor media.
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14. Drift mobility of charge carriers. Method for determining drift mobility. Drift mobility of charge carriers in TI and
HF films As2Se3 and As2S3. Features of the energy spectrum of electrons of amorphous films of the As-Se system,
obtained by ion-plasma spraying.
15. Modification of the structure and electronic properties of films of amorphous diamond-like carbon (a-C:H).
Cooking technology. Structure, optical and electrical properties of a-C:H films.
Nondestructive testing module - 6 credits
General cultural competencies:
 6 search and use of information necessary for the effective performance of professional tasks, professional and
personal development; set a goal and choose ways to achieve it;
 7 work in a group and a team, communicate effectively with colleagues, supervisors; take responsibility for the
work of team members, the result of the assignments; be responsible for your own decisions and be prepared to provide a
rationale for these decisions
Professional competencies:
 6 Put into practice modern ideas of materials science on the effects of micro- and nano-scaleon the properties of
materials, the interaction of materials with the environment, electromagnetic radiation and particle fluxes;
 7 Collect and interpret meaningful data from the study, analysis and synthesis of scientific and technical information
on the subject of research, development and use of technical documentation, basic regulatory documents on
intellectual property issues, preparation of documents for patenting, design know-how;
 8 Determine the requirements and criteria for selecting the main types of modern inorganic and organic materials for
solving production problems, to argue the choice of materials for the specified operating conditions, taking into
account the requirements of manufacturability, economy, reliability and durability, the environmental consequences
of their usage;
 9 Demonstrate the use of traditional and new technological processes, operations, equipment, regulatory and
methodological materials on technological preparation of production, quality, standardization and certification of
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products and processes with elements of economic analysis, taking into account safety regulations, industrial hygiene,
fire safety and labor protection standards;
 10 Design technological processes and develop technological documentation, carry out calculations and design of
parts;
 11 Use modern databases and information retrieval methods; to be guided in the conditions of change of technology
in professional activity;
 12 Independently acquire and use new knowledge and skills; participate in scientific discussions, write scientific
articles.
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В1. design and submit information, ideas, problems and solutions, both to specialists and non-specialists;
 В2. perform analytical, synthetic and creative tasks taking into account scientific, technical, social, environmental,
conditions and standards through appropriate methods and using adequate methods of work;
 В3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize the need for sustainable development;
 С1. build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С2. identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their composition,
structure, properties, processing methods;
 С3. choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them;
 D1. Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
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 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
Methods of non-destructive testing -3 credits
Prerequisites: SMD3305 Semiconductor materials and devices, DM3306 Dielectric materials, PhPM3217 Physical
properties of materials, SSPh3216 Solid State Physics.
Postrequisites: Knowledge and skills acquired by students by mastering the discipline are the basis for learning of
subsequent sections of special chapters in materials science, as well as for the work on the diploma.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. describe the physical principles underlying each control method;
2. explain the limitations of non-destructive testing methods in accordance with defects;
3. clarify the safety rules of the inspector in the methods of non-destructive testing when working with radioactive sources;
4. perform an inspection using various methods of non-destructive testing;
5. compare different methods of non-destructive testing and determine the types of equipment used for each non-destructive
testing.
Studied topics:
1.Introduction to the non-destructive testing (NDT) of materials. General definitions.
2.Concept of defects in NDT.
3.Most Common types of non-destructive testing (NDT) methods.
4.Visual and Optical Testing (VT). Laser Testing Methods (LM).
5.Liquid Penetrant Testing (PT). Steps of Liquid Penetrant Testing.
6.Magnetic Particle Testing (MT). Theory and principles.
7.Radiographic testing (RT). History and development.
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8.Types of electrical testing (ET). Major application areas. Theory and principles.
9.Ultrasonic Testing (UT). Basic principles.
10.Infrared Thermography Techniques.
11.Leak Testing (LT). Bubble Leak Testing, Pressure Change Testing.
12.Vibration Analysis (VA).
13.Selection of an NDT methods and the extent of testing.
14.Overview control of spot welds. NDT of spot welds.
15.New developments in NDT.
X-ray diffraction and crystal physics -3 credits
Prerequisites: PhPM3217 Physical properties of materials, SSPh3216 Solid State Physics, FCPh3315 Fundamentals
of Crystal physics, GCP3316 Growth of crystals and their purification.
Postrequisites: Knowledge and skills acquired by students by mastering the discipline are the basis for learning of
subsequent sections of special chapters in materials science, as well as for the work on the diploma.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. understand the dependence of the properties of a solid on the crystal structure;
2. describe the main methods for determining the structure and microstructure of a condensed substance;
3. use modern physical models to justify their own results of calculation and modeling;
4. analyze the ratio of physico-chemical and mechanical properties of materials depending on their phase composition
and structure;
5. systematize the physical phenomena and processes characteristic of the condensed state.
Studied topics:
1. Crystallography review - homogeneity, anisotropy, symmetry. Crystal structure: lattices, unit cell.
2. Formal description of crystal structures Lattices, lattice parameters, and symmetry: The seven crystal systems.
Conventional and primitive lattices: The 14 Bravais lattices.
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3. Crystal symmetry, point groups and space groups.
4. Crystal defects: point defects, dislocations and stacking faults
5. Introduction to the reciprocal lattice
6. Basics of x-ray physics. Production and detection of x-rays
7. X-ray spectra - continuous and characteristic X-ray spectra. X-ray detectors.
8. Introduction to diffraction. Von Laue, Bragg's law
9. Diffraction Intensity: Scattering from atoms, from the contents of a unit cell; structure factor function
10. Reciprocal Lattice and Diffraction. The Ewald Sphere
11. X-ray diffraction techniques for phase identification. Powder diffraction, thin film diffraction, texture analysis
12. X-ray diffraction physics and analysis. Application to polycrystal diffraction: powder diffraction and crystal
structure determination.
13. X-ray diffraction physics and analysis. Determination of lattice by diffraction
14. X-ray Diffraction physics and analysis. diffraction from non-crystalline systems
15. X-ray powder diffraction (XRD). Diffractometer measurements
Module of new materials – 6 credits
General cultural competencies:
 6 search and use of information necessary for the effective performance of professional tasks, professional and
personal development; set a goal and choose ways to achieve it;
 7 work in a group and a team, communicate effectively with colleagues, supervisors; take responsibility for the
work of team members, the result of the assignments; be responsible for your own decisions and be prepared to provide a
rationale for these decisions
Professional competencies:
 6 Put into practice modern ideas of materials science on the effects of micro- and nano-scaleon the properties of
materials, the interaction of materials with the environment, electromagnetic radiation and particle fluxes;
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 7 Collect and interpret meaningful data from the study, analysis and synthesis of scientific and technical information
on the subject of research, development and use of technical documentation, basic regulatory documents on
intellectual property issues, preparation of documents for patenting, design know-how;
 8 Determine the requirements and criteria for selecting the main types of modern inorganic and organic materials for
solving production problems, to argue the choice of materials for the specified operating conditions, taking into
account the requirements of manufacturability, economy, reliability and durability, the environmental consequences
of their usage;
 9 Demonstrate the use of traditional and new technological processes, operations, equipment, regulatory and
methodological materials on technological preparation of production, quality, standardization and certification of
products and processes with elements of economic analysis, taking into account safety regulations, industrial hygiene,
fire safety and labor protection standards;
 10 Design technological processes and develop technological documentation, carry out calculations and design of
parts;
 11 Use modern databases and information retrieval methods; to be guided in the conditions of change of technology
in professional activity;
 12 Independently acquire and use new knowledge and skills; participate in scientific discussions, write scientific
articles.
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А1. demonstrate an understanding of the main problems in the field of physical materials science, choose methods
and ways of solving them, demonstrate skills of working in a research team, generate new ideas; to fluently interpret
and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success factors of the
Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 А2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to solve
the problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
 В2. perform analytical, synthetic and creative tasks taking into account scientific, technical, social, environmental,
conditions and standards through appropriate methods and using adequate methods of work;
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 В4. collect and interpret information in scientific, design-technological and production activities to make judgments
taking into account social, economic, scientific or ethical considerations;
 В5. apply knowledge and understanding in materials science and technology at a professional level and solve standard
problems of scientific and manufacturing activity in the field of materials science and materials production
technologies;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С2 identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their composition,
structure, properties, processing methods;
 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them;
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
New and composite materials – 3 credits
Prerequisites: PhPM3217 Physical properties of materials, SSPh3216 Solid State Physics, MPM3222 Mechanical
properties of materials, PhMS3223 Physical Materials Science, HTM3201 Heat treatment of materials
Postrequisites: Knowledge and skills acquired by students by mastering the discipline are the basis for learning of
subsequent sections of special chapters in materials science, as well as for the work on the diploma.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
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1. understand and use knowledge of materials science and related sciences to perform tasks of different levels of
complexity;
2. carry out research on the chemical and phase composition, structure and properties of materials;
3. create new materials (metallic and non-metallic, polymeric and carbon materials, composites and hybrid materials,
films and coatings, nanomaterials, superhard materials) with predetermined technological and functional properties;
4. compile and systematize scientific information, to obtain new scientific facts in the field of materials science;
5. work in domestic or international research teams.
Studied topics:
1. Ultradisperse or nanostructured materials. Areas of application. Nanopowder. Chemical synthesis method.
2. Volume nanostructured materials, methods for their production. Controlled crystallization of amorphous materials.
Compacting of ultradisperse powders/
3. Growth of single crystals. Features of defect formation in dislocation-free and low-dislocation single crystals. Influence
of contaminants.
4. Metal composite materials. Composite materials with aluminum, magnesium, titanium matrix. Composite materials based
on immiscible metal components. Systems based on copper.
5. Powder production. Functioning, cleaning, mixing, degassing.
6. Modern materials of construction materials based on metals, intermetallic and nonmetallic compounds, polymers and
ceramics, working in extreme conditions.
7. Constructional steels and alloys of increased reliability. High-strength steels. Corrosion-resistant steels and alloys.
8. Amorphous-metal alloys. Obtaining. Mechanical, magnetic and chemical properties.
9. Synthesis of high-strength polycrystals from graphite using complex-doped catalysts. Nickel-chrome, nickel-chromiumcarbon systems.
10. New magnetichard materials.
11. Ferrites. Magneticsoft ferrites with a spinel structure.
12. Physical material science of metallic and non-metallic inorganic and organic films, layers and multilayer systems.
13. Multicomponent nanostructured films.
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14. Coatings that have a heat-corrosion resistance and resistance to high-temperature oxidation.
15. Physical-chemical foundations of metal-thermal processes for the creation of semiconductor materials.
Metal materials -3 credits
Prerequisites: PhPM3217 Physical properties of materials, SSPh3216 Solid State Physics, MPM3222 Mechanical
properties of materials, PhMS3223 Physical Materials Science, HTM3201 Heat treatment of materials
Postrequisites: Knowledge and skills acquired by students by mastering the discipline are the basis for learning of
subsequent sections of special chapters in materials science, as well as for the work on the diploma.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. understand and use knowledge of materials science and related sciences to perform tasks of different levels of
complexity;
2. carry out research on the chemical and phase composition, structure and properties of metallic materials;
3. create new materials (metallic, superhard materials, alloys) with predetermined technological and functional
properties;
4. compile and systematize scientific information, to obtain new scientific facts in the field of materials science;
5. work in international or international research teams.
Studied topics:
1. Classification of substances. Basic features of metals
2. Crystalline lattice. Diffraction research techniques/
3. Imperfections in metals.
4. Mechanical properties of metallic materials and mechanical tests techniques.
5. Deformation mechanisms in metallic materials. Strengthening of alloys.
6. Failure mechanisms in metallic materials.
7. Diffusion in metals and alloys. Metallic phases in alloys.
8. Binary phase diagrams of metallic alloys.
9. Phase transformation in metallic materials.
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10. Application and processing of metallic materials.
11. Influence of irradiation on structure and properties of metallic materials.
12. Corrosion and degradation of metallic materials.
13. Thermal properties of metallic materials.
14. Electric properties of metallic material.
15. Magnetic properties of metallic materials.
COMPONENT SELECTION INDUSTRY&TECHNOLOGY ACTIVITY (ССh ITA) -28 CREDITS
Interdisciplinary module for technological activities -5 credits
General cultural competencies:
 6 search and use of information necessary for the effective performance of professional tasks, professional and
personal development; set a goal and choose ways to achieve it;
 7 work in a group and a team, communicate effectively with colleagues, supervisors; take responsibility for the
work of team members, the result of the assignments; be responsible for your own decisions and be prepared to provide a
rationale for these decisions
Professional competencies:
 3 Demonstrate the use (under guidance) of modeling techniques, evaluation, forecasting and optimization of
technological processes and material properties, standardization and certification of materials and processes;
 4 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information in
the form of a summary statement of the problem;
 5 Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of production processes, selection and operation of
equipment and tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring efficient, environmentally and
technically safe production;
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 6 Put into practice modern ideas of materials science on the effects of micro- and nano-scaleon the properties of
materials, the interaction of materials with the environment, electromagnetic radiation and particle fluxes;
 7 Collect and interpret meaningful data from the study, analysis and synthesis of scientific and technical information
on the subject of research, development and use of technical documentation, basic regulatory documents on
intellectual property issues, preparation of documents for patenting, design know-how;
 8 Determine the requirements and criteria for selecting the main types of modern inorganic and organic materials for
solving production problems, to argue the choice of materials for the specified operating conditions, taking into
account the requirements of manufacturability, economy, reliability and durability, the environmental consequences
of their usage;
 9 Demonstrate the use of traditional and new technological processes, operations, equipment, regulatory and
methodological materials on technological preparation of production, quality, standardization and certification of
products and processes with elements of economic analysis, taking into account safety regulations, industrial hygiene,
fire safety and labor protection standards;
 10 Design technological processes and develop technological documentation, carry out calculations and design of
parts;
 11 Use modern databases and information retrieval methods; to be guided in the conditions of change of technology
in professional activity;
 12 Independently acquire and use new knowledge and skills; participate in scientific discussions, write scientific
articles.
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В1. design and submit information, ideas, problems and solutions, both to specialists and non-specialists;
 В2. perform analytical, synthetic and creative tasks taking into account scientific, technical, social, environmental,
conditions and standards through appropriate methods and using adequate methods of work;
 В3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize the need for sustainable development;
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 В4. collect and interpret information in scientific, design-technological and production activities to make judgments
taking into account social, economic, scientific or ethical considerations;
 С2 identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their composition,
structure, properties, processing methods;
 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them;
 D1 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
Colloid chemistry and physicochemical mechanics– 3 credits
Prerequisites: GCh1225 General chemistry.
Postrequisites: NCM4311 New and composite materials, PhPM3217 Physical properties of materials, SSPh3216 Solid
State Physics, FCPh3315 Fundamentals of Crystal physics, GCP3316 Growth of crystals and their purification.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. analize the colloidal state of matter and the role of surface (interfacial) phenomena in this state of matter.
2. explain the electrokinetic phenomena in dispersed systems.
3. formulate the theory of stability of dispersed systems and patterns of structure formation in these systems.
4. obtain dispersed systems and manage their stability, determine the basic properties of dispersed systems.
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5. determine the rheological properties of structured dispersed systems and on these properties to establish the
structural-mechanical type of the system.
Studied topics:
1. Introduction. Characteristics of the subject of colloid chemistry. Signs of objects of colloid chemistry. Concept of
dispersion. Classification of dispersed systems (DS) according to the intensity of the interfacial interaction; classification
of DS by aggregative states. Concept of partial concentrations. Difference from molar concentration.
2. Molecular-kinetic properties of DS. Brownian motion in ideal and colloidal solutions; Diffusion in ideal and
colloidal solutions; Phenomenon of osmosis in ideal and colloidal solutions; Phenomenon of sedimentation;
3. Optical properties of DS. Light scattering and polarization in colloidal systems. Rayleigh's law. Light absorption in
colloidal systems. Application of the Lambert-Bouguer-Beer law for turbid solutions.
4. Thermodynamics of surface phenomena. Surface tension. Influence of various factors on the surface tension of
solutions.
5. Concept of adsorption. Types and types of adsorption. General concepts of physical and chemical adsorption.
Adsorption of surface-active substances (surfactants). Adsorption of water soluble polymers. Surfactant classification.
Difilnost surfactant molecules. Orientation of surfactant molecules at different interphase boundaries.
6. Surface phenomena at the interface of a solid - solution.
7. Electrolyte adsorption. Dielectric layer (DL) at interphase boundaries. Mechanisms of DL Theories of Helmholtz,
Gouy-Chapman and Stern.
8. Electrical properties of dispersed systems.
9. Stability of dispersed systems. Fast and slow coagulation. Coagulation threshold. Rule Schulze-Hardy. Adsorption
solvate layer. Security number Stabilizers.
10. Structuring in dispersed systems. Critical concentration of structure formation. Coagulation and condensation
structures. Types of contacts. Thixotropy. Value of the process of structure formation in science, technology, in production.
11. Physico-chemical mechanics - the science of the mechanical properties of structured dispersed systems. Basics of
rheology. Viscosity. Flowability Deformability. Elasticity. Elasticity. Plastic. Dilatancy Swelling and synergism.
Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids. Their features. The concept of a period of relaxation. Examples
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12. Mechanical properties of rheological models. Hooke's model, Newton's model, Saint-Venant-Coulon model.
13. Mechanical properties of complex rheological models. Maxwell Model, Kelvin-Voigt Model, Model Bingham.
14. Structural-mechanical properties and structural-mechanical types of dispersed systems. Their value in the
manufacture of technology.
15. Fundamentals of management of the structural and mechanical properties of dispersed systems and materials.
Propping pressure. Polymers. Regulation of the process of structuring using water-soluble polymers.
Organic chemistry -2 credits
Prerequisites: GCh1225 General chemistry, CChPhM2313 Colloid chemistry and physicochemical mechanics.
Postrequisites: NCM4311 New and composite materials, PhPM3217 Physical properties of materials, SSPh3216 Solid
State Physics, FCPh3315 Fundamentals of Crystal physics, GCP3316 Growth of crystals and their purification.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. analize the electronic and spatial structure of organic compounds, specific chemical properties that determine
reactivity, control methods, as well as the effect of organic compounds on the environment;
2. depict the structural formula of any organic compound, show the distribution of electron density and to predict its
chemical properties;
3. be able to solve problems and exercises (chains, test tasks) related to chemical properties and methods of
obtaining various classes of organic compounds;
4. solve the ability to identify the most relevant applications and problems of the chemical industry;
5. perceive modern advanced knowledge in the field of natural sciences and use them in professional activities.
Studied topics:
1. Introduction. Subject of organic chemistry, its place in a number of other chemical and natural disciplines. Classification.
Structure of the carbon atom. Isomerism, nomenclature, classification of organic compounds. Classification of organic
reactions: radical, electrophilic, nucleophilic. Concept of a general reaction mechanism.
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2. Alkanes. Electronic and spatial structure, methods of obtaining, physical and chemical properties. Recycling of methane.
Production scheme of the most important products based on methane.
3. Alkenes. Nature of the double bond, chemical properties. Double bond coupling reactions. Reaction mechanism
Connection stoheometry. Markovnikov rule. Harash effect.
4. Alkadienes and alkynes. Classification. Chemical properties of 1,3-butadiene. Reactions of 1,2 - and 1,4 - electrophilic
addition. Diels-Alder reaction is diene synthesis. Dienes and dienophiles. The nature of the triple bond. Properties of
alkynes. Repe and Favorsky Reactions. Electrophilic addition reactions (hydrohalo genirovanie, halogenation, Kucherov
reaction). Reaction nucleophilic joining.
5. Aromatic hydrocarbons. Aromatic. Hückel Rule. Structure of benzene. Rules for orientation to the aromatic ring in
electrophilic substitution reactions.
6. Aromatic hydrocarbons. Chemical properties. Reactions without preserving aromaticity (hydrogenation, halogenation,
ozonolysis, oxidation, isomerization). Reactions with preservation of aromaticity. Mechanism of substitution reaction in
the aromatic ring.
7. Halogen derivatives aliphatic and aromatic compounds. Classification. Structure. Chemical properties. Reactions of SN1
and SN2 - nucleophilic substitution. Mechanism of E1 and E2, stereochemistry.
8. Alcohols, phenols and ethers. Chemical properties of monohydric alcohols and phenols
9. Aldehydes and ketones of aliphatic and aromatic series. Chemical properties of aliphatic and aromatic aldehydes and
ketones. Reactions with ammonia, amines and other strong nucleophiles.
10. Carboxylic acids and their derivatives. Main industrial and laboratory methods for the synthesis of carboxylic acids.
11. Hydroxy acids. Amino acids. Optical isomerism of hydroxy and amino acids.
12. Carbohydrates. Optical isomerism of carbohydrates. Chromatography Methods for the identification of carbohydrates
13. Nitrogen-containing compounds. Amino compounds of aliphatic and aromatic series. Chemical properties of amines.
14. Nitrogen-containing compounds. aliphatic and aromatic nitro compounds. Chemical properties of nitro compounds.
15. Heterocyclic compounds. Chemical properties of furan, pyrrole and thiophene.
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Module of technology for production of crystalline materials – 5 credits
Professional competencies:
 3 Demonstrate the use (under guidance) of modeling techniques, evaluation, forecasting and optimization of
technological processes and material properties, standardization and certification of materials and processes;
 4 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information in
the form of a summary statement of the problem;
 5 Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of production processes, selection and operation of
equipment and tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring efficient, environmentally and
technically safe production;
 6 Put into practice modern ideas of materials science on the effects of micro- and nano-scaleon the properties of
materials, the interaction of materials with the environment, electromagnetic radiation and particle fluxes;
 7 Collect and interpret meaningful data from the study, analysis and synthesis of scientific and technical information
on the subject of research, development and use of technical documentation, basic regulatory documents on
intellectual property issues, preparation of documents for patenting, design know-how;
 8 Determine the requirements and criteria for selecting the main types of modern inorganic and organic materials for
solving production problems, to argue the choice of materials for the specified operating conditions, taking into
account the requirements of manufacturability, economy, reliability and durability, the environmental consequences
of their usage;
 9 Demonstrate the use of traditional and new technological processes, operations, equipment, regulatory and
methodological materials on technological preparation of production, quality, standardization and certification of
products and processes with elements of economic analysis, taking into account safety regulations, industrial hygiene,
fire safety and labor protection standards;
 10 Design technological processes and develop technological documentation, carry out calculations and design of
parts;
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 11 Use modern databases and information retrieval methods; to be guided in the conditions of change of technology
in professional activity;
 12 Independently acquire and use new knowledge and skills; participate in scientific discussions, write scientific
articles.
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А1. demonstrate an understanding of the main problems in the field of physical materials science, choose methods
and ways of solving them, demonstrate skills of working in a research team, generate new ideas; to fluently interpret
and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success factors of the
Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 А2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to solve
the problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
 В2.perform analytical, synthetic and creative tasks taking into account scientific, technical, social, environmental,
conditions and standards through appropriate methods and using adequate methods of work;
 В3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize the need for sustainable development;
 В5. apply knowledge and understanding in materials science and technology at a professional level and solve standard
problems of scientific and manufacturing activity in the field of materials science and materials production
technologies;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С2 identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their composition,
structure, properties, processing methods;
 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
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 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
Fundamentals of Crystal physics -3 credits
Prerequisites: PhMS3223 Physical Materials Science, MPM3222 Mechanical properties of materials, Phys1205
Physics 1, Phys2206 Physics 2.
Postrequisites: NCM4311 New and composite materials, SSPh3216 Solid State Physics, XrDCPh4310 X-ray
diffraction and crystal physics, FN4307 Fundamentals of Nanotechnology.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. understand the basic theoretical knowledge in the independent formulation of tasks;
2. understand the severity of the physical properties of the material along each crystallographic direction;
3. perform calculations in Excel mechanical, thermal, electrical, magnetic and optical characteristics of materials;
4. master a tensor analysis;
5. highlight the trends in the development of materials science.
Studied topics:
1. The concept of a crystal lattice. Elementary cell. Bravais lattices. Ball packing. A basis of a lattice. Metric matrices.
Brillouin zones.
2. Symmetry classes. Symmetry elements and operations: screw axes of symmetry, sliding reflection planes, primitive,
central, planar, axial and inversion mixed types of symmetry. Structural types of lattices of simple substances and
compounds. The designation of 32 crystallographic symmetry groups.
3. 47 simple forms of crystals. The basic law of crystallophysics (Neumann principle). Principle of superposition of
symmetry (Curie principle). Limit Curie groups.
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4. Intermetallic compounds: Laves phase, Hume-Rothery phase. Crystalline structures of covalent compounds: diamond
like, type AB2 (layered, chain and tape). Ionic crystals.
5. Mechanisms of crystal growth. Textures. Features of architecture of crystals. Twinning. Vicinal surfaces. Figures of
etching (dissolution), Liesegang rings.
6. Defects in crystals. Dislocations. Burgers vector.
7. Mechanical properties. Tensors of mechanical stresses and deformations. Coefficients of elasticity. Compressibility.
8. Thermal properties. Heat capacity. Thermal expansion. Dependence of the thermal conductivity on the structure,
magnetic and electric fields. Entropy and magnetocaloric effect.
9. Specific electrical resistance. Anisotropic conductors. Electrode metals. The dielectric constant tensor. Influence of
symmetry. Methods of measurement. Electrotriction.
10. Ferroelectric. Ionic superconductors. Thermoelectric properties: Thomson, Peltier, Seebeck effects. Dependence on the
magnetic field. Piezoresistive sensors for longitudinal and transverse voltage.
11. Piezoelectric effect. Hydrostatic piezoelectric effect. Materials. Ceramics. Quartz. Orientation of sections in quartz
crystals. Liquid crystals.
12. Magnetic properties. Magnetic structures. Magnetic point groups. Ferromagnetics, diamagnetics and paramagnetics.
Magnetic susceptibility and permeability. Pyromagnetics. Magnetoelectricity.
13. Ferroactive phase transformations. Galvanomagnetic and thermomagnetic effects. Halleffectandmagnetoresistance.
Rigi-Leduceffect.
14. Crystal optics. Uniaxial and biaxial crystals. Positive and negative crystals. Description of the propagation of light in
anisotropic crystals by means of optical indicatrices. Birefringence. Dichroism.
15. Magneto-optics. Faraday effect. Magnetic circular dichroism. Linear electro-optic Pockels effect. Quadratic electrooptical Kerr effect.
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Growth of crystals and their purification - 2 credits
Prerequisites: PhMS3223 Physical Materials Science, MPM3222 Mechanical properties of materials, Phys1205
Physics 1, Phys2206 Physics 2.
Postrequisites: XrDCPh4310 X-ray diffraction and crystal physics, ONN4322 Obtaining of nanomaterials and
nanosystems, AMC4327 Advanced materials and coatings.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. Understand the mechanisms and methods of crystal growth;
2. Understand the relationship of quality and properties of the grown material to the parameters of crystal growth
3. Use basic theoretical knowledge in the independent formulation of tasks;
4. Evaluate and select a crystal growth method suitable for a particular situation.
5. Analyze and systematize the scientific and topical issues associated with crystal growth.
Studied topics:
1. Condensed and gaseous media. Solids. Ideal and real crystals. Crystallization phenomena. Reasons for growing
single crystals: the importance of theory and crystal growth technique for science and technology.
2. Importance of crystal growth – classification of crystal growth methods – basic steps: Generation, transport and
adsorption of growth reactants – Nucleation: Kinds of nucleation – Classical theory of nucleation: Gibbs Thomson
equations for vapour and solution – kinetic theory of nucleation – Becker and Doring concept on nucleation rate –
energy of formation of a spherical nucleus – statistical theory on nucleation: Equilibrium concentration of critical
nuclei, free energy formation.
3. An introductory note to surface energy theory, diffusion theory and adsorption layer theory – concepts of Volmer
theory, Bravais theory, Kossel theory and Stranski’s treatment – Two
4. Heterogeneous media: nucleation on foreign particles. Size and shape of critical nucleus. Two-dimensional
nucleation: work and rate. Epitaxy, crystal chemical relation. Anisotropy of surface free energy. Types of crystal faces:
flat, rough and slightly misoriented surfaces. Hartman-Perdok's PBC concept: F (flat), S (stepped), K (kinked) faces.
Models of two-dimensional interface (mother phase/crystal phase).
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5. Two basic growth models: normal growth and layered growth. Conditions for roughness of solid-liquid interface.
Boundary layer structure. Stages in growth process. Diffusion process: total and surface diffusion.
6. Classifications of growth techniques based on formal expressions of the driving force for crystallization and on
methods used to attain metastability of the mother phase. Growth of crystals from the melt. Czochralski technique:
historical overview, principles, types of heating, rotation, growth rate, shaped growth, crucibles and without crucibles,
bulk growth, fiber growth, some examples, merits and demerits of the method.
7. Kyropolous method: history, principles, heating, rotation, homogeneity of the composition, crucible, growth rate,
crystal size, correlation with Czochralski technique, advantages and disadvantages, some examples.
8. Principles of solution growth. General solution concept. Solute-solvent interactions. Choice of solvents. Phase
diagrams and solubility curves. Structure of solutions. Classification.
9. Hydrothermal growth of crystals: historical background, principles, popularity, advantages, spontaneous nucleation,
temperature gradient, solubility, solvents, variants, growth rate, some examples, disadvantages, valency control, use
of different nutrients to obtain another modification on the seed of that crystal, for example, cristobalite nutrient on quartz, gibbsite on corundum seed.
10. Growth of crystals from aqueous solutions: history, principles, popularity, supersaturation through change in
temperature, temperature difference, evaporation, chemical reactions, etc. solubility, merits and demerits.
11. Crystal growth in vapour phase. Physical condensation: principles of molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE), cathode
sputtering; solid phase epitaxy, bulk crystallization, atomic layer epitaxy, epitaxy with carrier gases.
12. The nature of defect formation in crystals. Point defects: vacancies, interstitial and foreign/substitutional atoms,
colourcentres. Impurity effects on the crystal growth process. Physical and chemical absorption. Incorporation of
impurities. Homogeneous and heterogeneous trapping. Equilibrium/non-equilibrium distributions of impurities. The
effective trapping coefficients. Line defects: screw and edge dislocations. Screw dislocations as the nucleation centres:
spiral growth mechanism is the third of basic crystal growth models. Examples of spiral growth models. Planar defects:
low angle boundaries, stacking faults, twin boundaries. Examples of the influence of twinning on the growth
mechanism. Formation of bulk defects: mosaic structure, compositional inhomogeneity/striations, foreign
inclusions/particles (solid, liquid, gas).
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13. Diffusion, convection, radiative heat transport. Modeling crystal growth processes. Flow and morphological
stability. Conditions for stable growth. Unstable growth. Pattern formation in crystal growth: conditions, experimental
observation, approach to modeling. Dendritic crystal growth. Correlation between the theoretical and real crystal
forms. Morphology of crystals in relation to growth conditions. Morphology of polyhedral crystals. Surface
microtopography. Internal morphology: perfection and homogeneity. Sectorial and zonal growth.
14. General principles of purification. Methods of purification:distillation, sublimation, recrystallization, fusion,
precipitation, electrolysis, oxidation and reduction, extraction and adsorption
15. Purification methods by crystallization (normal directioncrystallization, crystal pulling out of the melt, zone
melting.). Requirements for the purity of materials usedin semiconductor technology. Classification of pure
substances. Requirements for the purity of materials used in semiconductor technology.
Module of electrical equipment – 6 credits
General cultural competencies:
 6 search and use of information necessary for the effective performance of professional tasks, professional and
personal development; set a goal and choose ways to achieve it;
 7 work in a group and a team, communicate effectively with colleagues, supervisors; take responsibility for the
work of team members, the result of the assignments; be responsible for your own decisions and be prepared to provide a
rationale for these decisions
Professional competencies:
 3 Demonstrate the use (under guidance) of modeling techniques, evaluation, forecasting and optimization of
technological processes and material properties, standardization and certification of materials and processes;
 4 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information in
the form of a summary statement of the problem;
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 5 Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of production processes, selection and operation of
equipment and tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring efficient, environmentally and
technically safe production;
 6 Put into practice modern ideas of materials science on the effects of micro- and nano-scaleon the properties of
materials, the interaction of materials with the environment, electromagnetic radiation and particle fluxes;
 7 Collect and interpret meaningful data from the study, analysis and synthesis of scientific and technical information
on the subject of research, development and use of technical documentation, basic regulatory documents on
intellectual property issues, preparation of documents for patenting, design know-how;
 8 Determine the requirements and criteria for selecting the main types of modern inorganic and organic materials for
solving production problems, to argue the choice of materials for the specified operating conditions, taking into
account the requirements of manufacturability, economy, reliability and durability, the environmental consequences
of their usage;
 9 Demonstrate the use of traditional and new technological processes, operations, equipment, regulatory and
methodological materials on technological preparation of production, quality, standardization and certification of
products and processes with elements of economic analysis, taking into account safety regulations, industrial hygiene,
fire safety and labor protection standards;
 10 Design technological processes and develop technological documentation, carry out calculations and design of
parts;
 11 Use modern databases and information retrieval methods; to be guided in the conditions of change of technology
in professional activity;
 12 Independently acquire and use new knowledge and skills; participate in scientific discussions, write scientific
articles.
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В1. design and submit information, ideas, problems and solutions, both to specialists and non-specialists;
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 В2. perform analytical, synthetic and creative tasks taking into account scientific, technical, social, environmental,
conditions and standards through appropriate methods and using adequate methods of work;
 В4. collect and interpret information in scientific, design-technological and production activities to make judgments
taking into account social, economic, scientific or ethical considerations;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С2 identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their composition,
structure, properties, processing methods;
 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them;
 D1 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
General electrical engineering – 3 credits
Prerequisites: Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Math1204 Mathematics 2, Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys2206 Physics 2,
DIE2304 Differential and Integral Equations, SMD3305 Semiconductor materials and devices, FCPh3315 Fundamentals
of Crystal physics.
Postrequisites: Knowledge and skills acquired by students by mastering the discipline are the basis for learning of
subsequent sections of special chapters in materials science, as well as for the work on the diploma.
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As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. describe and explain the fundamental laws of electrical engineering;
2. interpret the methods and techniques for the synthesis of electrical devices;
3. describe the purpose, device, principle of operation of the transformer;
4. describe the effect of a magnetic field on a conductor with current;
5. plan and implement experimental studies using the methods of processing the results of the experiment.
Studied topics:
1. Introduction. Electrical circuit. Components of electrical circuits. Physical processes in electrical circuits.
Transmission of electrical energy from source to consumer.
2. Electric current and current density. Voltage. Electromotive force. Power. Energy. Bipolar networks. Ways to
connect with the goods. Electrical resistance. Laws of DC electric circuit.
3. Application of Kirchhoff's laws for the calculation of DC circuits. Principle of superposition. Nodal tension method.
Contour current method.
4. Equivalent transform methods. Plotting potential diagrams.
5. Nonlinear DC circuits. Graphic calculation method. Analytical method of calculation.
6. Single-phase sinusoidal current. Basic definitions. Actual and average value of alternating current. Symbolic method
of calculation. Method of vector diagrams. Comprehensive presentation form.
7. Single-phase alternating current. Resistor, capacitor and inductance in AC circuit. Active and reactive resistances.
8. Branched non-branched single-phase AC circuits. Triangles of resistances and conductances. Relationship between
resistance and conductive.
9. Power of AC circuit. Power balance. Power factor. Methods for increasing power factor.
10. Resonance phenomena in AC circuits. Resonance of voltages. Current resonance. Frequency characteristics.
11. Magnetic circuits of alternating current. Inductively coupled circuit. Transformers.
12. Three-phase in AC circuits. Basic definitions. Connection star and triangle.
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13. Rectifying alternating current. Straightening schemes. Filters in the straightening scheme. Straightening with
multiplication.
14. DC machines. DC generators. DC motors.
15. AC machines. Alternators. Sync generator. Synchronous motors.
Fundamentals of Industrial Electronics – 3 credits
Prerequisites: Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Math1204 Mathematics 2, Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys2206 Physics 2,
DIE2304 Differential and Integral Equations, SMD3305 Semiconductor materials and devices, FCPh3315 Fundamentals
of Crystal physics.
Postrequisites: Knowledge and skills acquired by students by mastering the discipline are the basis for learning of
subsequent sections of special chapters in materials science, as well as for the work on the diploma.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. describe the types of production systems with which the work of engineers and technicians working in the field of
industrial electronics and the theory of control of electronic systems may be related;
2. list the main groups of machines and systems that are traditional components in automated production.
3. use the pyramid of technology to draw up a plan for its preparation for practical work in the field of industrial
electronics and industrial automation;
4. list the qualities that a skilled service technician should have, and talk about common misconceptions regarding
troubleshooting;
5. create a block diagram of the technological system and use the block diagram of the system together with the signal
flow rules and the rules of brackets and information funnels to determine the faulty component or module causing the
system to malfunction.
Studied topics:
1. Introduction. Brief history of the development of industrial electronics. Types of industrial production. Classification
of industrial control electronics devices. Pyramid and technology tree. Troubleshooting the system.
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2. Classification of switches according to mechanical and electrical properties. Manual switches for electronic circuits.
Mechanical switches of electronic circuits. Powerful manual switches for industrial control. Switches for industrial
control with a mechanical drive. Process-controlled switches. Discrete output devices - drives.
3. Solid State Devices. Pn junction and solid state devices. Bipolar transistor. Transistor keys. Solid state relays. Circuit
bias transistor amplifiers. Transistor amplifier with common emitter. Transistor voltage regulator
4. Operational Amplifiers. Inverting, non-inverting, summing, differential amplifiers. Voltage to current converters,
current to voltage conversion. Integrators and differentiators. Comparators and window sensors
5. Silicon controlled valves. Thyristor switching devices. Thyristor applications.
6. Contactless proximity sensors. Contactless sensors of photoelectric type. Interfaces of the output device of the
sensor. Analog sensors for automation systems.
7. Power drives and output devices. Control valves. Electric heating elements. Overview of sensors, amplifiers and
transducers for control systems.
8. Safety requirements. Safety staff. Labor protection at production sites. Presence sensors. Electromechanical
interlocking devices.
9. Theory of magnetism. Features of DC motor. Components of a DC motor. The operation of DC motors and their
main types. DC motors with series excitation.
10. Components of an AC motor. Single-phase asynchronous motors. Three-phase AC motors. Three-phase motor
control.
11. DC motors with permanent magnets. Brushless DC motors. Stepper motors.
12. Microcontroller hardware. Reference data of microcontrollers. Fundamentals of programming microcontrollers.
13. Management of continuous processes. Open and closed control systems. Indicators of the effectiveness of control
systems. Processes with advance and delay. Position Controllers. Continuous controllers with one feedback loop.
Manual mode and unstressed switching.
14. Principle of operation and programming of industrial robots. Definition of industrial robots. Main system of the
robot. Tooling. Robot controller Learning stations. Basics of programming robots.
15. Data exchange between intelligent machines. Classification of network media. Networks of enterprises.
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Module of electrotechnical materials - 6 credits
General cultural competencies:
 6 search and use of information necessary for the effective performance of professional tasks, professional and
personal development; set a goal and choose ways to achieve it;
 7 work in a group and a team, communicate effectively with colleagues, supervisors; take responsibility for the
work of team members, the result of the assignments; be responsible for your own decisions and be prepared to provide a
rationale for these decisions
Professional competencies:
 3 Demonstrate the use (under guidance) of modeling techniques, evaluation, forecasting and optimization of
technological processes and material properties, standardization and certification of materials and processes;
 4 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information in
the form of a summary statement of the problem;
 5 Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of production processes, selection and operation of
equipment and tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring efficient, environmentally and
technically safe production;
 6 Put into practice modern ideas of materials science on the effects of micro- and nano-scaleon the properties of
materials, the interaction of materials with the environment, electromagnetic radiation and particle fluxes;
 7 Collect and interpret meaningful data from the study, analysis and synthesis of scientific and technical information
on the subject of research, development and use of technical documentation, basic regulatory documents on
intellectual property issues, preparation of documents for patenting, design know-how;
 8 Determine the requirements and criteria for selecting the main types of modern inorganic and organic materials for
solving production problems, to argue the choice of materials for the specified operating conditions, taking into
account the requirements of manufacturability, economy, reliability and durability, the environmental consequences
of their usage;
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 9 Demonstrate the use of traditional and new technological processes, operations, equipment, regulatory and
methodological materials on technological preparation of production, quality, standardization and certification of
products and processes with elements of economic analysis, taking into account safety regulations, industrial hygiene,
fire safety and labor protection standards;
 10 Design technological processes and develop technological documentation, carry out calculations and design of
parts;
 11 Use modern databases and information retrieval methods; to be guided in the conditions of change of technology
in professional activity;
 12 Independently acquire and use new knowledge and skills; participate in scientific discussions, write scientific
articles.
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А1. demonstrate an understanding of the main problems in the field of physical materials science, choose methods
and ways of solving them, demonstrate skills of working in a research team, generate new ideas; to fluently interpret
and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success factors of the
Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 А2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to solve
the problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
 В1. design and submit information, ideas, problems and solutions, both to specialists and non-specialists;
 В4. collect and interpret information in scientific, design-technological and production activities to make judgments
taking into account social, economic, scientific or ethical considerations;
 В5. apply knowledge and understanding in materials science and technology at a professional level and solve standard
problems of scientific and manufacturing activity in the field of materials science and materials production
technologies;
 С2 identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their composition,
structure, properties, processing methods;
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 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them;
 D1 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
Electrotechnical materials and products – 3 credits
Prerequisites: PhMS3223 Physical Materials Science, IMS1226 Introduction to Materials Science, MSTCM1207
Materials Science and Technology of Сonstruction Materials , PhWEM2210 Physics Workshop on Electricity and
Magnetism
Postrequisites: Knowledge and skills acquired by students by mastering the discipline are the basis for learning of
subsequent sections of special chapters in materials science, as well as for the work on the diploma.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. understand the physical phenomena that determine the properties and characteristics of conductive, dielectric,
semiconductor and magnetic materials;
2. demonstrate types of electrical materials used in the construction of electrical apparatus and machines, about the
features and applications of these materials;
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3. put into practice the obtained knowledge of the quantitative parameters used in the selection of structural materials
for the manufacture of the main elements of electrical structures and devices, depending on the conditions of their
operation;
4. analyze the correlation of changes in the physicochemical and mechanical properties of materials depending on
their phase composition and structure, which, in turn, are formed depending on their chemical composition and processing
conditions.
5. synthesize external factors controlling the phase and structural composition for the formation of a complex of
specified properties.
Studied topics:
1. Basic concepts. Classification of electrical materials. Properties, characteristics of electrical materials.
2. General information about dielectric materials and products. Classification of properties and characteristics of
dielectrics.
3. Conductors. Classification of conductors; basic properties and characteristics.
4. Semiconductor materials.
5. Magnetic materials.
6. Superconductors and cryopaths.
7. Film insulating materials and their application.
8. Fibrous electrical insulating materials, their production.
9. Production of electroceramic materials, their types.
10. Types of silicate glasses, their electrical insulating characteristics and application.
11. Alloys with special thermal and elastic properties.
12. Electrical materials and products.
13. Highly resistant materials. Conductive resistive materials. Materials for thermocouples.
14. Materials for moving contacts. Materials for sliding contacts. Materials for the separation of contacts.
15. Solders, fluxes and adhesives. Classification and application.
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Radio engineering products and materials – 3 credits
Prerequisites: Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Math1204 Mathematics 2, Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys2206 Physics 2,
DIE2304 Differential and Integral Equations, SMD3305 Semiconductor materials and devices, FCPh3315 Fundamentals
of Crystal physics.
Postrequisites: Knowledge and skills acquired by students by mastering the discipline are the basis for learning of
subsequent sections of special chapters in materials science, as well as for the work on the diploma.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. analyze the electrical circuits of electronic products .;
2. assemble and install radio systems, devices and units;
3. use technical equipment and equipment for the implementation of the assembly and installation of radio systems,
devices and units in accordance with the technical documentation;
4. draw up electrical diagrams and calculate the parameters of electronic devices in accordance with the technical task,
apply specialized software when performing technical tasks;
5. operate automated equipment for the assembly and installation of electronic products, to choose measuring
instruments and equipment for testing units and blocks of electronic products and measure their parameters and
characteristics.
Studied topics:
1. Introduction. Purpose and objectives of the discipline. Place and role of discipline in the system of training bachelor.
A brief history of the development of radio engineering and radio devices. Electromagnetic waves (EMW).
2. Principle of radio communication. Main blocks of radio communications. Distribution of EMW of various ranges.
Main characteristics of the antenna.
3. Block diagram of a radio transmitter. Main technical characteristics of the radio transmitter. Radio transmitter
pathogens. Autogenerators. Principles of work of autogenerators.
4. Automatic bias in oscillators. Practical circuits of transistor oscillators. Quartz oscillators. Oscillators on tunnel
diodes. Oscillators on Gunn diodes.
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5. General principles of construction of frequency synthesizers. Digital frequency synthesizers. Digital pulse phase
detectors.
6. Formation of radio signals with single-band modulation. Formation of radio signals with frequency modulation.
Formation of telegraph radio signals with amplitude manipulation.
7. Formation of radio signals with frequency shift keying and double frequency shift keying. Formation of broadband
radio signals.
8. Principles of construction of amplifying paths of radio transmitters. Amplification elements and their mode of
operation.
9. Basic electrical characteristics and block diagram of a radio receiver. Purpose and block diagram of the input circuit.
Input circuit diagrams.
10. Radio signal processing in radio receivers. Amplitude detectors. Pulse signal detectors. Detection of frequencymodulated oscillations. Detection (processing) of complex broadband signals.
11. Discrete signal processing. Digital filters. Linear filtering of the signal in the background noise.
12. Frequency converters. Linear frequency conversion conditions. diode frequency converter.
13. Detection of radio signals from PCM. Automatic frequency tuning in radios. CAP and PLL. Bandwidth adjustment
in radios.
14. Qualitative characteristics of channels and communication paths.
15. Communication systems of the mobile service. Television radio systems. Fiber-optic communication lines.
Microelectronics Module - 6 credits
General cultural competencies:
 6 search and use of information necessary for the effective performance of professional tasks, professional and
personal development; set a goal and choose ways to achieve it;
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 7 work in a group and a team, communicate effectively with colleagues, supervisors; take responsibility for the
work of team members, the result of the assignments; be responsible for your own decisions and be prepared to provide a
rationale for these decisions
 8 demonstrate critical thinking while working with new information;
Professional competencies:
 4 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information in
the form of a summary statement of the problem;
 5 Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of production processes, selection and operation of
equipment and tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring efficient, environmentally and
technically safe production;
 6 Put into practice modern ideas of materials science on the effects of micro- and nano-scaleon the properties of
materials, the interaction of materials with the environment, electromagnetic radiation and particle fluxes;
 7 Collect and interpret meaningful data from the study, analysis and synthesis of scientific and technical information
on the subject of research, development and use of technical documentation, basic regulatory documents on
intellectual property issues, preparation of documents for patenting, design know-how;
 8 Determine the requirements and criteria for selecting the main types of modern inorganic and organic materials for
solving production problems, to argue the choice of materials for the specified operating conditions, taking into
account the requirements of manufacturability, economy, reliability and durability, the environmental consequences
of their usage;
 9 Demonstrate the use of traditional and new technological processes, operations, equipment, regulatory and
methodological materials on technological preparation of production, quality, standardization and certification of
products and processes with elements of economic analysis, taking into account safety regulations, industrial hygiene,
fire safety and labor protection standards;
 10 Design technological processes and develop technological documentation, carry out calculations and design of
parts;
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 11 Use modern databases and information retrieval methods; to be guided in the conditions of change of technology
in professional activity;
 12 Independently acquire and use new knowledge and skills; participate in scientific discussions, write scientific
articles.
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А1. demonstrate an understanding of the main problems in the field of physical materials science, choose methods
and ways of solving them, demonstrate skills of working in a research team, generate new ideas; to fluently interpret
and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success factors of the
Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 А2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to solve
the problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В2. perform analytical, synthetic and creative tasks taking into account scientific, technical, social, environmental,
conditions and standards through appropriate methods and using adequate methods of work;
 В3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize the need for sustainable development;
 В5. apply knowledge and understanding in materials science and technology at a professional level and solve standard
problems of scientific and manufacturing activity in the field of materials science and materials production
technologies;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 D1 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
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 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
Materials for microelectronics - 3 credits
Prerequisites: PhPM3217 Physical properties of materials, SMD3305 Semiconductor materials and devices, DM3306
Dielectric materials.
Postrequisites: Knowledge and skills acquired by students by mastering the discipline are the basis for learning of
subsequent sections of special chapters in materials science, as well as for the work on the diploma.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. compare the principles of operation, design and technological features, the main characteristics and parameters of
solid-state electronics devices;
2. determine the principle of operation, the main characteristics, parameters and areas of application of electronic
devices and structures based on these materials;
3. to analyze the main ways of the development of electronic equipment element base;
4. analyze physical phenomena in semiconductor materials and structures, formulate competent conclusions about
the application of these properties in semiconductor electronics.
5. evaluate scientific and technical information, abstracts, presentations, reports on research topics.
Studied topics:
1. Historical stages of the microelectronics development. The role of technology in the development of electronics.
Subject of microelectronics. Materials of electronic equipment and their electrophysical properties.
2. Technological basis of semiconductor microelectronics .
3. Physics of semiconductor structures. Barriers and contacts. Metal-semiconductor contact. Homo- and heterojunctions.
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4. Electron-hole transition. The mechanism of formation of p–n junction, the height and width of the potential barrier in
the equilibrium state. Nonequilibrium state, current flow mechanism at direct voltage, volt-ampere characteristic (VAC)
of idealized diode (Shockley formula), p–n-junction at reverse switching, p–n-junction breakdown mechanisms (tunnel,
avalanche, thermal). Factors determining the form of the current-voltage characteristic of a real p-n junction.
5. Physicochemical basis of basic technological processes of semiconductor electronics. Lithography. Planar technology.
6. Diodes. Fundamentals of the classification of diodes. Their structure, basic parameters and characteristics.
7. Diodes with rectification on metal-semiconductor contact. Application
8. Super high-frequency and pulsed diodes. Main characteristics and parameters.
9. Zener diodes and varicaps. Tunnel diodes and their parameters and characteristics.
10. Transistors. Basic parameters of transistors. Classification of the power of transistors. Bipolar transistors. The main
modes of operation and the scheme of inclusion. The distribution of stationary carrier flows. Principle of operation
11. Unipolar (field) transistors. Transistor with p-n junction as a gate. Main characteristics and parameters
12. Thyristors. Structure, principle of operation, basic parameters.
13. Semiconductor radiation detectors. Photodiodes and photocells.
14. Classification of optoelectronic semiconductor devices. Incoherent semiconductor emitters.
15. Solar cells on amorphous silicon. Increase in efficiency and cost reduction.
Obtaining of nanomaterials and nanosystems - 3 credits
Prerequisites: SMD3305 Semiconductor materials and devices, DM3306 Dielectric materials; PhPM3217 Physical
properties of materials; SSPh3216 Solid State Physics.
Postrequisites: Knowledge and skills acquired by students by mastering the discipline are the basis for learning of
subsequent sections of special chapters in materials science, as well as for the work on the diploma.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. analize the properties of various nanomaterials;
2. describe the laws of the formation of nanomaterials;
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3. classify nanomaterials by quantum limitation;
4. compare various methods of synthesis of nanomaterials;
5. create and orally present the results of research.
Studied topics:
1.Basic concepts and definitions of nanotechnology and nanoscience.
2.Principles of nanomaterials formation. Top-down and bottom-up approaches.
3.Nanomaterials obtained by physical vapor deposition methods (PVD).
4.Synthesis of nanostructured materials by chemical methods: Chemical vapor deposition. technology (CVD). Chemical
Bath deposition (CBD). Method of hydrothermal synthesis.
5.Formation of solid-state 0-D nanomaterials: nanoclusters and nanoparticles.
6.Epitaxial growth of nanoclusters, thin nanolayers and layered heterostructures.
7.Synthesis of carbon nanomaterials.
8.Fundamental principles of lithography.
9.Production of metasurfaces, photonic crystals, and metamaterials
10.Production of nanocomposites by ion-plasma co-deposition techniques.
11.Deposition of nanocrystalline materials by pulsed laser deposition.
12.Powder technologies: Condensation-evaporation method (Glater method). High-energy milling technologies.
Mechanochemical synthesis. Plasma-chemical synthesis of nanoparticles. Synthesis under ultrasonic conditions.
Electrical explosion of metal wires as the method of nanoparticles formation. Electric discharge sintering.
13.Electrodeposition techniques of nanoporous materials. Electrochemical anodization of AAO membranes.
14.Synthesis of new 2D-nanomaterials.
15.The importance of self-assembly and self-organization in nanotechnology. Langmuir-Blodgett technology for
molecular assembly.
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COMPONENT SELECTION, DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY (CCh DA) -28 CREDITS
Interdisciplinary module for technological activities – 5 credits
Professional competencies:
 5 Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of production processes, selection and operation of
equipment and tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring efficient, environmentally and
technically safe production;
 6 Put into practice modern ideas of materials science on the effects of micro- and nano-scaleon the properties of
materials, the interaction of materials with the environment, electromagnetic radiation and particle fluxes;
 7 Collect and interpret meaningful data from the study, analysis and synthesis of scientific and technical information
on the subject of research, development and use of technical documentation, basic regulatory documents on
intellectual property issues, preparation of documents for patenting, design know-how;
 8 Determine the requirements and criteria for selecting the main types of modern inorganic and organic materials for
solving production problems, to argue the choice of materials for the specified operating conditions, taking into
account the requirements of manufacturability, economy, reliability and durability, the environmental consequences
of their usage;
 9 Demonstrate the use of traditional and new technological processes, operations, equipment, regulatory and
methodological materials on technological preparation of production, quality, standardization and certification of
products and processes with elements of economic analysis, taking into account safety regulations, industrial hygiene,
fire safety and labor protection standards;
 10 Design technological processes and develop technological documentation, carry out calculations and design of
parts;
 11 Use modern databases and information retrieval methods; to be guided in the conditions of change of technology
in professional activity;
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 12 Independently acquire and use new knowledge and skills; participate in scientific discussions, write scientific
articles.
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to solve
the problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В1. design and submit information, ideas, problems and solutions, both to specialists and non-specialists;
 В4. collect and interpret information in scientific, design-technological and production activities to make judgments
taking into account social, economic, scientific or ethical considerations;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С2 identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their composition,
structure, properties, processing methods;
 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them;
 D1 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
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Biophysics -3 credits
Prerequisites: Phys1205 Physics 1, Skills acquired in the volume of the school program in biology.
Postrequisites: AMC4327 Advanced materials and coatings, CM4329 Construction materials.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. demonstrate an understanding of the general structure in the field of biophysics and the links between its sections;
2. use biophysical methods characteristic of various fields of biology in the field of individual or group teaching and
research activities;
3. include new knowledge in the context of basic knowledge of the specialty, interpret its content;
4. be able to generalize, interpret and evaluate the results of learning in the field of biophysics;
5. analyze the dynamics of solving scientific problems of the biophysics course.
Studied topics:
1. Introduction to biophysics. Subject of biophysics. History of biophysics.
2. Some fundamental concepts of thermodynamics in biology. Thermal molecular motion, order and probability.
3. Molecular and ionic interactions as the basis for the formation of biological structures. Laws of thermodynamics in
biology.
4. Interphase phenomena and membranes. Molecular and ionic interactions as the basis for the formation of biological
structures.
5. Membrane transport and membrane potential. Ion balance in living cells.
6. Rest potential. Action potential Membrane transport and membrane potential.
7. Water and ionic balance of a living cell.
8. Energy and dynamics of biological systems.
9. Electric fields in cells and organisms. Membrane transport and membrane potential.
10. Electrical conductivity of living systems. Basics of electrocardiography.
11. Photobiological processes and their classification. Electrical conductivity of living systems.
12. Luminescence. Biophysics view. Spectra of electromagnetic radiation, the impact on living systems.
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13. Radiation Biophysics. Visible light: photobiological processes.
14. Radiobiology. Reactions at the level of cells and a living organism. Properties of ionizing radiation.
15. Radiobiological reactions. Radiolysis of water. Theories of direct and indirect action of AI.
Vector and bitmap graphics – 2 credits
Prerequisites: EGGE1224 Engineering graphics and graphics editors.
Postrequisites: MPDB3220 Machine parts and design basics, Des3326 Designing, CADS3325 Computer-aid design
systems.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. create raster images and vector objects, edit and arrange them, create sketches using graphic image editing
techniques;
2. draw computer-aided design objects, perform graphical studies;
3. use vector graphic editors for constructing and editing diagrams, graphs of charts and other vector objects, raster
graphic editors for editing images, illustrations, creating posters, drawings and other raster objects;
4. describe a set of software tools that can be used in the development of graphic and multimedia systems;
5. systematize and classify independently technical literature on computer graphics; using modern educational and
information technologies to solve professional problems.
Studied topics:
1. Types of graphic editors. Demonstration Microsoft Office PowerPoint editor, PHOTO-PAINT bitmap image editor,
image viewer. CorelDraw vector editor.
2. Draw a line in PHOTO-PAINT. Adjustments in the properties bar. Attach an object (line) to the background. Cancel the
operation and delete lines. Replication and line rotations. Rectangle, polygon, ellipse. Fill. Working with color. Drawing
primitives and adjustments in the properties bar. Enter the path.
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3. Object menu and masks. Corel PHOTO-PAINT - adjust the color and tone of the input image. Interactive Tools. Change
the size and resolution of the image. Masking (selection) in images. Working with text. Working with objects. Saving
images in various formats.
4. Introduction to CorelDraw. The concept of the object in CorelDraw. Elements of the working window of the editor.
Create a vector of objects. Menu format and panel format select and create pages. The file menu. Edit menu. Tool set and
its status bar. Tools to change the shape of objects. Rectangle tools. Ellipse tools. Millimeter and polygon tools.
5. Adjusting the contour lines. Fill its types and adjustments. Interactive fill. Group, combining, ungroup and break objects,
convert to convert to curves and bitmap.
6. Interactive tools. A tool to copy and pass properties of one object to another. Convert bitmap to objects.
7. Main lines in the plane. The relative position of the line and the plane.
8. Polyhedra. Types of polyhedra. Intersection of a line with a polyhedron. Intersection of a plane with a polyhedron. Mutual
intersection of polyhedral.
9. Curved line. Properties of orthogonal projections of a curve of a line. Curved space. Surface. Surface rotation. Screw
surfaces. Surfaces with a plane of parallelism. Surfaces of parallel transfer. Line and point belonging to the surface.
Intersection of surfaces with a plane.
10. Conic section. Crossing a line with a surface. Mutual intersection of surfaces. Method of auxiliary secant planes. Method
of auxiliary secant spheres. Particular case of surfaces of the second order.
11. Surface development. Basic properties of a development. Deployment of polyhedra. Development of a cylindrical
surface. Development of the conical surface.
12. Axonometric projections. Standard axonometric projections. Circumference in axonometry. Plotting of axonometric
images.
13. Build views in the drawing. Perform cuts in the drawing. Execution of the cross-sections in the drawing. Remote
elements. Dimensioning in detail drawings. Plotting of a visual image of the object.
14. Rules for building complex drawings. Graphical representation and description of local drawings.
15. Rules drawing and preparation of drawings for printing
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Construction module -5 credits
General cultural competencies:
 8 demonstrate critical thinking while working with new information;
Professional competencies:
 3 Demonstrate the use (under guidance) of modeling techniques, evaluation, forecasting and optimization of
technological processes and material properties, standardization and certification of materials and processes;
 5Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of production processes, selection and operation of
equipment and tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring efficient, environmentally and
technically safe production;
 7 Collect and interpret meaningful data from the study, analysis and synthesis of scientific and technical information
on the subject of research, development and use of technical documentation, basic regulatory documents on
intellectual property issues, preparation of documents for patenting, design know-how;
 9 Demonstrate the use of traditional and new technological processes, operations, equipment, regulatory and
methodological materials on technological preparation of production, quality, standardization and certification of
products and processes with elements of economic analysis, taking into account safety regulations, industrial hygiene,
fire safety and labor protection standards;
 11 Use modern databases and information retrieval methods; to be guided in the conditions of change of technology
in professional activity;
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to solve
the problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В1. design and submit information, ideas, problems and solutions, both to specialists and non-specialists;
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 В4. collect and interpret information in scientific, design-technological and production activities to make judgments
taking into account social, economic, scientific or ethical considerations;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С2 identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their composition,
structure, properties, processing methods;
 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them;
 D1 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
Computer-aid design systems - 2 credits
Prerequisites: Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Мath1204 Mathematics 2, EAD3221 Editors of automatic design ,
EGGE1224 Engineering graphics and graphics editors.
Postrequisites: Knowledge and skills acquired by students by mastering the discipline are the basis for learning of
subsequent sections of special chapters in materials science, as well as for the work on the diploma.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. Acquire an idea of the most complex production process of design.
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2. Draw up a technical task, get acquainted with the design features of the future system, carry out drawings, select materials
and elements for the implementation of parts
3. Calculate and measure parameters and divide complex 2D and 3D objects into simple components as well as carry out
analysis of the effectiveness and optimization of the drawings;
4. Visualize the components of the drawing and create a simple animation;
5. Acquire the opportunity to analyze the results obtained online, to compare with the technical task, if necessary, to make
adjustments to the source data;
Studied topics:
1. Repeat the program AutoCAD Mechanical. New interface elements. The interface and customization CATIA program
workspace. Standards and Version Templates 2014, 2017, 2019
2. Hot keys. Commands and command line parameters. Modifiers during working with commands. Files and formats.
Manage drawings. Export and import of files
3. Tools for creating 2D objects in CATIA and AutoCAD. Methods of saving and playback of AutoCAD and CATIA
formats. ISO A and ISO B standards
4. Points and coordinates. Coordinate system. Work with CCS. ICS. Features of the construction of drawings from the
coordinate system. Differences in the AutoCAD and CATIA models Drawing modes. Ortho mode. Construction of a 2D 2storey building scheme, external walls.
5. Features and types of bindings. Types of primitives. Linear primitives. Nodal points. Construction of 2D scheme of a 2storey building, internal walls, masking, multilines.
6. Editing and inserting tables. Text and text styles. Dimensions and dimensional styles. Annotations. Self-styles creation.
7. Full 2D drawing creation. Modification of the first floor drawing using toolbars. Methods of calling and working with
toolbars. Metric and British templates. Use of multilines. Self multilines based on the standard creation
8. Features of AutoCAD Inventor. General editing commands with AutoCAD Mechanical. Working with the command
line. Regeneration of models. Utilities and fields
9. Colors. Features of the selection of the palette. Line weight. Types of lines. GOST on materials. Line weight. Static
blocks.
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10. Blocks editing. Dynamic and static columns. Raster image. Hyperlinks. Macros. Dynamic blocks creation.
11. Elements of three-dimensional objects. Level and height. Differences of commands "to cut” and “subtract”. Orbit and
viewports. Export models from CATIA
12. Polylines. Nets and faces. Bodies. Differences in editing of 3D bodies and surfaces . Features of faces. Edges. Method
for surfaces creation. Differences between surfaces and nets
13. Toning. Elements of the landscape. Lighting. Work with animation. Shadows creation. Features of using the "sky".
Work with animation. Textures creation
14. Model space. Tabs of model space. Layouts. Standard framework. Building a 3D model based on 2 projections
Publication in various formats. Layout creation and editing. Change to model space
15. Printing options and layout styles. Architectural style. Presentation style. Publications and preservation of the
drawing. 3D drawing of a part with animation. Modifications and features during work with the layout. Features of
material selection and accuracy.
Designing -3 credits
Prerequisites: MPDB3220 Machine parts and design basics, EGGE1224 Engineering graphics and graphics editors,
VBG2324 Vector and bitmap graphics
Postrequisites: CM4329 Construction materials, AMC4327 Advanced materials and coatings, DSTP4328
Digitalization of systems and technological processes, SSA4330 Special steels and alloys.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. identify, formulate and solve engineering problems;
2. describe some common tasks for a civil engineer;
3. develop and conduct experiments, as well as analyze and interpret data;
4. develop a system, component or process to meet the desired needs within realistic constraints, such as economic,
environmental, social, political, ethical, labor and safety, manufacturability and sustainability;
5. use the methods, skills and modern engineering tools necessary for engineering practice.
Studied topics:
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1. Introduction to design - course overview, design process.
2. Analysis of load and voltage.
3. Deviation and stiffness.
4. Damage caused by static load: static strength, stress concentration.
5. Shafts and shaft components: shaft materials, shaft arrangement, shaft design.
6. Gears: types of gears, gearboxes. Selection of gears.
7. Mechanical springs: stresses and deviations in spiral springs.
8. Clamps.
9. Couplings: types and applications. General principle of design.
10. Riveted joints.
11. Welded connections.
12. Connections for special load.
13. Brakes. Brake pads.
14. Belt drives.
15. Overview of bearings.
Module of digitalization of systems and processes – 6 credits
Professional competencies:
 1 Demonstrate proficiency in research methods analysis, diagnostics and modeling of the properties of substances
(materials), physical and chemical processes in them and in technologies for producing, processing and modifying
materials.;
 2 Use modern information and communication technologies, global information resources in research and and
analytical activities in the field of materials science and material technology;
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 5 Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of production processes, selection and operation of
equipment and tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring efficient, environmentally and
technically safe production;
 6 Put into practice modern ideas of materials science on the effects of micro- and nano-scaleon the properties of
materials, the interaction of materials with the environment, electromagnetic radiation and particle fluxes;
 7 Collect and interpret meaningful data from the study, analysis and synthesis of scientific and technical information
on the subject of research, development and use of technical documentation, basic regulatory documents on
intellectual property issues, preparation of documents for patenting, design know-how;
 9 Demonstrate the use of traditional and new technological processes, operations, equipment, regulatory and
methodological materials on technological preparation of production, quality, standardization and certification of
products and processes with elements of economic analysis, taking into account safety regulations, industrial hygiene,
fire safety and labor protection standards;
 10 Design technological processes and develop technological documentation, carry out calculations and design of
parts;
 11 Use modern databases and information retrieval methods; to be guided in the conditions of change of technology
in professional activity;
 12 Independently acquire and use new knowledge and skills; participate in scientific discussions, write scientific
articles.
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А1. demonstrate an understanding of the main problems in the field of physical materials science, choose methods
and ways of solving them, demonstrate skills of working in a research team, generate new ideas; to fluently interpret
and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success factors of the
Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 А2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to solve
the problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
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 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В2. perform analytical, synthetic and creative tasks taking into account scientific, technical, social, environmental,
conditions and standards through appropriate methods and using adequate methods of work;
 В3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize the need for sustainable development;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С2 identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their composition,
structure, properties, processing methods;
 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.

Advanced materials and coatings – 3 credits
Prerequisites: MPM3222 Mechanical properties of materials, PhMS3223 Physical Materials Science, IMS1226
Introduction to Materials Science, MSTCM1207 Materials Science and Technology of Сonstruction Materials .
Postrequisites: Knowledge and skills acquired by students by mastering the discipline are the basis for learning of
subsequent sections of special chapters in materials science, as well as for the work on the diploma.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. interprete the classification of various types of promising materials;
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2. analize modern ideas about the methods of obtaining promising materials; physical and chemical properties of
promising materials;
3. Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information in
the form of a summary statement of the problem, treatments and modifications, including standard and certification tests;
4. analyze the correlation of changes in the properties of materials depending on their phase composition and structure,
which, in turn, are formed depending on their chemical composition and processing modes;
5. search, analysis and synthesis of data and information using the necessary technology.
Studied topics:
1. Purpose and objectives of the course, its structure and content. Concept and development of advanced materials and
coatings.
2. Composite materials. Structure of composite materials.
3. Functional materials.
4. Classification of nanomaterials. Carbon nanotubes. Fullerenes. Graphene. Nanocrystals. Airgel Airbrush
Nanoaccumulators.
5. Structure and properties of nanostructured and nanocomposite coatings.
6. Metal oxides. Mixtures and complex oxides. Nanostructured materials based on solids.
7. Dispersion-strengthened materials.
8. Phenomenon and properties of magnets with giant magnetoresistance. Types of magnets.
9. Promising biomedical materials. Biomedical and antimicrobial coatings. Requirements. Principles of doping. Structure,
properties, heat treatment.
10. Main types of high-temperature superconductors.
11. Promising stainless steels with high nitrogen content. Structure, properties, heat treatment.
12. Thermal and barrier coatings for the aerospace industry.
13. Methods for determining the characteristics of coatings, including fracture analysis.
14. High-performance materials and coatings for extreme conditions.
15. New methods of applying coatings and ultra-thin films: from architectural to biomedical
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Digitalization of systems and technological processes – 3 credits
Prerequisites: Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys2206 Physics 2,SMD3305 Semiconductor materials and devices, Мath1203
Mathematics 1, Мath1204 Mathematics 4, DIE2304 Differential and Integral Equations, CADS3325 Computer-aid design
systems , EGGE1224 Engineering graphics and graphics editors.
Postrequisites: Knowledge and skills acquired by students by mastering the discipline are the basis for learning of
subsequent sections of special chapters in materials science, as well as for the work on the diploma.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. Understand the basics of information culture;
2. Classify the elements of digital electronics;
3. Identify the main building blocks in integrated circuit technology;
4. Compare the various elements of digital electronics;
5. Describe the advantages and disadvantages of digital electronics, explain the programming algorithms.
Studied topics:
1. Introduction. Basics of information culture, information resources. Types of information technology. Information
Systems.
2. Coding and number systems. Codes. Binary code Fixed-point arithmetic in the binary system. Integer addition in binary
system.
3. Switch Algebra. Switching variable and switching function. Two-digit switching functions.
4. Behavior of the logic gates. Positive and negative logic. Determination of switching time. Transfer characteristic, noise
immunity margin.
5. Circuitry. Load capacity Emitter-related logic.
6. Logic schemes. Minimization with Karno-Weitsch diagrams. Quina-McCluskey's way. Other areas of optimization.
7. Asynchronous triggers. Fundamental features of the structure of triggers. Analysis of asynchronous triggers. Systematic
analysis. Analysis taking into account the delay of the valves.
8. Synchronous drivers. Synthesis of drivers.
9. Multiplexers and code converters. Realization of multiplexer functions. Demultiplexer. Generating function sets.
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10. Digital counters. Asynchronous and synchronous counters.
Binary Counter Modulo 8. Counter Modulo 6. 4-bit binary counter. Counter modulo 6 using gray code.
11. Shift register with feedback. Mobius counter, Johnson counter.
12. Arithmetic devices. Full adder. Sequential transfer adder (ripple-carry-adder).
13. Digital storage device. The basic block diagram of the memory. ROM. Ram.
14. Programmable logic blocks. Programmable Logic ICs (PLD). Types of PLD. Programming logic blocks PLD.
15. Principles of construction of microprocessors. Cooperative control schemes. Computer von Neumann.
Module of construction materials – 6 credits
Professional competencies:
 1 Demonstrate proficiency in research methods analysis, diagnostics and modeling of the properties of substances
(materials), physical and chemical processes in them and in technologies for producing, processing and modifying
materials;
 2 Use modern information and communication technologies, global information resources in research and and
analytical activities in the field of materials science and material technology;
 3 Demonstrate the use (under guidance) of modeling techniques, evaluation, forecasting and optimization of
technological processes and material properties, standardization and certification of materials and processes;
 4 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information in
the form of a summary statement of the problem;
 5 Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of production processes, selection and operation of
equipment and tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring efficient, environmentally and
technically safe production;
 6 Put into practice modern ideas of materials science on the effects of micro- and nano-scaleon the properties of
materials, the interaction of materials with the environment, electromagnetic radiation and particle fluxes;
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 7 Collect and interpret meaningful data from the study, analysis and synthesis of scientific and technical information
on the subject of research, development and use of technical documentation, basic regulatory documents on
intellectual property issues, preparation of documents for patenting, design know-how.
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А1. demonstrate an understanding of the main problems in the field of physical materials science, choose methods
and ways of solving them, demonstrate skills of working in a research team, generate new ideas; to fluently interpret
and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success factors of the
Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 А2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to solve
the problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize the need for sustainable development;
 В5. apply knowledge and understanding in materials science and technology at a professional level and solve standard
problems of scientific and manufacturing activity in the field of materials science and materials production
technologies;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them;
 D1 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
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 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
Construction materials - 3 credits
Prerequisites: Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys2206 Physics 2,SMD3305 Semiconductor materials and devices, DM3306
Dielectric materials; FCPh3315 Fundamentals of Crystal physics, CADS3325 Computer-aid design systems, Des3326
Designing.
Postrequisites: Knowledge and skills acquired by students by mastering the discipline are the basis for learning of
subsequent sections of special chapters in materials science, as well as for the work on the diploma.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. demonstrate a system of knowledge on the classification of modern structural materials, their characteristics and
requirements for them, the main criteria for the selection of structural materials; to give an idea of the basic approaches and
trends of modern materials science, as well as competences:
2. understand and use conceptual, methodological knowledge of physical materials science, metal science and related
sciences for solving theoretical and practical problems of various levels of complexity; demonstrate special terminology
and understanding of the prospects for the development of modern structural materials.
3. communicate and work in research teams and study groups;
4. compile and systematize scientific information, obtain new scientific data in the field of materials science, integrate
knowledge and make qualified judgments; develop research projects.
5. formulate the tasks of materials research, to make the right choice of materials and research methods.
Studied topics:
1. Introduction. Classification of construction materials.
2. Requirements for construction materials and their properties.
3. System iron - carbon. Phase transformations.
4. Classification and use of cast iron.
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5. Classification and use of steel. Carbon steel.
6. Alloy structural steels
7. Alloys of non-ferrous metals. Alloys based on titanium, aluminum, etc.
8. Getting iron and steel. Basics of blast furnace production.
9. Steel production. General principles and technology of the converter process.
10. Steel production in converter and electric furnaces. Casting.
11. Technological basics of managing the structure and properties of metallic materials.
12. Classification of metal forming processes.
13. Chemical heat treatment of steel.
14. Composite materials on a variable basis.
15. Powder construction materials.
Special steels and alloys -3 credits
Prerequisites: SMD3305 Semiconductor materials and devices, DM3306 Dielectric materials; PhPM3217 Physical
properties of materials.
Postrequisites: Knowledge and skills acquired by students by mastering the discipline are the basis for learning of
subsequent sections of special chapters in materials science, as well as for the work on the diploma.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. summarize the main scientific and technical problems and prospects for the development of steels and alloys in the light
of global trends in scientific and technological progress for industries using metallic materials in the production of machines
and mechanisms.
2. determine the classification of steels and alloys for special purposes;
3. use the theoretical laws of change in properties when alloying steels and alloys, their pressure treatment and heat
treatment.
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4. analyze the working conditions of specific parts and products, determine the properties and structure of the metal that are
most important for these conditions, conduct a comparative assessment of the alloys on the basis of their operational and
technological properties;
5. competently navigate in problematic issues in various areas of materials science.
Studied topics:
1. Basic definitions and concepts. Advantages and disadvantages of carbon steels.
2. Classification of alloying elements. Influence of alloying elements on the critical points of steels. Classification of steels
and alloys.
3. Non-metallic inclusions. Effect of impurities and non-metallic inclusions on the properties of alloyed steels
4. Construction steel. Definition of the concept of building steels. Basic requirements for the properties of building steels.
Reliability of structures, cold-brittleness.
5. Carbon steel of ordinary quality, hot-rolled, heat-strengthened. Stamps, structure, mechanical properties, application.
High-strength steels. The main steel grades, their structure, properties, application.
6. Reinforcing steel. Reinforcement methods Classification by strength level. Machine-building steels. Determination of
steels.
7. Surface-hardened steels. Requirements for them. The role of doping. Selection of steel grade depending on operating
conditions. Cemented, nitrided steels
8. Bearing steel. Influence of size, shape, character of distribution of carbides on wear and contact strength of steels.
Classification of steels depending on operating conditions.
9. Steel of increased plasticity (PNP). Their features. Alloying. Structure. Stamps. Application. Wear-resistant steel.
Definition. Steel of Hadfield.
10. Cavitation-resistant steels. Concept and types of cavitation. Ways to determine it. Working conditions. The main classes
of steels (in structure), used as cavitation-resistant. Stamps of steels. The newest cavitation-resistant steels
11. Tool steel. Working conditions of the tool. Basic requirements for the properties and structure of steels. Classification
of tool steels: by design, hardness, heat capacity, microstructure of tool steels and its effect on properties during operation.
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12. Corrosion of metallic materials. Its kinds. Basic definitions and concepts. Doping of corrosion-resistant steels. Law of
Tamman. Its essence. Fragility of corrosion-resistant steels.
13. Chromium stainless steel (ferritic, martensitic grades). Application area.
14. Heat resistance, heat resistance, redness. Basic concepts and definitions. Classification of steels for heat resistance. By
structure, by design. Doping of heat-resistant steels and alloys.
15. Classification of steels by magnetic properties. Magnetosolid steels and alloys. Requirements for them. Doping of
high-carbon steels. Alloys ALNI, ALNIKO, ALNISI.
Renewable energy device module - 6 credits
Professional competencies:
 6 Put into practice modern ideas of materials science on the effects of micro- and nano-scaleon the properties of
materials, the interaction of materials with the environment, electromagnetic radiation and particle fluxes;
 7 Collect and interpret meaningful data from the study, analysis and synthesis of scientific and technical information
on the subject of research, development and use of technical documentation, basic regulatory documents on
intellectual property issues, preparation of documents for patenting, design know-how;
 9 Demonstrate the use of traditional and new technological processes, operations, equipment, regulatory and
methodological materials on technological preparation of production, quality, standardization and certification of
products and processes with elements of economic analysis, taking into account safety regulations, industrial hygiene,
fire safety and labor protection standards;
 10 Design technological processes and develop technological documentation, carry out calculations and design of
parts;
 11 Use modern databases and information retrieval methods; to be guided in the conditions of change of technology
in professional activity;
 12 Independently acquire and use new knowledge and skills; participate in scientific discussions, write scientific
articles.
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As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В1. design and submit information, ideas, problems and solutions, both to specialists and non-specialists;
 В2. perform analytical, synthetic and creative tasks taking into account scientific, technical, social, environmental,
conditions and standards through appropriate methods and using adequate methods of work;
 В3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize the need for sustainable development;
 В4. collect and interpret information in scientific, design-technological and production activities to make judgments
taking into account social, economic, scientific or ethical considerations;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them;
 D1 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, colloquium;
 written work: test, control work, essay, abstract, laboratory work, exam;
 control with the help of technical instruments and information systems: computer testing programs, complex
situational tasks, exam testing, educational tasks on specialized programs;
 innovative assessment tools: case method, portfolio, debate, discussion, project method, technique of consecutive
situations, etc.
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Renewable Energy Devices -3 credits
Prerequisites: PhWM1211 Physics Workshop on Mechanics, MPh2209 Molecular physics, PhWEM2210 Physics
Workshop on Electricity and Magnetism, APhO3214 Applied and physical optics, DTPM3208 Design of technological
processes and materials, SSPh3216 Solid State Physics, MPDB3220 Machine parts and design basics.
Postrequisites: Knowledge and skills acquired by students by mastering the discipline are the basis for learning of
subsequent sections of special chapters in materials science, as well as for the work on the diploma.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. Analyze and explain the physical nature of renewable energy sources and devices working on their basis;
2. Apply the studied patterns for solving various engineering problems of an applied nature and conducting an
experimental study of renewable energy sources;
3. Build mathematical models of energy phenomena and processes and use for this purpose the appropriate
mathematical apparatus, including modern methods of computer technology;
4. The critical analysis, synthesis, assessment and synthesis of new ideas in the context of modern ideas about
renewable energy,
5. Present the results of the study of renewable energy sources, if necessary, in a project form;
Studied topics:
1. Repeat the basic principles and concepts of Renewable Energy. Economic and environmental prerequisites for the use of
renewable energy resources in the world and in Kazakhstan.
2. The main relations of the mechanics of fluid and gas and devices where these phenomena are used. Phenomena of heat
transfer. Method of the thermal circuit for calculating the temperature conditions of the receivers of thermal and radiant
energy in semiconductor devices. Radiation heat transfer, conductive and convective heat exchange and devices based on
them.
3. Spectral and energy components of solar radiation and the influence of the earth's atmosphere on artificial satellites.
Geometry of the Earth and the Sun, location of solar energy receiver to the Sun. Evaluation of solar energy on the Earth's
surface and analysis and methods for its measurement.
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4. Physical principles of heliothermal energy converters and devices based on them. Thermal balance of the receiver. The
design of open, closed, isolated water storage of thermal energy. Optical properties of materials for solar radiation receivers
and thermal screens. Principles of the operation of selective surfaces and devices based on them.
5. Thermal solar systems for obtaining cold, for heating rooms and drying air. The possibility of using solar radiation for
cooking and fresh water in various regions of the planet. Principles of concentration of heat flux of solar energy and devices
based on them.
6. The conversion of thermal solar energy into mechanical and chemical energy, the principle of the action of devices on
similar displays. Stirling engines. Solar power plants of a tower type and with dispersed collectors.
7. Electronic properties of semiconductor materials, use in devices. Transformation of thermal solar energy into electrical
energy by semiconductor converters. Principles of operation of solid-state generators of thermoelectricity. Principles of
operation of photovoltaic converters.
8. Characteristics of solar cells (SC): The ideal efficiency of the photoelectric conversion of the radiant energy of the Sun.
Voltampere characteristics of solar cells. Temperature characteristics of solar cells. Spread of parameters and circuit
solutions.
9. Basic principles of the use of hydro resources and examples of energy systems with their use. Instruments based on the
use of hydro resources. Corrosion protection.
10. Wind power generation and wind energy prospects. Classification of wind turbines. Features of the use of wind turbines.
Wind power engineering in Kazakhstan.
11. Principles of operation and parameters of carousel and orthogonal wind turbines, frontal resistance installations.
Theoretical limits of the wind energy use factor. Variants of use of wind turbines.
12. Installations using the energy of waves and tides. Examples of use of installations of various types.
13. Principles of energy devices based on photosynthesis and biofuel, exotic solar energy converters.
14. Principles of transformation of thermal energy of the ocean and geothermal energy. Using the energy of the oceans in
developed countries. Efficiency and main problems of using the energy of oceans
15. Accumulation and transmission of energy over a distance. Chemical and biological storage, heat and power storage,
fuel cells and mechanical storage.
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Collector and photovoltaic devices – 3 credits
Prerequisites: SMD3305 Semiconductor materials and devices, RES3219 Renewable Energy Sources
Postrequisites: Knowledge and skills acquired by students by mastering the discipline are the basis for learning of
subsequent sections of special chapters in materials science, as well as for the work on the diploma.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to:
1. understand the problems of photovoltaic and concentrating systems;
2. understand the problems of research and development work on solar collectors and other solar thermal devices;
3. perform modeling and calculations in the field of solar energy using modern software;
4. design and evaluate the use of passive solar energy in buildings;
5. analyze systems for hot climates, such as sun boiling, desalination, water purification, crop drying and solar air
conditioning.
Studied topics:
1. Basic concepts and definitions. The generalized scientific principles and technical problems of the use of solar energy
and renewable sources to it are conditioned.
2. Basic relationships of fluid and gas mechanics. Phenomena of heat transfer. Method of the thermal circuit for
calculating the temperature conditions of the receivers of thermal and radiant energy. The phenomena of radiation heat
transfer, conductive and convective heat transfer
3. Spectral and energy components of solar radiation and the influence of the terrestrial atmosphere on radiant energy
fluxes
4. The geometry of the Earth and the Sun, the location of the receiver relative to the Sun
5. Physical principles of geothermal energy converters. The design of open, closed, isolated water storage of thermal
energy.
6. Optical properties of materials for solar radiation receivers and heat shields
7. Thermal solar systems for obtaining cold, for heating and drying of air. Use of solar radiation for cooking and
freshwater.
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8. Electronic properties of semiconductor materials.
9. Conversion of thermal solar energy into electrical energy by semiconductor converters
10. The principles of operation of solid-state generators of thermoelectricity
11. Characteristics of solar cells (SC): current-voltage characteristics of SC.
12. The spectral characteristics of SC and their relation with structural features of the SC
13. The concept of the ideal efficiency of the photoelectric conversion of the sun's radiant energy, the dependence of the
efficiency on the parameters of the solar cell.
14. Comparative analysis of SC based on monocrystalline silicon, with heterojunctions, based on GaAs and cadmium and
copper sulfides.
15. Construction of autonomous solar power plants. Spread of parameters and circuit solutions.
MANDATORY COMPONENT (CC)
Professional Practice Module – 12 credits
General cultural competencies:
 6 search and use of information necessary for the effective performance of professional tasks, professional and
personal development; set a goal and choose ways to achieve it;
 7 work in a group and a team, communicate effectively with colleagues, supervisors; take responsibility for the
work of team members, the result of the assignments; be responsible for your own decisions and be prepared to provide a
rationale for these decisions
 8 demonstrate critical thinking while working with new information;
Professional competencies:
 1 Demonstrate proficiency in research methods analysis, diagnostics and modeling of the properties of substances
(materials), physical and chemical processes in them and in technologies for producing, processing and modifying
materials.;
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 2 Use modern information and communication technologies, global information resources in research and and
analytical activities in the field of materials science and material technology;
 3 Demonstrate the use (under guidance) of modeling techniques, evaluation, forecasting and optimization of
technological processes and material properties, standardization and certification of materials and processes;
 4 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information in
the form of a summary statement of the problem;
 5 Practice the principles of mechanization and automation of production processes, selection and operation of
equipment and tooling, methods and techniques of work organization, ensuring efficient, environmentally and
technically safe production;
 6 Put into practice modern ideas of materials science on the effects of micro- and nano-scaleon the properties of
materials, the interaction of materials with the environment, electromagnetic radiation and particle fluxes;
 7 Collect and interpret meaningful data from the study, analysis and synthesis of scientific and technical information
on the subject of research, development and use of technical documentation, basic regulatory documents on
intellectual property issues, preparation of documents for patenting, design know-how;
 8 Determine the requirements and criteria for selecting the main types of modern inorganic and organic materials for
solving production problems, to argue the choice of materials for the specified operating conditions, taking into
account the requirements of manufacturability, economy, reliability and durability, the environmental consequences
of their usage;
 9 Demonstrate the use of traditional and new technological processes, operations, equipment, regulatory and
methodological materials on technological preparation of production, quality, standardization and certification of
products and processes with elements of economic analysis, taking into account safety regulations, industrial hygiene,
fire safety and labor protection standards;
 10 Design technological processes and develop technological documentation, carry out calculations and design of
parts;
 11 Use modern databases and information retrieval methods; to be guided in the conditions of change of technology
in professional activity;
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 12 Independently acquire and use new knowledge and skills; participate in scientific discussions, write scientific
articles.
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А1. demonstrate an understanding of the main problems in the field of physical materials science, choose methods
and ways of solving them, demonstrate skills of working in a research team, generate new ideas; to fluently interpret
and creatively use scientific, historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success factors of the
Kazakhstan development model on the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 А2. classify and categorize materials property management technologies, directed by changing their structure to solve
the problems of creating new devices, equipment and devices;
 А3. establish the interconnections of materials science and applied physics and connection of materials science with
physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science;
 В1. design and submit information, ideas, problems and solutions, both to specialists and non-specialists;
 В2. perform analytical, synthetic and creative tasks taking into account scientific, technical, social, environmental,
conditions and standards through appropriate methods and using adequate methods of work;
 В3. understand the impact of their activities on the environment and recognize the need for sustainable development;
 В4. collect and interpret information in scientific, design-technological and production activities to make judgments
taking into account social, economic, scientific or ethical considerations;
 В5. apply knowledge and understanding in materials science and technology at a professional level and solve standard
problems of scientific and manufacturing activity in the field of materials science and materials production
technologies;
 С1 build the basic special knowledge of physics and physical materials science;
 С2 identify the areas of application of various modern materials for the manufacture of products, their composition,
structure, properties, processing methods;
 С3 choose materials, evaluate and predict the behavior of the material and the causes of product failures under the
influence of various operational factors on them;
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 D1 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, report protection;
 written work: control work;
 innovative assessment tools: discussion, project method, method of successive situations, etc.
Training practice – 4 credits
Prerequisites: Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Math1204 Mathematics 2, Phys1205 Physics 1.
Postrequisites: Basic and major disciplines.
As a result of the practice, the student is able to:
1. interprete the fundamental sections of physics, mathematics, general chemistry, their laws and methods;
2. classify the equipment for processing and processing of materials, the main classes of modern materials, their properties
and applications, the principles of choice of materials, the basic technology of production of materials;
3. process the economic information necessary for the analysis of production;
4. use knowledge of the fundamentals, approaches and methods of mathematics, physics, chemistry in professional
activities;
5. analyze chemical and physical processes, choose rational methods of production, processing and processing of materials.
Studied topics:
1. X-ray analysis of materials;
2. basics of microelectronics;
3. basics of electronic and measuring equipment;
4. basics of semiconductor instrument making;
5. computer simulation of nanostructures;
6. scanning probe microscopy;
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7. basics of photoenergy.
Manufacturing practice – 6 credits
Prerequisites: Basic and major disciplines.
Postrequisites: Knowledge and skills gained by students during practices are the basis for studying subsequent sections
of special chapters in materials science, as well as while working on a diploma.
As a result of the practice, a student is able to master:
1. skills of economic analysis of the development, application of materials and technologies for their production and
processing;
2. methods of analysis, methods of work on the main physical devices;
3. technique of conducting experiments and statistical processing of experimental data;
4. methods of assessing the economic efficiency of processes;
5. skills of using the methods of structural analysis and determining the physical and physico-mechanical properties of
materials.
Studied topics:
1. Applied nanoelectronics;
2. Technology of thin-film semiconductor materials and nanostructures;
3. Application of X-ray analysis;
4. semiconductor optoelectronics and nanophotonics;
5. Applied microelectronics;
6. Electronic and measuring equipment;
7. Semiconductor instrumentation;
8. Computer simulation of nanostructures;
9. Application of scanning probe microscopy;
10. Modern photoenergy.
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Pre-diploma practice – 2 credits
Prerequisites: Basic and major disciplines.
Postrequisites: Knowledge and skills acquired by students during practices are the basis for the work on the thesis.
As a result of the practice, a student is able to:
1. set out the classification of research methods, their interrelation, possibilities and areas of application - the rules for
issuing reporting documents based on the results of materials research;
2. use the methods of testing the complex mechanical characteristics of different classes of materials and data
processing using a computer;
3. interpret qualitative and quantitative X-ray phase analysis, work on an electron microscope and fine structure
analysis;
4. put into practice equipment and technical means of measurement for conducting and monitoring thermal and
chemical-thermal processing operations;
5. formulate and solve engineering problems in the field of materials science and technology.
Studied topics:
1. Applied nanoelectronics;
2. Technology of thin-film semiconductor materials and nanostructures;
3. Application of X-ray analysis;
4. semiconductor optoelectronics and nanophotonics;
5. Applied microelectronics;
6. Electronic and measuring equipment;
7. Semiconductor instrumentation;
8. Computer simulation of nanostructures;
9. Application of scanning probe microscopy;
10. Modern photoenergy.
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ADDITIONAL TYPES OF TRAINING (ATT) – 8 credits
MANDATORY COMPONENT (ОК) – 8 credits
Physical culture module – 8 credits
As a result of studying the module, the student is able to:
 А1. demonstrate skills in a research team, generate new ideas; fluently interpret and creatively use scientific,
historical and philosophical knowledge to summarize the success factors of the Kazakhstan development model on
the way to an established state - the Republic of Kazakhstan;
 D1 Use and create secondary scientific texts - annotation and abstract description; summarize scientific information
in the form of a summary statement of the problem.
Results Evaluation Methods:
 oral survey: interview, certification.
Physical culture – 8 credits
Prerequisites: Skills acquired in the volume of the school program in physical culture.
Postrequisites: Basic and major disciplines.
As a result of studying the discipline the student is able to master:
1. characterize the functional systems and capabilities of the organism, the impact of natural, socio-economic factors
and physical exercise systems on the human body;
2. system of methods, ways, practical skills and abilities that ensure the preservation and strengthening of health;
3. basics of vocational and applied physical culture, basics of self-study techniques;
4. ability to accumulate personal experience in enhancing motor and functional capabilities, ensuring general and
professional-applied physical preparedness for a future profession;
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5. ability to creatively and methodologically sound use of physical culture and sports activities for subsequent life and
professional achievements.
Studied topics:
1. Physical education, its goals and objectives. Special, preparatory department and the department of sports
improvement in high school.
2. Software content and regulatory framework of physical education in high school.
3. Physical culture. Physical culture of the individual.
4. Sport. Sport for all and top performance sport.
5. Therapeutic and recreational physical culture.
6. Sports training. General characteristics of the laws of sports training.
7. Construction of sports training. Structure of a separate training session and microcycles training.
8. Endurance, its varieties, training methods.
9. Professionally-applied physical culture in technical universities.
10. Basic principles and methodological provisions for self-study exercises.
11. Methods of self-control during exercise.
12. Forms of recreational physical culture to improve physical condition.
13. Physical culture and healthy lifestyle.
14. Level of physical condition, its parameters and a comprehensive assessment.
15. Ecology and human health.
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Code MHK1101
Prerequisites
Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

GENERAL DISCIPLINES (GD)
СOMPULSORY COMPONENT (CC)
Social and Humanistic Module – 6 credits
Modern history of Kazakhstan (State examination)
no
Postrequisites
no
3
Term
1
To form a system of scientific views on the history of modern Kazakhstan society in the context of the world
historical process.
Discipline "Modern history of Kazakhstan" is aimed at shaping future thinking specialists, focused on selfdevelopment with the priority of universal values. Large-scale transformations are accompanied by the
modernization of public consciousness, which involves the transformation of learning based on a problembased approach. Knowledge gained from the study of modern history of Kazakhstan contributes to the
understanding of the dynamics of the development of the historical process and forms value reference points
for ethnic, social, cultural identity in the surrounding world. Successful implementation of the state programs
“Madeni Mura” and “Halykarih Tolknynda” expanded the horizons of historical knowledge and led to
fundamental work aimed at changing the public consciousness and forming a united Nation of strong and
responsible people . Present stage of development of our country is characterized by the Third Modernization
of Kazakhstan, creation of a new model of economic growth that will ensure the global competitiveness of
the country. Modernization of the economy is inextricably linked with the modernization of consciousness,
when every citizen of Kazakhstan must understand the need for change in order to move to a qualitatively
new level of development of his country. Kazakhstan society should have a spiritual and ideological core
for the successful implementation of the goals set, this is facilitated by the program “Ruhani zhagyru” which
reveals the mechanisms of modernization of public consciousness and is based on the continuity of spiritual
and cultural traditions. Knowledge of the history of their people contributes to a broader perception and
ability to rethink.
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Code Phil2102
Prerequisites
Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code FL1103
Prerequisites
Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Philosophy
MHK1101 Modern history of Kazakhstan Postrequisites
no
3
Term
4
Formation of students' holistic system understanding of philosophy as a special form of knowledge of the
world, its main sections, problems and methods of their study in the context of future professional activity.
Discipline “Philosophy” is aimed to develop students' openness of consciousness, understanding self
national code and national self-awareness, spiritual modernization, competitiveness, realism and
pragmatism, independent critical thinking, cult of knowledge and education, and mastering such key
ideological concepts as justice, dignity and freedom, as well as the development and strengthening of the
values of tolerance, intercultural dialogue and the culture of peace. Particular attention is paid to the problems
of preserving national identity, the inner core of the national “I” and the national spirit, which are reflected
in the project “Rukhani zhagyru”, role of philosophy in modernizing public consciousness and solving global
problems of modernity. Moral self-regulation, contributes to the development of research abilities and the
formation of intellectual and creative potential.
Instrument module – 15 credits
Foreign language
Skills acquired in the volume of the school Postrequisites
POFL2202 Professionally-oriented foreign
program.
language.
6
Term
1, 2
Formation of a foreign language professionally oriented communicative competence of students, allowing
them to integrate into the international professional environment and use a professional oriental language as
a means of intercultural and professional communication.
Discipline “Foreign Language” is aimed to further developing the language competencies acquired at school
as part of the English language discipline program (General English), as well as enhancing skills in the use
of English as a ways of communication with the formation of the following competencies: communicative
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Code K(R)L1104
Prerequisites
Credits
Aim of the
discipline

Abstract of the
discipline

Code ICT1105
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline

(reading, writing, listening, speaking), language (pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar), general cultural and
interpersonal.
Kazakh (Russian) language
Skills acquired in the volume of the school Postrequisites
PK(R)L2201
Professional
Kazakh
program.
(Russian) language
6
Term
1, 2
Provide high-quality Russian language proficiency in the context of Kazakh national culture as an instrument
of social, intercultural, professional and personal communication through the formation of communicative
competence in all types of speech activity in accordance with the levels of proficiency in a foreign language
on a scale of the Council of Europe (А1, А2 + LSP; В1, В2+ LSP; С1 + LSP).
Discipline "Kazakh (Russian) language" is aimed to forming the social and humanitarian outlook of students
in the context of a nationwide idea of spiritual modernization, involving the development of internationalism,
tolerant attitude to world cultures and languages as the basis of national consciousness and cultural code.
modern technologies, the use and transfer of which can ensure the modernization of the country and the
personal career growth of future specialists
Information and communication technologies
Skills acquired in the volume of the school Postrequisites
Phys2206 Physics 2, DTPM3208 Design of
program in informatics amd mathematics.
technological processes and materials,
PhWEM2210 Physics Workshop on
Electricity and Magnetism, APhO3214
Applied and physical optics, RES3219
Renewable Energy Sources, MPDB3220
Machine parts and design basics.
3
Term
3
Formation of the ability to critically assess and analyze processes, methods of searching, storing and
processing information, methods of collecting and transmitting information through digital technologies.
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Abstract of the
discipline

Code GAS2106
Prerequisites
Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code TAPS2107

Discipline "Information and communication technologies" is designed to build the ability to critically
understand the role and importance of modern information and communication technologies in the era of
digital globalization. In connection with the entry of the economy of Kazakhstan into the era of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution, the adoption of a comprehensive program “Digital Kazakhstan”, the development of
new technologies such as the Internet of Things, cloud technologies, big data, blockchain, etc. thinking, the
acquisition of knowledge and skills in the use of modern information and communication technologies in
various activities.
COMPONENT SELECTION (CCh) – 8 CREDITS
Module of socio-political knowledge – 4 credits
General and applied sociology
no
Postrequisites
no
2
Term
3
Formation of sociological thinking and imagination of the dynamic social world in which we live, as well as
in the formation of critical thinking and analysis of modern societies, their social structures, systems and
institutions.
Discipline "General and applied sociology" will allow to get deeper into the basics of sociology, including
topics and applied aspects of research, theory and methodology. By developing what S. Right Mills calls
“sociological imagination” the discipline will provide insights into how culture, religion, history, people and
institutions intersect in shaping their own experience, life chances and identity. Throughout the course, a
number of macro- and micro-sociological “perspectives” will be presented and issues related to social
inequality and accessibility of education, ethnicity, gender, social class, as well as institutions such as family,
education, and the media, which play an important role in shaping our our own life and the whole social
world in which we live. Based on the Program Article of the Head of State “Looking into the Future:
Modernizing Public Consciousness”, the course considers the features of the modernization process. ration
of consciousness and adaptation of Kazakhstan society to the global challenges of our time.
Theoretical and Applied Political Science
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Prerequisites
Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code SCLC2110
Prerequisites
Credits
Aim of the
discipline

Abstract of the
discipline

Code PIC2111
Prerequisites

no
Postrequisites
no
2
Term
3
Study of regularities of formation and functioning of the policy, to prepare students to participate in the
political life of the country, the formation of active civil position.
Discipline "Theoretical and Applied Political Science" forms knowledge of the laws and regularities of world
politics and modern political processes, explaining the essence and content of the policies of national states,
based on national security and the realization of national interests. Study of this discipline contributes to the
formation of the socio-humanitarian outlook as the basis for the modernization of public consciousness.
Understanding of internal and external relations and relations, major trends and patterns operating in different
political systems, objective criteria of the social policy dimension contributes to the formation of national and
civic identity.
Module of cultural heritage and interpersonal communication – 4 credits
Speech Culture and Language Communication
MHK1101 Modern history of Kazakhstan. Postrequisites
POFL2202 Professionally-oriented foreign
language.
2
Term
3
To form understanding of the specifics of the development of national culture in the context of world culture
and civilization, the need to preserve the cultural code of the Kazakh people, and the ability to pursue the
cultural heritage of the Kazakh people in a dynamically changing multicultural world and society in
independent professional activity with undergraduate students.
Discipline "Speech Culture and Language Communication" is aimed at developing the socio-humanitarian
worldview as the basis for the modernization of public consciousness through the formation of cultural
identity, the ability to analyze and evaluate cultural situations based on an understanding of the nature of
cultural processes, the specifics of cultural objects, the role of cultural values in intercultural communication.
Phycology
MHK1101 Modern history of Kazakhstan. Postrequisites
no
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Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code PK(R)L2201
Prerequisites
Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code POFL2202
Prerequisites
Credits

2
Term
3
To form social-personal and instrumental competences in the field of psychological theory and practice of
interpersonal communication, necessary in professional activities with students.
Discipline "Psychology of interpersonal communication" contributes to the formation of a general
psychological culture of a person, awareness of his past, present and future from psychological positions, as
well as for mastering knowledge of the socio-psychological patterns of behavior in interpersonal
communication.
BASIC COMPONENTS (BC) - 68 CREDITS
MANDATORY COMPONENT (CC) – 20 CRЕDITS
Professional language – 4 credits
Professional Kazakh (Russian) language
K(R)L1104 Kazakh (Russian) language.
Postrequisites
Basic and major disciplines.
2
Term
4
To form students skills and techniques of effective speech interaction in various situations of
communication, the formation of grammatical skills and knowledge. Implementation of the main tasks of
speech models and relative types at various levels of learning the state language.
Discipline "Professional Kazakh (Russian) language" is aimed at the further development of knowledge of
the Kazakh (Russian) language, based on pre-university knowledge and skills. Basis of the goals and
objectives of the course at each level. Knowledge gained is aimed at the performance of all types of speech
actions (listening, reading, speaking and writing), the formation of correct speech and literate writing, the
definition of the requirements set for students.
Professionally-oriented foreign language
FL1103 Foreign language.
Postrequisites
Basic and major disciplines.
2
Term
4
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Aim of the
discipline

Abstract of the
discipline

Code Мath1203
Prerequisites
Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code Math1204
Prerequisites

Perfection of norms of a foreign language as a system-structural formation (lexical, grammatical, stylistic,
compositional-structural aspects), that is development of lexical, grammatical, stylistic and compositionstructural knowledge, skills in the field of specialty necessary for organizational and managerial, information
analytical, entrepreneurial and research activities as researcher or junior leaders.
Discipline "Professionally-oriented Foreign Language" contributes to the formation of functional features of
oral and written vocational-oriented texts, documentation requirements (within the program), adopted in
professional communication and in the country of the studied language, strategies of communicative
behavior in situations of international professional communication.
Mathematical mandatory module – 5 credits
Mathematics 1
Skills and abilities acquired in the amount Postrequisites
Phys1205
Physics
1,
Math1204
of school mathematics program.
Mathematics 2, Phys2206 Physics 2.
3
Term
1
Formation of students basic concepts, laws and methods of mathematics, included in the theoretical material
of this discipline. The ability to use the studied techniques and methods allows you to develop mathematical
and computer models of complex technical systems (aviation and space technology).
Discipline "Mathematics 1" contains the necessary theoretical material on analytic geometry, linear algebra,
an introduction to the analysis and differential calculus of functions of one variable, as well as solving
problems in these sections. For students of technical specialties of the first year of full-time study. In studying
the discipline the following aspects will be considered: Linear algebra. Analytical geometry. Differential
calculus of functions of one variable. Integral calculus of functions in one variable. Functions of many
variables. Ordinary differential equations. Multiple integrals.
Mathematics 2
Мath1203 Mathematics 1
Postrequisites
TFCV1212 Theory of a function of a
complex variable, DIE2304 Differential and
Integral Equations.
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Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code Phys1205
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

2
Term
2
Formation of students basic concepts, laws and methods of higher mathematics, included in the theoretical
material of this discipline. Ability to use the studied techniques and methods allows you to develop
mathematical and computer models of complex technical systems (aviation and space technology).
Discipline "Mathematics 2" contains the necessary theoretical material on analytic geometry, linear algebra,
an introduction to the analysis and differential calculus of functions of one variable, as well as solving
problems in these sections. For students of technical specialties of the first year of full-time study. In studying
the discipline the following aspects will be considered: Functions of many variables. Ordinary differential
equation. Multiple integrals. Theory of series.
Physical mandatory module – 6 credits
Physics 1
Мath1203 Mathematics 1.
Postrequisites
Phys2206 Physics 2, PhWEM2210 Physics
Workshop on Electricity and Magnetism,
FQMAPh3213 Fundamentals of quantum
mechanics and atomic physics.
3
Term
2
Formation of the students sufficiently complete picture of modern physical picture of the world and the
scientific world. Formation of knowledge and skills of students in the use of fundamental laws, theories of
classical and modern physics, methods of physical research as the basis of the system of professional activity.
Discipline "Physics 1" is aimed at developing among future specialists knowledge of the concepts of the
simplest forms of the movement of matter and the most general laws of nature. In studying the discipline the
following aspects will be considered: Kinematics. Mechanical motion is the simplest form of motion of
matter. Dynamics of a material point and a solid. Newton's laws. Gravitational forces. The law of universal
gravitation. Forces of elasticity. Hooke's Law. Forces of friction. Inertial reference frames. The mechanical
principle of relativity. Transformations of Galileo. Elements of the special theory of relativity. The postulates
of Einstein. Lorentz transformations. The Bernoulli equation. Laminar and turbulent flow of liquids. The
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Stokes formula. The Doppler effect. Molecular physics and thermodynamics. Maxwell distribution.
Electrostatics. Interaction of stationary and moving electric charges. The laws of Ohm and Joule-Lenz in
differential form.
Code Phys2206
Physics 2
Prerequisites
Мath1203 Mathematics 1
Postrequisites
PhWO3215 Physics workshop on optics,
FQMAPh3213 Fundamentals of quantum
mechanics and atomic physics.
Credits
3
Term
4
Aim of the
Formation of the students sufficiently complete picture of the modern physical picture of the world and the
discipline
scientific world. Formation of knowledge and skills of students in the use of fundamental laws, theories of
classical and modern physics, methods of physical research as the basis of the system of professional activity.
Abstract of the
Discipline “Physics 2” is aimed at forming the ability of future specialists to abstract thinking, to highlight
discipline
the main thing in the phenomenon, and the widespread use of the mathematical apparatus teaches to the strict
scientific method. Modern specialist of any profile can be found in practice with a large number of various
mechanisms, devices and research methods. Understanding the principles of their action is impossible
without deep training in physics. Building the content of the discipline "Physics 2" will provide an
opportunity to obtain the necessary minimum knowledge and skills of a graduate in the following sections
of physics: Magnetic field. Magnetic induction vector. Superposition principle. Law of Bio-Savar-Laplace.
Lorentz force. Movement of a charged particle in a magnetic field. The Hall effect. The Ampere Force.
Types of magnets. The basic law of electromagnetic induction. Laws of reflection and refraction. The
phenomenon of total reflection. Optical equipment. Photometry. Interference of light waves. The diffraction
of waves. Light polarization. Law of Kirchhoff.Stefan-Boltzmann. Laws Of Wine. The Formula Of
Rayleigh – Jeans. Time and stationary equations of Schrodinger. The structure of atomic nuclei. Nuclear
force. Elementary particle.
Module of mandatory basic materials science disciplines – 5 credits
Code MSTCM1207 Materials Science and Technology of Сonstruction Materials
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Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline

Abstract of the
discipline

Code DTPM3208
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline

Мath1203 Mathematics 1, GCh1225 Postrequisites
PhMS3223 Physical Materials Science,
General chemistry, IMS1226 Introduction
SSPh3216 Solid State Physics, PhPM3217
to Materials Science.
Physical properties of materials.
3
Term
2
Studying the basics of crystallography, methods for testing metals and alloys, classification, marking and
areas of application of structural materials. Study of theoretical and applied issues related to the structure
and structure of various classes of materials. Acquaintance with the structure of modern engineering
production and the content of its technological processes.
“Materials Science and Technology of Сonstruction Materials” - an interdisciplinary subject covering
physics and chemistry of substances, technical applications and industrial production processes. This course
is an introduction to the types, structures, properties, characteristics and applications of materials, with
particular emphasis on the relationship between internal structure and properties, as well as an introduction
to the processes used to manufacture parts, such as machining, grinding and casting, including traditional
and non-traditional processes. One of the main objectives of the course is to familiarize students with the
basic concepts of materials science and technology of construction materials, which will be used as basic
knowledge to understand subsequent specialized courses in materials science and technology of new
materials.
Design of technological processes and materials
Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys2206 Physics 2, Postrequisites
NCM4311 New and composite materials,
GCh1225
General
chemistry,
MSM3202 Material selection methodology,
MSTCM1207 Materials Science and
MM4312 Metal materials.
Technology of Сonstruction Materials .
2
Term
6
Combine knowledge about the structure, physical, mechanical, chemical and technological properties of
materials, acquaint students with modern methods of obtaining and the basics of processing technology of
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Abstract of the
discipline

Code MPh2209
Prerequisites

Credits

structural materials, progressive methods of forming with the aim of obtaining blanks and machine parts
with desired properties.
Discipline "Design of technological processes and materials" is aimed at studying the most advanced
technological processes of obtaining and shaping blanks and machine parts, technologies of thermal,
chemical-thermal and thermomechanical processing in order to create new materials and improve traditional
materials used in industry and technological processes of heat treatment of semi-finished products, methods
of design of thermal workshops with the inclusion of the design of the building part and the choice of
equipment, a layout on site or in workshop. In studying the discipline the following aspects will be
considered: Thermal workshops and departments at metallurgical and machine-building factories. Thermal
treatment of ingots and blanks of continuous steel casting. Heat treatment of pipes, sheets and wide tape.
Thermal workshops for wire processing. Thermal workshops for processing products used in railway
transport. Heat treatment at heavy engineering factories. Thermal treatment of cutting tools, stamping tools,
rolls, measuring tools. Pre-production. Technological preparation of production. Constructive preparation of
production. Development of route technology. Design and introduction of technological processes of
manufacturing and processing to the production. Typing and unification of elements. Development of quality
control of units and products.
COMPONENT SELECTION(CC) – 48 credits
Basic components of educational programm
Module of molecular physics and electricity – 7 credits
Molecular physics
Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Мath1204 Postrequisites
FQMAPh3213 Fundamentals of quantum
Mathematics 2, Phys1205 Physics 1.
mechanics and atomic physics, APhO3214
Applied and physical optics, PhWO3215
Physics workshop on optics, PhPM3217
Physical properties of materials.
5
Term
3
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Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code PhWEM2210
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline

Apply theoretical material of the course “Molecular physics” to the analysis of specific physical phenomena,
as well as become familiar with the basic experimental methods for measuring thermophysical quantities.
Lectures, seminars, as well as laboratory work on molecular physics are an integral part of the general
physical workshop, designed to help students better understand the physical laws studied in molecular
physics, introduce the most important methods of measuring thermophysical constants and acquire basic
skills in conducting experiments and evaluating the results errors. In studying the discipline the following
aspects will be considered: Communication of the properties of a substance with an atomic-molecular
structure and with the nature of the thermal motion of structural elements. Three phases of matter: gas, liquid
and solid. Perfect gas model. Brief historical sketch of the development of molecular physics. Equilibrium
macroparameters. Basic equation of the molecular kinetic theory of gases. Equation of state of an ideal gas.
Isoparametric processes. Thermodynamic equilibrium. Density. Concentration as a quantity characterizing
the relative content of a component in a mixture. Pressure. Temperature. Methods of measurement,
dimensions and units of measurement. Basic concepts of mathematical statistics. Random events and random
variables in molecular systems. The likelihood of an event. Probability density Normalization condition.
Addition and multiplication of probabilities. Statistical averages. Average value of a discrete random
variable and a continuous random variable. Concept of a statistical ensemble of thermodynamic systems.
Physics Workshop on Electricity and Magnetism
MPh2209 Molecular physics, Мath1203 Postrequisites
FQMAPh3213 Fundamentals of quantum
Mathematics 1, Мath1204 Mathematics 2,
mechanics and atomic physics, APhO3214
Phys1205 Physics 1.
Applied and physical optics, PhWO3215
Physics workshop on optics, PhPM3217
Physical properties of materials, GEE4317
General electrical engineering.
2
Term
4
Development of the laws and phenomena of electromagnetism on the basis of practical experience and
experiment in the framework of seminars and laboratory classes.
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Abstract of the
discipline

Code PhWM1211
Prerequisites
Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Discipline "Physics Workshop on Electricity and Magnetism" is aimed to studying the basic laws of
electromagnetism, through which one can understand and explain the nature of various phenomena and
processes occurring in our environment. In studying the discipline the following aspects will be considered
The fundamental principles of the theory of electromagnetic interactions. Charge. Electrostatic field. Scalar
potential. Description of electrostatic fields using potential. Electrostatic field. Coulomb's law. Electrostatic
field in dielectrics. The principle of superposition. Strength of the electrostatic field. Mechanisms of
polarization of dielectrics. Forces in the electric field. Electrical offset. Gauss theorem. Polarization. Main
laws governing the flow of electric current through the conductor. Constant electric current. Electrical
conductivity of solids. Constant electric current. Conductivity. Thermoelectric phenomena. Ohm's law in
differential and integral form.
Mechanics and Mathematics Module – 4 credits
Physics Workshop on Mechanics
Skills acquired in the volume of the school Postrequisites
Basic and major disciplines.
program in physics.
2
Term
2
Understand the operation of the main instruments and use them for the quantitative measurement of
mechanical quantities; evaluate the orders of mechanical quantities.
Discipline "Physics Workshop on Mechanics" is aimed to studying the physical nature of mechanical
phenomena, the basic laws governing the course of mechanical processes and mathematical expressions,
showing the relationship between physical quantities. In studying the discipline the following aspects will
be considered: Electromagnetic nature of light. Photometric concepts and quantities. Basic definitions and
concepts of geometric optics. Laws of geometrical optics. The study of the laws of reflection and refraction
at the boundary between two dielectric media. The study of the law of total reflection at the boundary
between two dielectric media. Measurement of the refractive index of liquids with a refractometer. Finding
of the refractive index of the glass plate with a microscope. Measurement of the light wavelength by Fresnel
biprism. Measurement of the light wavelength using Newton's rings. Interference devices. Anisotropic
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Code TFCV1212
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

medium. Distribution of light waves in anisotropic medium: experimental facts and elements of theory.
Double reflection. Normal and unusual rays. Polaroides. Check the Malus law. The study of emission and
absorption spectra with monochromator. Diffraction phenomenon. Principles of Huygens-Fresnel, its
integral form and meaning. The study of light absorption in materials, check of Bouguer-Lambert law. The
study of the fundamental laws of the external photoelectric effect.
Theory of a function of a complex variable.
Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Мath1204 Postrequisites
FQMAPh3213 Fundamentals of quantum
Mathematics 2.
mechanics and atomic physics, APhO3214
Applied and physical optics, FIE4318
Fundamentals of Industrial Electronics,
RED4331 Renewable energy devices,
PhWO3215 Physics workshop on optics.
2
Term
2
Study of general structure of the basic concepts and statements of analytic geometry, vector and linear
algebra; theory of limits and properties of continuous functions of a complex variable; differential and
integral calculus of functions of a complex variable; numerical and functional series of complex variable.
Discipline "Theory of a function of a complex variable" plays an important role in engineering research. It
is not only an apparatus of quantitative calculation, but method of accurate research and ways of extremely
precise formulation of concepts and problems as well. Mathematics, together with its section Theory of the
Function of an Integrated Variable, is not only a powerful tool for solving applied problems and the universal
language of science, but element of general culture as well. Without modern mathematics with its developed
logical and computing apparatus, progress in various fields of human activity is not possible. Technical
science makes extensive use of mathematics. Mathematical methods have become an integral part of any
technical discipline. All this leads to the need to strengthen the applied orientation of the course of
mathematics and increase the level of fundamental mathematical training. General course “Theory of a
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Code
FQMAPh3213
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code APhO3214
Prerequisites

function of a complex variable” is the foundation of a specialist’s engineering education and this course
focuses on the application of mathematical methods in professional activities.
Module of Applied and Physical Optics – 8 credits
Fundamentals of quantum mechanics and atomic physics
Phys1205
Physics
1,
Мath1203 Postrequisites
Mathematics 1, Мath1204 Mathematics 2,
PhWEM2210 Physics Workshop on
Electricity and Magnetism, TFCV1212
Theory of a function of a complex variable.
2
Term
study of quantum-mechanical phenomena of the microworld.

FN4307 Fundamentals of Nanotechnology,
MNDT4309 Methods of non-destructive
testing, FIE4318 Fundamentals of Industrial
Electronics, RED4331 Renewable energy
devices, XrDCPh4310 X-ray diffraction
and crystal physics.
5

Discipline "Fundamentals of quantum mechanics and atomic physics" is aimed to studying the physical
nature of phenomena, obeying the laws of quantum mechanics; interpretations of quantum processes from a
materialistic position. In studying the discipline the following aspects will be considered: Operators in
quantum mechanics. Operators. Equivalent operators in quantum mechanics. Switches. Hermitian operators.
Eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of Hermitian operators. Properties of Hermitian operators. Dirac's delta
function and its properties. Properties of Hermitian operators. The stationary Schrödinger equation. Integrals
of motion. Finding the integrals of motion Rectangular potential hole. Continuity equation
Applied and physical optics
Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Math1204 Postrequisites
AGM4308 Amorphous and glassy
Mathematics 2. MPh2209 Molecular
materials. XrDCPh4310 X-ray diffraction
physics. PhWEM2210 Physics Workshop
and crystal physics.
on Electricity and Magnetism.
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Credits
Aim of the
discipline

Abstract of the
discipline

Code PhWO3215
Prerequisites
Credits

3
Term
5
To study the complex of existing ideas in the field of optics, based on modern scientific data and in the
representation of the physical theory of optical phenomena as a generalization of observations, practical
experience and experiment, as well as the principle of operation of technical devices based on optical
phenomena.
Course “Applied and physical optics” includes basic knowledge in the field of optics of conductive,
insulating and semiconductor materials in various fields. In studying the discipline the following aspects will
be considered: Development of ideas about the nature of light. The first laws of optics. Phenomena of
refraction and refraction in nature. Optical fibers. Lenses. Telescope. Microscope. Eye and vision. Illusions
of perception of the image. Accommodation and adaptation. The concept of color. Color coordinates.
Synthesis of color. Color profiles of devices. Interference of monochromatic light. Interference of plane
waves. Separation of the amplitude. Relations for the calculation of interference patterns. Newton Rings.
Interference of quasi-monochromatic light. Influence of the source size on the interference pattern. Red and
green eyes effect. Educational optics. Optical filters. Vavilov - Cherenkov Radiation. Diffraction
phenomenon. The Huygens-Fresnel principle, its integral record and interpretation. Babin Principle. Fresnel
zones. Diffraction at the edge of a semi-infinite screen. Cornu spiral. Amplitude and phase diffraction
gratings. Diffraction and spectral analysis. The physical basis of the method of holographic recording of
images. Holograms of Gabor and Denisyuk. Application of optical static holography. The concepts of
polarization in optics. Visual representation of linear, circular, elliptical polarized and unpolarized radiation.
Optics of anisotropic media. Propagation of light waves in anisotropic media: experimental facts and
elements of the theory. Uniaxial and biaxial crystals. The concept of gyrotropic media. Natural optical
activity. Linear optical oscillator.
Physics workshop on optics
Phys2206 Physics 2, PhWEM2210 Physics Postrequisites
PhPM3217 Physical properties of materials.
Workshop on Electricity and Magnetism.
3
Term
5
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Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code SSPh3216
Prerequisites

Credits

Formation of theoretical knowledge and practical skills in the use of optical laws to solve a wide range of
tasks in various fields of science and technology, as well as ideas about the physics of optical phenomena as
a generalization of observations, practical experience and experiment.
Discipline "Physics workshop on optics" is devoted to the study of the laws of propagation and
transformation of the light field, that is, the electromagnetic field in the optical frequency range. In this
course, students are introduced to a variety of optical phenomena, such as interference, diffraction,
dispersion, polarization, absorption. In studying the discipline the following aspects will be considered:
Electromagnetic nature of light. Photometric concepts and quantities. Basic definitions and concepts of
geometric optics. Laws of geometrical optics. The study of the laws of reflection and refraction at the
boundary between two dielectric media. The study of the law of total reflection at the boundary between two
dielectric media. Measurement of the refractive index of liquids with a refractometer. Finding of the
refractive index of the glass plate with a microscope. Measurement of the light wavelength by Fresnel
biprism. Measurement of the light wavelength using Newton's rings. Interference devices. Anisotropic
medium. Distribution of light waves in anisotropic medium: experimental facts and elements of theory.
Double reflection. Normal and unusual rays. Polaroides. Check the Malus law. The study of emission and
absorption spectra with monochromator. Diffraction phenomenon. Principles of Huygens-Fresnel, its
integral form and meaning. The study of light absorption in materials, check of Bouguer-Lambert law. The
study of the fundamental laws of the external photoelectric effect.
Module of Condensed State Physics – 5 credits
Solid State Physics
IMS1226 Introduction to Materials Postrequisites
MM4312 Metal materials, XrDCPh4310 XScience, PhMS3223 Physical Materials
ray diffraction and crystal physics,
Science, HTM3201 Heat treatment of
AGM4308 Amorphous and glassy
materials, MPh2209 Molecular physics.
materials.
3
Term
6
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Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code PhPM3217
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Consists in studying the complex of existing ideas in the field of condensed matter physics based on modern
scientific data and in presenting the theory of physical phenomena as a synthesis of observations, practical
experience and experiment.
Discipline "Solid State Physics" studies the structure, composition and basic properties of materials, the
relationship between the structure and properties of solids. Course examines modern concepts of solid state
physics, many topics of the course are currently relevant theoretical and experimental research of the world's
leading physical laboratories. In studying the discipline the following aspects will be considered: Crystalline
lattices. Classification of a solid by structures and properties. Mono- and polycrystals. Crystallographic
classes and systems (syngonies). Defects in solids. The reciprocal lattice. Chemical bonds in solids.
Electrical conductivity of metals. The free electron gas. Nearly free electron model. Bloch theorem. Band
theory of solids. Heat Capacity of solids.The phenomenon of superconductivity.
Physical properties of materials
MPM3222 Mechanical properties of Postrequisites
Postrequisites: NCM4311 New and
materials, IMS Introduction to Materials
composite materials, MM4312 Metal
Science, PhMS3223 Physical Materials
materials, AMC4327 Advanced materials
Science.
and coatings.
2
Term
6
Form students' basic knowledge in the analysis of the behavior of conductive, insulating and semiconductor
materials in various fields - thermal, electrical, magnetic, under the influence of deforming forces and optical
radiation, with elements of crystal physics and tensor analysis.
Discipline "Physical properties of materials" includes basic knowledge in the analysis of conductors,
dielectrics and semiconductor materials in various fields - thermal, electrical, magnetic, under the action of
deforming forces and optical radiation, with elements of crystal physics and tensor analysis. In studying the
discipline the following aspects will be considered: Phase diagrams. Structural materials and their
mechanical properties. Thermal properties of materials. Electrical properties of materials. Thermoelectric
effects. Magnetic properties of materials. The phenomenon of superconductivity. Galvanomagnetic effects.
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Code NPh3218
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline

Abstract of the
discipline

Code RES3219

Optical phenomena in dielectrics. Photovoltaic effect. Interaction of light with matter. Nuclear reactions in
solids.
Alternative energy module – 6 credits
Nuclear physics
Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys1206 Physics 2, Postrequisites
FN4307 Fundamentals of Nanotechnology,
Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Мath1204
MNDT4309 Methods of non-destructive
Mathematics 2, PhWEM2210 Physics
testing, FIE4318 Fundamentals of Industrial
Workshop on Electricity and Magnetism,
Electronics, RED4331 Renewable energy
TFCV1212 Theory of a function of a
devices.
complex variable.
3
Term
6
As part of bachelor training in nuclear physics, ensure the level of professional training and production
activities at the junction of nuclear physics, materials science and technology materials by familiarizing
students with the basic nuclear physics properties of atomic nuclei and the laws of radiation passing through
matter.
Discipline "Nuclear physics" studies the properties and interactions of atomic nuclei. Results of discoveries
made in this area have had and continue to have a huge impact on all spheres of human activity. Ideas and
facts established in the study of subatomic phenomena change our understanding of the world around us.
Concepts developed in nuclear physics allowed us to understand how chemical elements were formed, where
the Sun's energy comes from, and how neutron stars are arranged. Nuclear energy may become the main
source of energy in the future. Presence of an arsenal of nuclear bombs has an impact on political processes.
Beams of elementary particles can become an effective medical tool. Use of labeled atoms and nuclear
effects makes it possible to obtain information on the structure of solids and on physicochemical processes
in chemistry, biology, metallurgy, and geology.
Renewable energy sources
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Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

PhWM1211 Physics Workshop on Postrequisites
RED4331 Renewable energy devices,
Mechanics, MPh2209 Molecular physics,
CPD4332 Collector and photovoltaic
PhWEM2210 Physics Workshop on
devices, FIE4318 Fundamentals of
Electricity and Magnetism, APhO3214
Industrial Electronics.
Applied and physical optics, GCh1225
General chemistry.
3
Term
6
Master new energy paradigms, the principle of renewable energy available in different countries; justify the
need to reduce CO2 and other harmful emissions.
Course “Renewable Energy Sources” provides vocational training in the field of renewable energy sources,
including mastering basic knowledge of solar thermal plants (solar heating systems, solar thermal power
plants), geothermal power plants and heat supply systems, wind power plants, and ocean energy. In studying
the discipline the following aspects will be considered: Basic concepts and definitions of renewable energy
sources. Economic and environmental prerequisites for the use of renewable energy resources. Radiation
heat transfer, conductive and convective heat transfer. Spectral and energy components of solar radiation
and the influence of the Earth's atmosphere. Evaluation of solar energy on the Earth's surface and analysis
and methods for its measurement Physical principles of helio thermal energy converters. Thermal balance
of the receiver. The design of open, closed, isolated water storage of thermal energy. Optical properties of
materials for solar radiation receivers and thermal screens. Principles of the operation of selective surfaces.
Thermal solar systems for obtaining cold, for heating and air drying. Transformation of thermal solar energy
into mechanical and chemical energy. Stirling engines. Principles of operation of solid-state generators of
thermoelectricity. Principles of operation of photovoltaic converters. Temperature characteristics of solar
cells. Spread of parameters and circuit solutions. Basic principles of the use of hydro resources and examples
of energy systems with their use. Wind power generation and wind energy prospects. Classification of wind
turbines. Theoretical limits of the wind energy use factor. Installations using the energy of waves and tides.
Principles of energy devices based on photosynthesis and biofuel, exotic solar energy converters. Basic
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Code MPDB3220
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code EAD3221
Prerequisites

principles of transformation of thermal energy of ocean and geothermal energy. Chemical and biological
storage, heat and power storage, fuel cells and mechanical storage.
Module of construction basics – 5 credits
Machine parts and design basics
Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Math1204 Postrequisites
RES3219 Renewable Energy Sources,
Mathematics 2, Phys1205 Physics 1,
EAD3221 Editors of automatic design,
Phys1206
Physics
2,
EGGE1224
MNDT4309 Methods of non-destructive
Engineering graphics and graphics editors,
testing,
FN4307
Fundamentals
of
PhWM1211 Physics Workshop on
Nanotechnology.
Mechanics, VBG2324 Vector and bitmap
graphics.
2
Term
5
Form a model of an engineer working in the machine-building industry, as well as helping a materials
scientist working in this industry to become familiar with the machines and mechanisms of production and
renewable energy sources.
This course is aimed at teaching students the basics of project activities and giving them the necessary skills
to prepare complete, clear and precise steps for calculating machine parts. The results of the analysis include
the calculation of stresses, strain and safety factors. Geometry determination is providing basic principle and
guidelines for creating efficient shape and sizes. Design and analysis of machine elements including 1) shafts
and shafts components, 2) screws, fasteners, 3) rolling-contact bearings, 4) gears, and 5) spur and helical
gears. An integrated approach is employed where components’ functionality and survivability at system
level are part of the design scheme.
Editors of automatic design
Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Math1204 Postrequisites
Des3326 Designing, CADS3325
Mathematics 2, Phys1205 Physics 1,
Computer-aid design systems, MNDT4309
Phys1206
Physics
2,
EGGE1224
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Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code MPM3222
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline

Engineering graphics and graphics editors,
Methods of non-destructive testing,
PhWM1211 Physics Workshop on
EAD3221 Editors of automatic design
Mechanics, VBG2324 Vector and bitmap
graphics.
3
Term
5
Creating a fundamental knowledge base for students, on the basis of which, in the future, it is possible to
develop a more in-depth and detailed study and production and visualization of parts and components of
various mechanisms.
This course is an introduction to two-dimensional and three-dimensional computer-aided design (CAD) and
modeling, with a focus on application in construction and architecture. Students will learn how to use a CAD
program (Autodesk AutoCAD) to model building projects, and then create and distribute basic architectural
drawings of the industry standard. In studying the discipline the following aspects will be considered:
Commands and parameters of command line. Modifiers in working with commands.Files and formats.
Management of drawings. Export and import of files.Points and coordinates. Coordinate system. Work with
user coordinate system.Types of primitives. Linear primitives. Nodal points. Ellipses. Splines. Arrays. Text
and text styles. Dimensions and dimensional styles. General editing commands. Work with the command
line. Colors. Hatch. Line weight. Elements of 3-dimensional objects. Level and height.
Technical materials module – 6 credits
Mechanical properties of materials
Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys1206 Physics 2, Postrequisites
PhPM3217 Physical properties of materials,
IMS1226 Introduction to Materials
PhMS3223 Physical Materials Science,
Science.
HTM3201 Heat treatment of materials,
DM3306 Dielectric materials.
3
Term
5
To form engineering thinking in the field of mechanics; formation of knowledge and skills to study the
mechanical properties of materials; on the basis of theoretical ideas about crystal defects, teach how to
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Abstract of the
discipline

Code PhMS3223
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline

Abstract of the
discipline

associate the mechanical properties of metals with the atomic mechanism of phase transformations,
deformation, hardening and destruction; teach to analyze and predict the dependence of the processes of
deformation and fracture and mechanical properties of alloys and compounds on their microstructure, phase
state and composition.
Discipline "Mechanical properties of materials" considers the phenomenology of the mechanical behavior
of materials at the macroscopic level and the relationship of mechanical behavior with the structure of the
material and the mechanisms of deformation and fracture. Topics include elasticity, viscoelasticity,
plasticity, creep, fracture and fatigue. In studying the discipline the following aspects will be considered:
Mechanical Properties. Stress and Strain.Compression. Shear. Torsion. Elastic deformation. Plastic
Deformation. Yield Strength. Tensile Strength, Ductility. Toughness. Hardness, Tensile. Fatigue. Creep.
Impact. Chemical Properties. Physical properties. Corrosion and cathodic protection.
Physical Materials Science
Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys1206 Physics 2, Postrequisites
PhPM3217 Physical properties of materials,
IMS1226 Introduction to Materials
SSPh3216 Solid State Physics, HTM3201
Science.
Heat treatment of materials.
3
Term
5
Study of the laws and mechanisms of phase materials formation in equilibrium and non-equilibrium
conditions, dependence of their properties on the nature of the chemical bond, chemical and phase
composition and ways to create materials with desired properties. Study of theoretical and applied issues
related to the structure and structure of various classes of materials; patterns of phase transformations
occurring in the preparation and processing of finished products from metal, powder, composite and nonmetallic materials.
Physical materials science is a science that studies the relationship between the composition, structure and
properties of materials, as well as the laws of their change during thermal mechanical, physicochemical and
other forms of energy exposure. In studying the discipline the following aspects will be considered: Atomic
structure and chemical bond. Types of chemical bonds in a solid. Basic electrical, dielectric, optical
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Code EGGE1224
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code GCh1225
Prerequisites

properties of materials. The defects of the crystal structure. Equilibrium state of the system. Phase
equilibrium. Phase equilibrium diagram of a single-component and multicomponent system. Phase
transitions of the 1st and 2nd order. Electrochemical and chemical corrosion.
Interdisciplinary basic module – 7 credits
Engineering graphics and graphics editors
Skills and abilities acquired in the amount Postrequisites
MPDB3220 Machine parts and design
of school mathematics program.
basics, XrDCPh4310 X-ray diffraction and
crystal physics, EAD3221 Editors of
automatic design, CADS3325 Computeraid design systems.
3
Term
1
Teaching students how to display spatial objects on a plane, methods of graphic and analytical solution of
various geometric problems, methods of graphic modeling of geometric objects using graphic programs
included in the package CorelDraw.
This course covers the principles of preparing drawings for the purpose of visual presentation of objects in
engineering design and an introduction to computer-aided design (CAD) systems. Topics include the
development of visualization skills; orthogonal projections; mechanical sizing methods, tolerance and
engineering design process. The objective of the course is to master the design and skills of 2D and 3D CAD.
Use of CAD software is an integral part of the course. Purpose of this course is to acquaint students with
various concepts of technical graphic presentations and to develop the art of visualization and presentation
of three-dimensional objects in two-dimensional space. This module also aims to gain the skills needed to
transfer concepts and design ideas in a non-verbal manner.
General chemistry
Skills acquired in the volume of the school Postrequisites
PhMS3223 Physical Materials Science,
program in chemistry and physics.
Biop2323 Biophysics, HTM3201 Heat
treatment
of
materials,
Bioc2303
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Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code IMS1226
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline

Biochemistry,
CChPhM2313
Colloid
chemistry and physicochemical mechanics,
OCh2314 Organic chemistry.
2
Term
1
To form students' ideas about the basic laws of chemistry, the patterns of chemical reactions, basics of
thermodynamics, chemical kinetics, theory of solutions, redox reactions.
Discipline "General chemistry" is aimed at studying the basic concepts, laws of chemistry, patterns of
chemical reactions, chemical thermodynamics, chemical kinetics, the theory of solutions, redox reactions,
the fundamentals of electrochemistry. In studying the discipline the following aspects will be considered:
Stoichiometric laws. Law of equivalents. Gas laws. Quantum-mechanical theory of the structure of the atom:
the history of development. Quantum numbers. Shape and orientation of the boundary surfaces of the s-, p, d- and f- orbitals. Energy levels of the electron in the atom. Pauli principle. Rule Hund. Electronic structures
of atoms of elements. Periodic law and the periodic system of elements D.I. Mendeleev. Position of an
element in the periodic system as its most important characteristic. Chemical bonding, quantum mechanical
methods of treating covalent bonding. Method of valence bonds (VB).
Introduction to materials science
Skills and abilities acquired in the amount Postrequisites
PhMS3223 Physical Materials Science,
of school mathematics program, physics,
MSTCM1207 Materials Science and
chemistry.
Technology of Сonstruction Materials ,
MPM3222 Mechanical properties of
materials, SSPh3216 Solid State Physics.
2
Term
1
Formation of students' fundamental knowledge about the type of materials, their use, properties and
characteristics; to provide a theoretical basis for analyzing the behavior of technical materials with a focus
on the relationship between the internal structure and properties; familiarize with the methods of modifying
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Abstract of the
discipline

Code HTM3201
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

and controlling the microstructure of materials, especially mechanical properties (impact strength, strength,
fatigue and creep resistance) by means of an appropriate heat treatment operation.
This course is an introduction to materials science and engineering. Students will be introduced to
fundamental topics such as chemical bonding in materials, crystal structure and defects, diffusion, and phase
diagrams. Further information will be given on the mechanical, electrical and optical properties of materials,
as well as on the types of materials and their applications. This course covers various materials, such as
metal, ceramics, polymeric materials and semiconductor materials, as well as examples of the use of
materials in the field of photonics, microelectronics and other technological areas.
MAJOR DISCIPLINES (MD) – 33 credits
СOMPULSORY COMPONENT (CC)- 5 CREDITS
Mandatory module of major materials science disciplines - 5 credits
Heat treatment of materials
Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys1206 Phyiscs 2, Postrequisites
MPDB3220 Machine parts and design
MSTCM1207 Materials Science and
basics.
Technology of Сonstruction Materials .
3
Term
4
Formation of theoretical knowledge about the basics of phase and structural transformations in materials,
surface hardening, various methods of thermal and chemical heat treatment and recrystallization.
Heat treatment of materials is an integral part of the technological process of manufacturing machine parts
and mechanisms. Properly chosen technology of heat treatment of materials significantly improves the
properties of parts, increases structural and technological strength and allows to obtain products with
optimally defined properties in mass production, save consumables and electricity and automate heat
treatment of materials. In studying the discipline the following aspects will be considered: Structure of steel.
The chemical composition of steel. Features of the crystal structure of steel. Heating and cooling of steel
during heat treatment. The physical essence of heating processes during heat treatment. The influence of
various factors on the processes of oxidation and decarburization. Preliminary heat treatment. Structural
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Code MSM3202
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline

Abstract of the
discipline

transformations in steel with heating and cooling. Conversion of perlite into austenite. The mechanism of
transformation under isothermal exposures. Annealing and normalization of steel. Classification of types of
annealing, depending on its purpose. Annealing of cast products after hot working with pressure. Annealing
of welded joints. Transformation of austenite into martensite. Transformations of martensite upon heating.
Features of the transformation of martensite into perlite. Hardening of steel. The role and significance of the
final heat treatment. Steel release. Determination and appointment of the release of steel. Classification of
various types of thermomechanical treatment (TMT) and mechanical heat treatment (MHT). Cementation of
steel. Nitriding of steel. Nitrocarburization and cyanidation of steel. Diffusion metallization of steel.
Chromium plating of steel.
Material selection methodology
Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys1206 Physics 2, Postrequisites
MPDB3220 Machine parts and design
MSTCM1207 Materials Science and
basics.
Technology of Сonstruction Materials .
2
Term
4
Planning and organization of the technological process of the formation of specified properties of materials
for various purposes, the choice of alloy composition and methods of their processing are based on a
systematic approach to the interaction of their components from the standpoint of physico-chemical analysis
and synthesis of alloys.
Discipline " Material selection methodology " is aimed at forming a clear system of knowledge in the
development of materials with a given level of structure and properties, based on the principles of physicochemical interaction of components and synthesis of alloys, allowing them to make decisions when choosing
the main component, alloying complexes and processing technologies. In studying the discipline the
following aspects will be considered: Methodological foundations of the theory and practice of cognition.
Methods of theoretical and empirical research, their content in solving material science problems. Material
science aspects and comparative evaluation of the choice of composition and technologies for processing
materials for various purposes. Experiment as a subject of research, its material-technical and analytical
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Code SMM4307
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code DIE2304

support. Classification, types and tasks of the experiment. Modeling the experiment, its structure, ways of
obtaining and processing information. Classification of elements by technological and operational properties
in the selection of the main component. Property as a characteristic of the object, the relativity of properties,
their classification and systematization. Basic principles of classical physicochemical analysis and synthesis
of alloys. Functional dependencies of operational and technological properties. Statistical characteristics of
mechanical properties and methods for its evaluation.
COMPONENT SELECTION RESEARCH ACTIVITY (CC RA)– 28 credits
Interdisciplinary module for research activities – 5 credits
Biochemistry
GCh1225 General chemistry.
Postrequisites
FN4307 Fundamentals of Nanotechnology,
OCh2314 Organic chemistry, AMC4327
Advanced materials and coatings.
3
Term
3
To form students ability to systematize modern knowledge in the field of biochemistry
Discipline "Biochemistry" is aimed at studying the relationship of biological function and molecular
structure, assessing the possibility of using biomolecules as new biomaterials. In studying the discipline the
following aspects will be considered: Distinctive features of living matter. Chemical composition of living
organisms. Cell as the main structural element of living matter. Cell monomers. Amino acids. Structure,
classification. Acid-basic properties of amino acids. Principles of classification of amino acids.
Monosaccharides. Structure, classification, properties. The main chemical properties of monosaccharides.
Nucleotides. Structure, properties. Cyclic nucleotides. Biopolymers. Squirrels. Structure, functions, levels
of the structural organization of protein molecules. Physico-chemical properties of proteins. Enzymes
Structure, properties, mechanism of action of enzymes. Kinetics of enzymatic catalysis. Enzyme
classification.
Differential and Integral Equations
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Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code SMD3305
Prerequisites

Credits

Phys1205
Physics
1,
Math1204 Postrequisites
Mathematics 2, Мath1203 Mathematics 1.

MPDB3220 Machine parts and design
basics, RES3219 Renewable Energy
Sources, EAD3221 Editors of automatic
design, MNDT4309 Methods of nondestructive testing, FN4307 Fundamentals
of Nanotechnology.
2
Term
4
Introduce students to the elements and methods of differential and integral calculus of functions of many
variables and their some applications.
Discipline “Differential and Integral Equations” is aimed to studying logical thinking, self-thinking skills
and general mathematical culture, mathematical methods as based on strict logical reasoning and
formulations, on the one hand, and confirmed in practical activities, on the other. In studying the discipline
the following aspects will be considered: Equation is the motion of a body with the resistance of the medium
proportional to speed. Equation of the catenary. Basic definitions and concepts. Theorem of existence and
uniqueness of differential equations. First order differential equations (general concepts). Equations with
separated and separable variables. Problem of the decay of radium. Homogeneous equation of the first order.
Equations leading to homogeneous. Linear differential equations of the first order. Bernoulli equation.
Equation in full differentials. Integrating multiplier.
Module of semiconductors and dielectrics - 5 credits
Semiconductor materials and devices
PhWEM2210 Physics Workshop on Postrequisites
AGM4308 Amorphous and glassy
Electricity and Magnetism, FQMAPh3213
materials, NCM4311 New and composite
Fundamentals of quantum mechanics and
materials,MM4312 Metal materials.
atomic physics, PhMS3223 Physical
Materials Science.
3
Term
6
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Aim of the
discipline

Abstract of the
discipline

Code DM3306
Prerequisites

Credits

Study the physical properties of a number of basic semiconductor materials and the principle of operation,
basic characteristics and parameters and fields of application of electronic devices based on these materials,
analyze physical phenomena in semiconductor materials and formulate competent conclusions on the
application of these properties in solid-state electronics, orient in problematic issues in this field of materials
science.
Content of the discipline "Semiconductor materials and devices" covers a number of issues related to the
properties of semiconductor materials and the physical phenomena occurring in them. Course describes the
basics of the band theory of solids; electronic states associated with impurities and defects. Statistics of
electrons and holes in semiconductors describes in detail contact phenomena in semiconductors, such as
metal-semiconductor contacts and an electron-hole transition. In studying the discipline the following
aspects will be considered: History of development of semiconductor materials. Peculiarity of electronic
properties in semiconductor. Types of chemical bonds in semiconductors. The concepts of conduction and
valence bands. Structural defects in semiconductor. Band theory. Energy diagram of semiconductor
materials. Diffusion and drift processes of nonequilibrium charge carriers in semiconductors. Physics of
semiconductor structures. Barriers and contacts. Metal-semiconductor contact. Homo- and heterojunctions.
Electron-hole junction. Physicochemical basis of basic technological processes of semiconductor
electronics. Lithography. Planar technology. Principles of operation and characteristics of semiconductor
diodes, bipolar transistors, thyristors, MIS transistors, Field-effect transistors with control transition,
semiconductor emitters and photodetectors, semiconductor sensors, sensor devices and converters.
Dielectric materials
MPM3222 Mechanical properties of Postrequisites
MNDT4309 Methods of non-destructive
materials, PhMS3223 Physical Materials
testing, NCM4311 New and composite
Science, PhWO3215 Physics workshop on
materials, MM4312 Metal materials.
optics, APhO3214 Applied and physical
optics.
2
Term
6
263

Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code FN4307
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Explain the basic properties and uses of various dielectric materials to students.
Course “Dielectric materials” is the main discipline of the educational program “5B071000 - Materials
Science and Engineering”. This course covers the general properties of dielectric materials, which are used
as insulators, smart materials, etc. The course will provide students with a deep understanding of the
principles and applications of various dielectric materials. In studying the discipline the following aspects
will be considered: Types of dielectric materials: gases, liquids and solid state dielectrics; types of electric
polarization; dielectric parameters as dielectric constant (relative permittivity), loss tangent and dielectric
strength, application of High-K and Low-K dielectric materials; properties of active dielectric materials;
dielectric spectroscopy.
Module of Nanotechnology – 6 credits
Fundamentals of Nanotechnology
SMD3305 Semiconductor materials and Postrequisites
Knowledge and skills acquired by students
devices, DM3306 Dielectric materials,
by mastering the discipline are the basis for
PhPM3217 Physical properties of
learning of subsequent sections of special
materials, SSPh3216 Solid State Physics.
chapters in materials science, as well as for
the work on the diploma.
3
Term
7
Introduce students to the foundation of nanotechnology and nanoscience.
Nanotechnology is an important direction of modern solid state physics and materials science, because it
allows you to create materials with new properties for a wide range of applications. Focusing on the latest
scientific developments and discoveries in the field of nanotechnology, the course Fundamentals of
Nanotechnology presents a brief introduction to modern nanomaterials, their properties and production
technology. Lectures include topics such as the classification of nanomaterials; nanoscale confinement
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Code AGM4308
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code MNDT4309
Prerequisites

phenomena; 2D-nanomaterials; carbon nanomaterials; atomic force microscopy (AFM); scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM); scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and other characterization methods.
Amorphous and glassy materials
MPM3222 Mechanical properties of Postrequisites
Knowledge and skills acquired by students
materials, PhMS3223 Physical Materials
by mastering the discipline are the basis for
Science,
SMD3305
Semiconductor
learning of subsequent sections of special
materials and devices, DM3306 Dielectric
chapters in materials science, as well as for
materials, PhPM3217 Physical properties
the work on the diploma.
of materials, SSPh3216 Solid State
Physics.
3
Term
7
Formation of students' knowledge about the features of amorphous and glassy materials, methods for their
preparation and fields of application in modern materials science.
Study of the physical properties of amorphous and glassy materials is one of the key directions in materials
science in connection with the wide scope of these materials. The course "Amorphous and glassy materials"
is designed to gain knowledge in the field of solid state physics, which is conventionally divided according
to physical properties and molecular structure into two large classes - amorphous and crystalline. The course
contains technologies for the production of amorphous and glassy materials, study of the properties of
amorphous glasses and metallic non-crystalline materials, methods for determining the parameters of the
short and medium orders of the atomic structure of amorphous and glassy films.
Nondestructive testing module - 6 credits
Methods of non-destructive testing
SMD3305 Semiconductor materials and Postrequisites
SMD3305 Semiconductor materials and
devices, DM3306 Dielectric materials,
devices, DM3306 Dielectric materials,
PhPM3217 Physical properties of
PhPM3217 Physical properties of materials,
materials, SSPh3216 Solid State Physics.
SSPh3216 Solid State Physics
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Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code XrDCPh4310
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

3
Term
7
Explain and define the physical and instrumental principles of the methods used for non-destructive testing
of materials. Students will be familiarized with the requirements of quality control in accordance with
various standards.
Non-destructive testing (NT) plays an important role in identifying the quality of products and materials.
This course provides students with knowledge of non-destructive testing methods: the types of NDT,
instrumentation and physical principles of NDT. Widely used NDT methods are: Visual and Optical Testing
(VT), Liquid Penetrant Testing (PT), Magnetic Particle Testing (MT), Radiography (RT), Ultrasonic Testing
(UT), Infrared Thermography Techniques (IR), Leak Testing (LT).
X-ray diffraction and crystal physics
PhPM3217 Physical properties of Postrequisites
Knowledge and skills acquired by students
materials, SSPh3216 Solid State Physics,
by mastering the discipline are the basis for
FCPh3315 Fundamentals of Crystal
learning of subsequent sections of special
physics, GCP3316 Growth of crystals and
chapters in materials science, as well as for
their purification.
the work on the diploma.
3
Term
7
Formulate the basic concepts necessary to understand the crystal structure of materials. Basic concepts such
as the spatial lattice, symmetries, point groups and space groups will be considered, and relationship between
crystal symmetries and physical properties will be considered.
Discipline "X-ray diffraction and crystal physics" includes a fundamental discipline - crystallography, theory
and practice of methods for analyzing the atomic crystal structure of matter - X-ray crystallographic analysis
and X-ray phase analysis. In studying the discipline the following aspects will be considered:
Crystallography and structure of materials. Elementary cell, syngonies and lattice Bravais. Operations and
symmetry elements. The reciprocal lattice. Crystal defects. X-ray radiation. X-ray diffraction and Bragg
condition. The Laue formula. Sphere of Ewald. Structural and atomic scattering factor. X-ray diffraction
methods for determining structure and phase.
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Code NCM4311
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline

Abstract of the
discipline

Code MM4312
Prerequisites

Module of new materials – 6 credits
New and composite materials
PhPM3217 Physical properties of Postrequisites
Knowledge and skills acquired by students
materials, SSPh3216 Solid State Physics,
by mastering the discipline are the basis for
MPM3222 Mechanical properties of
learning of subsequent sections of special
materials, PhMS3223 Physical Materials
chapters in materials science, as well as for
Science, HTM3201 Heat treatment of
the work on the diploma.
materials.
3
Term
7
Basic training of students in the field of improvement and consolidation of knowledge and skills to properly
use in concrete conditions various new and composite materials: metals and alloys, polymers, ceramics and
composites; creation of new materials and production of products, modern technologies for processing
materials and nanotechnologies competitive in the world market.
New and composite materials – materials of the future. Advantages: durability against weight, corrosion and
chemical resistance, design freedom, reduction of production costs, lower material costs, durability. In
studying the discipline the following aspects will be considered:Ultradisperse or nanostructured materials.
Areas of application. Nanopowder. Chemical synthesis method. Volume nanostructured materials, methods
for their production. Controlled crystallization of amorphous materials. Compacting of ultradisperse
powders. Growth of single crystals. Features of defect formation in dislocation-free and low-dislocation
single crystals. Influence of contaminants. Metal composite materials. Composite materials with
aluminum, magnesium, titanium matrix. Composite materials based on immiscible metal components.
Systems based on copper. Modern materials of construction materials based on metals, intermetallic and
nonmetallic compounds, polymers and ceramics, working in extreme conditions.
Metal materials
PhPM3217 Physical properties of Postrequisites
Knowledge and skills acquired by students
materials, SSPh3216 Solid State Physics,
by mastering the discipline are the basis for
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MPM3222 Mechanical properties of
learning of subsequent sections of special
materials, PhMS3223 Physical Materials
chapters in materials science, as well as for
Science, HTM3201 Heat treatment of
the work on the diploma.
materials.
Credits
3
Term
7
Aim
of
the Basic training of students in the field of improving knowledge and skills for the proper use of various metallic
discipline
materials and alloys in specific conditions; the creation of new metallic materials and the production of
products, modern technologies for processing materials and nanotechnologies that are competitive in the
world market.
Abstract of the
Discipline "Metal materials" includes basic knowledge of the structure of materials with unique properties
discipline
for working in extreme conditions: ultra-light, noise absorbing, nanostructured, fire-resistant, heat-resistant.
In studying the discipline the following aspects will be considered: Crystalline lattice. Diffraction research
techniques. Characteristics of metallic crystal cells; indexing of a diffraction patter; density calculation.
Мethods of structural analysis of metals and alloys: X-ray diffraction. Methods of structural analysis of
metals and alloys: optical microscopy. Mechanical properties of metallic materials and mechanical tests
techniques. Substructural strengthening. Peculiarities of plastic flow. Failure mechanisms in metallic
materials. Binary phase diagrams of metallic alloys. Kinetics of phase transformations and transformation
diagrams. Influence of irradiation on structure and properties of metallic materials. Research techniques and
activity in the laboratory of radiation material science in the INP. Corrosion and degradation of metallic
materials. Electric properties of metallic material. Methods of magnetic properties measurements.
COMPONENT SELECTION INDUSTRY&TECHNOLOGY ACTIVITY (ССH ITA) -28
CREDITS
Interdisciplinary module for technological activities -5 credits
Code CChPhM2313 Colloid chemistry and physicochemical mechanics
Prerequisites
GCh1225 General chemistry.
Postrequisites
NCM4311 New and composite materials,
PhPM3217 Physical properties of materials,
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Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code OCh2314
Prerequisites

SSPh3216 Solid State Physics, FCPh3315
Fundamentals of Crystal physics, GCP3316
Growth of crystals and their purification.
3
Term
3
Give students the basics and laws of modern colloid chemistry and physico-chemical mechanics.
Discipline "Colloid chemistry and physicochemical mechanics" contains the necessary amount of
fundamental knowledge in the field of modern colloid chemistry, the role of surface phenomena in various
technological processes, as well as the basic principles of physico-chemical mechanics, as a science of the
relationship of structure, stress state and (mechanical) strengths properties of solid and liquid bodies. In
studying the discipline the following aspects will be considered: Characteristics of the subject of colloid
chemistry. Signs of objects of colloid chemistry. Concept of dispersion. Classification of dispersed systems
(DS) according to the intensity of the interfacial interaction; classification of DS by aggregative states.
Concept of partial concentrations. Difference from molar concentration. Molecular-kinetic properties of DS.
Brownian motion in ideal and colloidal solutions; Diffusion in ideal and colloidal solutions; The
phenomenon of osmosis in ideal and colloidal solutions; Phenomenon of sedimentation. Optical properties
of DS. Light scattering and polarization in colloidal systems. Rayleigh's law. Light absorption in colloidal
systems. Application of the Lambert-Bouguer-Beer law for turbid solutions. Thermodynamics of surface
phenomena. Surface tension. Influence of various factors on the surface tension of solutions.
Organic chemistry
GCh1225
General
chemistry, Postrequisites
NCM4311 New and composite materials,
CChPhM2313 Colloid chemistry and
PhPM3217 Physical properties of
physicochemical mechanics
materials, SSPh3216 Solid State Physics,
FCPh3315 Fundamentals of Crystal
physics, GCP3316 Growth of crystals and
their purification.
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Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code FCPh3315
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline

2
Term
4
Give the fundamentals of organic chemistry, to show its importance and role as a theoretical basis for the
most important branches of the chemical industry.
Chemistry is one of the important subjects for students in the Physics Faculty, and in particular, this
knowledge is necessary about the role of organic compounds, their physical and chemical properties,
methods of production and use, as well as their participation in the vital processes of the body.The following
aspects will be considered in studying the discipline: The subject of organic chemistry, its place in a number
of other chemical and natural disciplines. Classification. Structure of the carbon atom. Isomerism,
nomenclature, classification of organic compounds. Classification of organic reactions: radical,
electrophilic, nucleophilic. The concept of a general reaction mechanism. Alkanes Electronic and spatial
structure, methods of obtaining, physical and chemical properties. Recycling of methane. The production
scheme of the most important products based on methane. Alkenes. The nature of the double bond, chemical
properties. Double bond coupling reactions. Reaction mechanism Connection stoheometry. Markovnikov
rule. Harash effect.
Module of technology for production of crystalline materials – 5 credits
Fundamentals of Crystal physics
PhMS3223 Physical Materials Science, Postrequisites
NCM4311 New and composite materials,
MPM3222 Mechanical properties of
SSPh3216
Solid
State
Physics,
materials, Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys2206
XrDCPh4310 X-ray diffraction and crystal
Physics 2.
physics, FN4307 Fundamentals of
Nanotechnology.
3
Term
6
Establishing the relationship of the structure of real crystals (crystallographic structure) with the anisotropy
of physical properties, the symmetry and directions of external mechanical, thermal, electrical, magnetic and
other effects.
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Abstract of the
discipline

Code GCP3316
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline

Abstract of the
discipline

Discipline "Fundamentals of Crystal physics" outlines the modern concepts of the basics of classical
crystallography and crystal physics: about symmetry, morphology and structure of crystals, physical
properties and connection with the structure of crystals, based on the theory of growth, features of real
crystals, as well as methods of studying crystals. In studying the discipline the following aspects will be
considered: Lattice, Basis and Crystal. Unit Cell, Primitive Cell and Wigner-Seitz Cell. Symmetry, Crystal
Systems and Bravais Lattices. The Reciprocal Lattice. Diamond Structure. 47 simple forms of crystals.
Classes with unit directions. Defects in crystals. Mechanical properties. Polymorphism.Thermal properties.
Superconductors. Magnetic properties. Crystaloptics. Magnetooptics.
Growth of crystals and their purification
PhMS3223 Physical Materials Science, Postrequisites
XrDCPh4310 X-ray diffraction and crystal
MPM3222 Mechanical properties of
physics, ONN4322 Obtaining of
materials, Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys2206
nanomaterials and nanosystems, AMC4327
Physics 2.
Advanced materials and coatings.
2
Term
6
Providing the necessary knowledge to understand crystal growth and their purification. The overall goal and
direction of the course “Growth of crystals and their purification”: nucleation, kinetics and mechanisms of
crystal growth, the choice of growth technique, the effect of crystal growth parameters on size, morphology,
internal perfection, crystal uniformity and morphological stability, the formation of patterns during crystal
growth and etc.
Discipline of “Growth of crystals and their purification” is aimed at studying the thermodynamic
prerequisites for crystal growth, such as chemical potential, construction of binary phase diagrams, supersaturation and crystal nucleation. The surface energies and surface diffusion are discussed below. Course
section on epitaxial growth discusses the restoration of the surface shape, the mismatch of the parameters of
the crystal lattice and dislocation, as well as the characteristics both inside and on the surface of the crystal.
We will also look at growth methods. In studying the discipline the following aspects will be considered:
Fundamentals of crystal growth. Theories of crystal growth. Experimental crystal growth part-I: Melt and
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Code GEE4317
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code FIE4318

vapour growth techniques. Experimental crystal growth part-II: Solution growth techniques.
Characterization techniques.
Module of electrical equipment – 6 credits
General electrical engineering
Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Math1204 Postrequisites
Knowledge and skills acquired by students
Mathematics 2, Phys1205 Physics 1,
by mastering the discipline are the basis for
Phys2206 Physics 2, DIE2304 Differential
learning of subsequent sections of special
and Integral Equations, SMD3305
chapters in materials science, as well as for
Semiconductor materials and devices,
the work on the diploma.
FCPh3315 Fundamentals of Crystal
physics.
3
Term
7
Formation of basic knowledge of the technologist, necessary for his activity in the fields of electrical
engineering: electric and magnetic circuits, transformers, electrical machines, electrical measuring
instruments.
Electrical engineering is a science that studies the generation, conversion, and use of electrical energy for
practical purposes. The discipline “General electrical engineering” has interdisciplinary connections with
physics, chemistry and mathematics. The course “General electrical engineering” provides for the study of
direct current circuits, single-phase and three-phase alternating current circuits, transformers, measuring
instruments. Attention is drawn to the potential of the electric power industry over other energy sources,
such as universality, economic efficiency, ease of distribution among consumers, ease of transformation into
other forms of energy, prostate transformation. Basic concept is the ability to solve problems of linear
electrical circuits by using linear equations both in constant and alternating current circuits, and their analysis
methods are common.
Fundamentals of Industrial Electronics
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Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code EMP4319
Prerequisites

Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Math1204 Postrequisites
Knowledge and skills acquired by students
Mathematics 2, Phys1205 Physics 1,
by mastering the discipline are the basis for
Phys2206 Physics 2, DIE2304 Differential
learning of subsequent sections of special
and Integral Equations, SMD3305
chapters in materials science, as well as for
Semiconductor materials and devices,
the work on the diploma.
FCPh3315 Fundamentals of Crystal
physics.
3
Term
7
To provide students with knowledge of the theories and principles of operation of electronic equipment for
industrial use.
The subject of industrial electronics is electronics used in industry to carry out the many technological
processes required in the production of all types of goods and services. How does such electronics differ
from other types of electronics used in engineering and technology? Electronics used in industry uses
concepts that are considered in a variety of electrical and electronic courses, from dc circuits to control
systems. This course covers the totality of many elements of electronics, with an emphasis on how these
elements fit into industrial applications. As a result, the course is built in accordance with the traditional
courses of industrial electronics. The course also covers DC and AC currents, discrete and analog process
control issues, keys and sensors, as well as production control and automation systems. In addition, the
sections on mechatronics are equally useful for mechanics courses, since they introduce the concepts of
electromechanics used in industrial machines and automation.
Module of electrotechnical materials -6 credits
Electrotechnical materials and products
PhMS3223 Physical Materials Science, Postrequisites
Knowledge and skills acquired by students
IMS1226 Introduction to Materials
by mastering the discipline are the basis for
Science, MSTCM1207 Materials Science
learning of subsequent sections of special
and Technology of Сonstruction Materials,
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PhWEM2210 Physics Workshop
Electricity and Magnetism.
Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code REPM4320
Prerequisites

on

chapters in materials science, as well as for
the work on the diploma.

3
Term
7
Study of theoretical and applied issues related to the structure and properties of electrical materials, the
technology of their production for subsequent use in electrical structures and devices.
In the discipline "Electrotechnical materials and products," physical phenomena occurring in electrical
materials under the influence of electromagnetic fields are studied. Classification of materials is given, their
properties and some technological processes of production are studied. Electrical materials are necessary for
the design of a wide range of electrical devices and equipment. Role of electrical materials becomes
significant given the trend of modern electrical engineering to increase voltages and power, reduce the size
and weight of machines, devices, and increase reliability. In studying the discipline the following aspects
will be considered: Classification of electrical materials. Properties, characteristics of electrical materials.
General information about dielectric materials and products. Classification of properties and characteristics
of dielectrics. Conductors. Classification of conductors; basic properties and characteristics. Semiconductor
materials. Magnetic materials. Superconductors and cryopaths. Film insulating materials and their
application. Fibrous electrical insulating materials, their production. Production of electroceramic materials,
their types. Types of silicate glasses, their electrical insulating characteristics and application. Alloys with
special thermal and elastic properties. Electrical materials and products.
Radio engineering products and materials
Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Math1204 Postrequisites
Knowledge and skills acquired by students
Mathematics 2, Phys1205 Physics 1,
by mastering the discipline are the basis for
Phys2206 Physics 2, DIE2304 Differential
learning of subsequent sections of special
and Integral Equations, SMD3305
chapters in materials science, as well as for
Semiconductor materials and devices,
the work on the diploma.
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Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code MM4321
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline

FCPh3315 Fundamentals of Crystal
physics.
3
Term
7
Study of methods and technical means of forming and processing radio signals, which is necessary for
solving specific practical problems in the field of radio engineering, in particular, for the creation of modern
radio engineering systems consisting of a large number of different devices.
Radio engineering products and materials (REP) are a complex of radio engineering devices interacting with
each other, designed to perform tasks related to the transmission or extraction of information. Usage of radio
systems and their scope is expanding rapidly. Their complexity and unit cost at facilities is growing (60% of
the cost per plane and 80% in the satellite). There are problems with the need for a combination of technical,
tactical and cost characteristics. Role of the developer of radio engineering systems, the designer and the
technologist, is equally significant and the specialists in these areas are constantly required. Designers and
technologists should determine not only the general principles of operation of the RTS, but also factors
affecting their quality characteristics, marginal capabilities and modern achievements. Topics include
general characteristics of information transmission systems, radio transmitting devices of radio
communication systems, radio receiving radio communication systems, communication systems.
Microelectronics Module - 6 credits
Materials for microelectronics
PhPM3217Physical
properties
of Postrequisites
Knowledge and skills acquired by students
materials,
SMD3305 Semiconductor
by mastering the discipline are the basis for
materials and devices , DM3306 Dielectric
learning of subsequent sections of special
materials.
chapters in materials science, as well as for
the work on the diploma.
3
Term
7
Mastering the main tasks, principles and directions of development of modern microelectronics, the
acquisition of knowledge on the principles of construction, functionality, manufacturing and use of
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Abstract of the
discipline

Code ONN4322
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

microelectronics in equipment of various functional purposes, including devices and systems of industrial
electronics, familiarization with the designs and technologies of devices and devices made using
technologies microelectronics.
Discipline "Materials for microelectronics" gives a complete picture of the physical principles of operation
of modern semiconductor devices, which are based on the properties of the metal-semiconductor contact and
the p-n junction, helps to use the modern electronics element base, to understand the trends and prospects
for its development and practical use. In studying the discipline the following aspects will be considered:
Historical stages of the microelectronics development. Technological basis of semiconductor
microelectronics. Physics of semiconductor structures. Barriers and contacts. Metal-semiconductor contact.
Homo- and heterojunctions. Electron-hole junction. Physicochemical basis of basic technological processes
of semiconductor electronics. Lithography. Planar technology. Principles of operation and characteristics of
semiconductor diodes, bipolar transistors, thyristors, MIS transistors, Field-effect transistors with control
transition, semiconductor emitters and photodetectors, semiconductor sensors, sensor devices and
converters.
Obtaining of nanomaterials and nanosystems
SMD3305 Semiconductor materials and Postrequisites
Knowledge and skills acquired by students
devices, DM3306 Dielectric materials;
by mastering the discipline are the basis for
PhPM3217 Physical properties of
learning of subsequent sections of special
materials; SSPh3216 Solid State Physics.
chapters in materials science, as well as for
the work on the diploma.
3
Term
7
To provide students with knowledge of the methods of manufacturing nanostructures according to the
principles of top-down and bottom-up
Nanotechnology is an important direction of modern solid state physics and materials science, because it
allows you to create materials with new properties for a wide range of applications. The course “Obtaining
of nanomaterials and nanosystems” provides a brief introduction to modern nanomaterials, their properties
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Code Biop2323
Prerequisites
Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code VBG2324

and production technology, focusing on the latest scientific developments and discoveries in the field of
nanotechnology. The course contains technologies of nano-production, such as lithography, thin-film
deposition (PVD, CVD, Epitaxy), film etching. In studying the discipline the following aspects will be
considered: Principles of nanomaterials formation; different methods of synthesis of the nanostructured
materials; lithography processes; epitaxial growth of layered nanostructures; powder technologies.
COMPONENT SELECTION DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY (CCh DA) -28 CREDITS
Interdisciplinary module for development activities– 5 credits
Biophysics
Phys1205 Physics 1, Skills acquired in the Postrequisites
AMC4327 Advanced materials and
volume of the school program in biology.
coatings, CM4329 Construction materials.
3
Term
3
Acquisition by students of biophysical approach to the experimental study of biological phenomena and
patterns.
In the discipline "Biophysics" great attention is paid to the laws of thermodynamics in relation to
bioprocesses and phenomena. Research carried out by many methods, the main of which are physical and
physico-chemical analyzes. In studying the discipline the following aspects will be considered: Some
fundamental concepts of thermodynamics in biology. Thermal molecular motion, order and probability.
Molecular and ionic interactions as the basis for the formation of biological structures. Laws of
thermodynamics in biology. Interphase phenomena and membranes. Molecular and ionic interactions as the
basis for the formation of biological structures. Membrane transport and membrane potential. Ion balance in
living cells. Resting potential. Action potential Membrane transport and membrane potential. Water and
ionic balance of a living cell. Energy and dynamics of biological systems. Electric fields in cells and
organisms. Membrane transport and membrane potential. Electrical conductivity of living systems.
Vector and bitmap graphics
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Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline

Abstract of the
discipline

Code CADS3325
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline

EGGE1224 Engineering graphics and Postrequisites
graphics editors.

MPDB3220 Machine parts and design
basics, Des3326 Designing, CADS3325
Computer-aid design systems.
2
Term
4
Formation of knowledge in working with graphical information of various types and contents, basics of
graphic presentation of information, methods of graphic modeling of geometric objects and design using
graphic editors CorelDraw and AutoCAD, rules of development and design of design documentation,
graphic models of phenomena and processes. Develops students' understanding of modern design.
Discipline "Vector and bitmap graphics" includes modern methods of creating computer graphics and forms
the skills for their use in professional activities. The practical basic course is designed to work with graphic
programs with the ability to create raster and vector images, various primitives and fictionalization, as well
as to gain practical skills in using analysis methods in working with images. In studying the discipline the
following aspects will be considered: Types of graphic editors. Microsoft Office Power Point Editor. Raster
graphics editor PHOTO-PAINT. CorelDraw vector editor. Polyhedrons. Intersection of polyhedra. Curves
of the line. Mutual arrangement of planes. Spatial curves of lines and surfaces. Intersection of a surface by
a plane. Mutual intersection of surfaces. Axonometric projections.
Construction module-5 credits
Computer-aid design systems
Мath1203 Mathematics 1, Мath1204 Postrequisites
CM4329
Construction
materials,
Mathematics 2, EAD3221 Editors of
AMC4327 Advanced materials and
automatic design, EGGE1224 Engineering
coatings, DSTP4328 Digitalization of
graphics and graphics editors.
systems and technological processes,
SSA4330 Special steels and alloys.
2
Term
6
Formation of students' general methodological foundations and practical skills in the development and
application in CAD of geometric models of flat and three-dimensional design objects, their visualization and
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Abstract of the
discipline

Code Des3326

work with the model using specialized software tools, as well as developing more in-depth and detailed study
and production of students visualization of parts and components of various mechanisms based on AutoCAD
and CATIA.
The course " Computer-aid design systems" provides training in the field of software for development
activities, including the development of basic knowledge in the field of 2D and 3D models of devices, circuits
and structures in the program AutoCAD and CATIA. In studying the discipline the following aspects will
be considered:The interface and customization CATIA and AutoCAD program workspace. Files and
formats. Manage drawings. Export and import of files Tools for creating 2D objects in CATIA and
AutoCAD. Points and coordinates. Coordinate system. Work with CCS. ICS. Features of the construction
of drawings from the coordinate system. Differences in the AutoCAD and CATIA models. Drawing modes.
Ortho mode. Construction of a 2D 2-storey building scheme. Features and types of bindings. Types of
primitives. Linear primitives. Nodal points. Editing and inserting tables. Text and text styles. Dimensions
and dimensional styles. Full 2D drawing creation. Methods of calling and working with toolbars. Metric and
British templates. Use of multilines. Self multilines based on the standard creation. Colors. Features of the
selection of the palette. Line weight. Types of lines. GOST on materials. Line weight. Static blocks. Blocks
editing. Dynamic and static columns. Raster image. Hyperlinks. Macros. Elements of three-dimensional
objects. Level and height. Differences of commands "to cut and subtract". Orbit and viewports. Export
models from CATIA. Polylines. Nets and faces. Bodies. Differences in editing of 3D bodies and surfaces.
Toning. Elements of the landscape. Lighting. Work with animation. Shadows creation. Features of using the
"sky". Work with animation. Textures creation. Model Space. Tabs of model space. Layouts. Standard
framework. Building a 3D model based on 2 projections Publication in various formats. Layout creation and
editing. Change to model space. Publications and preservation of the drawing. 3D drawing of a part with
animation. Modifications and features during work with the layout. Features of material selection and
accuracy. Printing options and layout styles. Architectural style. Presentation style.
Designing
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Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code AMC4327
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline

MPDB3220 Machine parts and design Postrequisites
basics, EGGE1224 Engineering graphics
and graphics editors, VBG2324 Vector and
bitmap graphics.

CM4329
Construction
materials,
AMC4327 Advanced materials and
coatings, DSTP4328 Digitalization of
systems and technological processes,
SSA4330 Special steels and alloys.
3
Term
6
Prepare students for a successful engineering or managerial career in architecture, engineering and
construction or related fields; provide employers with a well-educated workforce that is ready to provide
civil, construction and management services immediately after graduation.
Construction is an introduction to engineering, construction and management. This program is designed for
individuals who meet the requirements for licensed professional engineers in the construction industry. The
focus is on the application of technical principles for solving real construction problems. They include
training in the field of civil construction, construction principles, testing and evaluation of materials, project
management, computer-aided design systems, 3D animation.
Module of digitalization of systems and processes – 6 credits
Advanced materials and coatings
MPM3222 Mechanical properties of Postrequisites
Knowledge and skills acquired by students
materials, PhMS3223 Physical Materials
by mastering the discipline are the basis for
Science, IMS1226 Introduction to
learning of subsequent sections of special
Materials Science, MSTCM1207 Materials
chapters in materials science, as well as for
Science and Technology of Сonstruction
the work on the diploma.
Materials .
3
Term
7
Formation of a scientific approach based on the totality of knowledge, skills, abilities and methodological
culture in the field of materials science as applied to materials created as a result of the development of new
promising areas of physical materials science.
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Abstract of the
discipline

Code DSTP4328
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Discipline "Advanced materials and coatings" is aimed to forming a scientific basis for a comprehensive
understanding of the directions of development of modern structural and functional materials, theoretical
and experimental research of their structure and properties, promising areas of materials science. In studying
the discipline the following aspects will be considered: Classification of nanomaterials. Carbon nanotubes.
Fullerenes. Graphene. Nanocrystals. Aerogel. Aerographite. Nanoaccumulators. Oxides of metals. Mixtures
and complex oxides. Nanostructured materials on the basis of solid. The phenomenon and properties of
magnetics with a giant magnetoresistance. Types of magnetics. Advanced stainless steels with a high content
of nitrogen. Structure, properties, heat treatment. High-performance materials and coatings in extreme
environments. New coating and ultrathin film deposition methods: from architectural to biomedical.
Digitalization of systems and technological processes
Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys2206 Physics 2, Postrequisites
Knowledge and skills acquired by students
SMD3305 Semiconductor materials and
by mastering the discipline are the basis for
devices, Мath1203 Mathematics 1,
learning of subsequent sections of special
Мath1204 Mathematics 4, DIE2304
chapters in materials science, as well as for
Differential and Integral Equations,
the work on the diploma.
CADS3325 Computer-aid design systems,
EGGE1224 Engineering graphics and
graphics editors.
3
Term
7
Provide students with basic knowledge of digital electronics for further use in the digitalization of systems
and technological processes.
This subject is an introductory course in modern digital electronics. In recent years, the importance of digital
technology has increased more and more. The reason for this is the significant advantages of digital
technology, while creating very complex systems. This is achieved by presenting a signal with two values
that can be processed by logic gates with highly nonlinear transfer characteristics without failures,
accumulation and further propagation of signal distortions. Due to such a representation of signals, it was
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Code CM4329
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

possible to create a semiconductor technology that allows to realize up to 108 elements on a single chip.
Topics include coding and number systems, switching algebra, the behavior of logic gates, circuitry, logic
circuits. asynchronous triggers, synchronous drivers, multiplexers and code converters, digital counters, shift
registers, arithmetic devices, principles of microprocessor design.
Module of construction materials – 6 credits
Construction materials
Phys1205 Physics 1, Phys2206 Physics 2, Postrequisites
Knowledge and skills acquired by students
SMD3305 Semiconductor materials and
by mastering the discipline are the basis for
devices, DM3306 Dielectric materials;
learning of subsequent sections of special
FCPh3315 Fundamentals of Crystal
chapters in materials science, as well as for
physics, CADS3325 Computer-aid design
the work on the diploma.
systems, Des3326 Designing.
3
Term
7
Obtaining knowledge to evaluate the behavior of materials under operating conditions, to choose the right
material and its processing technology in order to obtain a given structure and properties that provide high
reliability and durability of products.
Structural materials are the materials on the basis of which parts are made for machines, engineering
structures and structures. They will be pushed to mechanical stress in the course of work. Such parts are
characterized by a large variety of not only uniform, but also operational. They used in various industries,
with their help make industrial furnaces, parts for cars, they are used in the aviation field. Task of the
manufacturer to perform a structural part, ready to work at different temperatures, in different environments
and with quite intense loads. Main difference of products from the remaining additions of structures is their
willingness to take maximum loads for a long time. The course is a brief introduction to modern construction
materials, properties and production technology, focusing on the latest scientific developments and
discoveries in the field of materials science. The course contains such topics as the classification and
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Code SSA4330
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

Code RED4331
Prerequisites

properties of structural materials, types of structural materials, technologies for the production of structural
materials.
Special steels and alloys
SMD3305 Semiconductor materials and Postrequisites
Knowledge and skills acquired by students
devices, DM3306 Dielectric materials;
by mastering the discipline are the basis for
PhPM3217 Physical properties of
learning of subsequent sections of special
materials.
chapters in materials science, as well as for
the work on the diploma.
3
Term
7
Basic knowledge of the creation of various groups of steels with special properties and the principles of
obtaining certain groups of steels and alloys will allow the most economical and efficient use of materials
and ensure high strength of products
Discipline "Special steels and alloys" is aimed to acquainting students with modern brands of steel and alloys
used in mechanical engineering, with the basics of doping and the creation of various groups of steel with
special properties. In studying the discipline the following aspects will be considered: General questions of
alloying steels. Ways to improve the performance characteristics of steels. Classification of alloying
elements. Influence of alloying elements on the critical points of steels. Non-metallic inclusions.
Construction steel. Carbon steel of ordinary quality, hot-rolled, heat-strengthened. Reinforcing steel.
Surface-hardened steels. Bearing steel. Steel of increased plasticity (PNP). Cavitation-resistant steels. Tool
steel. Corrosion of metallic materials. Chromium stainless steel. Classification of steels by magnetic
properties.
Renewable Energy Device Module - 6 credits
Renewable Energy Devices
PhWM1211 Physics Workshop on Postrequisites
Knowledge and skills acquired by students
Mechanics, MPh2209 Molecular physics,
by mastering the discipline are the basis for
PhWEM2210 Physics Workshop on
learning of subsequent sections of special
283

Credits
Aim of the
discipline

Abstract of the
discipline

Electricity and Magnetism, APhO3214
chapters in materials science, as well as for
Applied and physical optics, DTPM3208
the work on the diploma.
Design of technological processes and
materials, SSPh3216 Solid State Physics,
MPDB3220 Machine parts and design
basics.
3
Term
7
To acquaint students with various types of alternative energy sources, to stimulate their activities for the
development of this area of technology and technology, as well as to discuss the prospects for the
development of alternative energy and the main methods of calculating alternative energy installations and
assess their effectiveness.
The course "Renewable Energy Devices" provides training in the field of renewable energy sources,
including the development of in-depth knowledge of solar thermal installations (solar heat supply systems,
solar thermal power plants), geothermal power plants and heat supply systems, wind power plants,
instruments for using ocean energy. In studying the discipline the following aspects will be considered:
Economic and environmental prerequisites for the use of renewable energy resources in the world and in
Kazakhstan. The main relations of the mechanics of fluid and gas and devices where these phenomena are
used. Phenomena of heat transfer. Radiation heat transfer, conductive and convective heat exchange and
devices based on them. Spectral and energy components of solar radiation and the influence of the earth's
atmosphere on artificial satellites. Physical principles of heliothermal energy converters and devices based
on them. Thermal balance of the receiver. The design of open, closed, isolated water storage of thermal
energy. Optical properties of materials for solar radiation receivers and thermal screens. Principles of the
operation of selective surfaces and devices based on them. Thermal solar systems for obtaining cold, for
heating rooms and drying air. The conversion of thermal solar energy into mechanical and chemical energy,
the principle of the action of devices on similar displays. Stirling engines. Solar power plants of a tower type
and with dispersed collectors. Transformation of thermal solar energy into electrical energy by
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Code CPD4332
Prerequisites

Credits
Aim of the
discipline
Abstract of the
discipline

semiconductor converters. Principles of operation of solid-state generators of thermoelectricity. Principles
of operation of photovoltaic converters. Voltampere characteristics of solar cells. Temperature
characteristics of solar cells. Instruments based on the use of hydro resources. Corrosion protection.
Classification of wind turbines. Features of the use of wind turbines. Installations using the energy of waves
and tides. Principles of energy devices based on photosynthesis and biofuel, exotic solar energy converters.
Principles of transformation of thermal energy of the ocean and geothermal energy. Accumulation and
transmission of energy over a distance. Chemical and biological storage, heat and power storage, fuel cells
and mechanical storage.
Collector and photovoltaic devices
SMD3305 Semiconductor materials and Postrequisites
Knowledge and skills acquired by students
devices, RES3219 Renewable Energy
by mastering the discipline are the basis for
Sources.
learning of subsequent sections of special
chapters in materials science, as well as for
the work on the diploma.
3
Term
7
Study of the main technical characteristics, properties, production, as well as the use of collector and
photovoltaic devices.
Discipline "Collector and photovoltaic devices" is aimed at learning the basics of photoelectric conversion:
charge excitation, transfer, separation and collection. They will get acquainted with commercial and new
photovoltaic (PV) technologies and various intersecting topics in the field of PV: conversion efficiency, loss
mechanisms, characteristics, production, systems, reliability, life cycle analysis, risk analysis. Other topics
covered include the evolution of photovoltaic technology in the context of markets, politics, society and the
environment. In studying the discipline the following aspects will be considered: The use of solar energy
and renewable sources, Geothermal energy converters, Optical properties of materials for solar receivers,
Thermal solar systems, Semiconductor photo- and thermocouples, Autonomous solar power plants and the
accumulation of energy.
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